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Editorial Note 

This volume was produced under difficult conditions. The publication 
of articles was not only very slow; the number of articles was also reduced due 
to circumstances beyond our control - the heavy flood in Thailand during 
October to December 2011. So we ask the reader’s indulgence for any effects 
this may have on the volume. 

For this volume, we are pleased to present articles focused on the 
following languages: Jieyang-Hakka, Jowai-Pnar, Lai, Pumi, Ten-edn, Tai and 
Viet-Mường; these papers make contributions to language documentation, 
especially in phonetics and lexicography, and better understanding the 
historical processes of language diversification. Additionally there are 
typological papers on phonetics and narrative in Mon-Khmer languages which 
address important general issues. 

Graceful acknowledgement should be made to Paul Sidwell for seeing 
the final volume through to press, and to Brian Migliazza for facilitating the 
publication of his volume.  

The Mon-Khmer Studies (MKS) was first published by the Linguistic 
Circle of Saigon and the Summer Institute of Linguistics in 1964.  After nearly 
50 years, the print edition will be discontinued. From the volume 41 onward, 
the MKS is going completely digital and open access. The journal will move to 
a continuous online publication model, consistent with trends in academic 
publishing internationally. Also, arrangements will be made for print-on-
demand delivery, although we expect electronic distribution to become normal. 

We thank our readers, authors, reviewers and editors for their 
continuing support of the journal, now and into the future. 

 
Naraset Pisitpanporn 
for MKS Editorial Board 
April 2012 
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Mường is not a subgroup: Phonological evidence for a 
paraphyletic taxon in the Viet-Muong sub-family* 

John D. PHAN 
Cornell University, USA 

Abstract 
The nature of the language or languages termed “Mường” has not 
been well understood.  In the struggle to clarify the inter-branch 
relationships of the larger Vietic family, Mường has generally been 
regarded as one of two major subgroups of the Viet-Muong 
subfamily (opposite Vietnamese).  This paper presents new data 
collected in north-central Vietnam on three varieties of Mường: the 
Trám variety of Thanh Hóa province, the Chỏi variety of Phú Thọ 
province, and the Vang variety of Hòa Bình province. Preliminary 
analysis reveals salient diversity in their onset inventories, with no 
evidence of shared innovation. This suggests that a Proto-Muong 
level of diversification is not reconstructable.  In other words, Mường 
is not a subgroup.  

Keywords: Viet-Muong, Historical Phonology, subgrouping 

0.0 Introduction 

The status of the “Mường” language has not been well understood. 
The term itself—a Tai loanword—was once applied liberally to a number of 
relatives of modern Vietnamese. Following Michel Ferlus’ description of a 
number of conservative Vietic languages spoken in the central highlands, 
“Mường” came to refer to those related languages which—like Vietnamese—
exhibit pervasive monosyllabicity, and lexical tone systems. For this reason, 
“Mường” and Vietnamese are now treated as forming the “Viet-Muong” 
subgroup of a Vietic language family. 

The innovations which formed a distinct Vietnamese language from 
Proto-Viet-Muong (henceforth, PVM) are fairly well understood.1 These 

                                                 
* Many thanks to my consultants for their critical contributions. Special thanks to 

Professor Tran Tri Doi of Vietnam National University, for his essential help and guidance on the 
project.  Thanks also to Nguyen Van Duc, for his extensive assistance in many efforts. 

1 These were described by Ferlus (1986) as a kind of drag chain involving the mutation 
of initial consonants, plus the spirantization of medial consonants followed by the loss of minor 
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innovations mean that a “Proto-Vietnamese” level is reconstructable—
indicating in evolutionary terms, that Vietnamese represents the evolution of a 
subgroup of PVM dialects. In the articulation of this Vietnamese subgroup, the 
assumption has crept in that “Mường” also represents a subgroup. This is not 
the case. Novel fieldwork conducted in 2009-2010 reveals pervasive diversity 
in the initial consonant inventories of three “Mường” varieties, which 
contradict the possibility of a “Proto-Mường” stage of linguistic development. 
This diversity of innovations describes, rather, the distinct evolution of an 
already diversified array of PVM dialects. In other words, “Mường” is not a 
subgroup. 

And yet, the languages called “Mường” today seem to exist in mutual 
intelligibility with one another. Does this not constitute evidence that “Mường” 
is a single language, and as such, a single clade? As I will demonstrate in this 
study, the one does not necessarily require the other. The “Mường” languages 
may be mutual intelligible, but even leaving aside the deeply impressionistic 
nature of such a criterion, the fact remains that defining a language in terms of 
mutual intelligibility is not the same thing as defining it terms of genetic 
history. There are other paths by which a language may obtain this 
phenomenon of unity. As Andrew Garrett has recently proposed for Ancient 
Greek, convergence is one possibility (Garrett, 2006). In their study of Western 
Numic, Babel, Garrett, et al. (2009) also proposed the term apomorphic taxon 
to describe those linguistic groups which demonstrate a unity of features 
obtained through areal diffusion, rather than shared innovation.  

There remains another possibility. In their defense of phylogenetic 
methods, Greenhill & Gray (2009) describe the Formosan languages as bearing 
no cladistical unity, but rather representing several distinct lineages evolving 
directly out of Proto-Austronesian. These lineages were “left behind” by the 
mutation of other Austronesian languages after the migration out of Taiwan, 
and thus bear a conservative resemblance to one another despite the lack of a 
“proto-Formosan” stage of evolution.   

The condition of the Formosan languages resembles the biological 
concept of paraphyly, which describes groups of organisms whose most recent 
common ancestor is also the ancestor of an innovating group no longer counted 
within the taxon. The easiest example of this is the class of Reptilia, which 
excludes the monophyletic clades of Aves (birds) and Mammalia, with whom 
their most recent common ancestor is shared. In the same manner, the most 
recent shared ancestor of the “Mường” languages is Proto-Viet-Muong—which 
is, of course, also the shared ancestor of Vietnamese.  

                                                                                                           
syllables. I have modified Ferlus’ claims somewhat, and will discuss these innovations later in the 
study. 
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Through an examination of the stop onset inventories of three 
“Mường” varieties, this study demonstrates that “Mường” is not a subgroup, 
but a paraphyletic taxon.  Consequent to this argument, I also present a model 
for Proto-Việt-Mường diversification, in which a subgroup of PVM dialects 
branches off to form the modern Vietnamese language. 

0.1 Organization of the paper 

Section 1 briefly introduces the Mường and their language, as well as 
reviewing some pertinent scholarship.  Section 2 examines the diverse 
evolution of PVM initial stops among four geographically diverse Mường 
varieties.  The lack of shared innovations and the presence of independent 
mutations from the PVM level are taken as evidence for the paraphyletic 
nature of the Mường language.  I summarize these arguments in Section 3, in 
which I present a model for Việt-Mường speciation that describes 
Vietnamese—but not Mường—as a cohesive subgroup. 

1.0 Introduction to the Mường and their language 

The Mường are currently the third-largest ethnicity in Vietnam (after 
the majority Kinh, and the highland Tay), with a population of roughly 
1,140,000 spread out over an area west, southwest, and south of the Red River 
(1999 census; Lewis, 2009). They are most heavily concentrated in the 
provinces of Hoa Bình, Thanh Hóa, and Phú Thọ2, with communities as far 
west as Yên Bái and Sơn La, and as far south as Nghệ An (Lewis, 2009). 
Mường communities are generally situated in low mountain valleys 
surrounded by peaks, which places them in geographical zones contiguous 
with the Kinh (Vietnamese-speaking) majority, as opposed to the higher 
elevations inhabited by the Hmong or Dao. The Mường themselves are 
subsistence farmers who cultivate rice and corn as staples, alongside a number 
of small cash-crops including tea (Phú Thọ), sugarcane (Thanh Hóa, Phú Thọ, 
Hoa Bình), and recently, acacia lumber (Phú Thọ, Hoa Bình). 

The genealogical status of Vietnamese (and by association, Mường) 
was once a subject of some controversy.  Long held to be a simple offshoot of 
Chinese (see Taberd, 1838), Henri Maspero later recognized an affinity 
between Việt-Mường and other Southeast Asian language groups (like Tai and 
Mon-Khmer), but argued for a principal connection with Tai because of the 
presence of tone (Taberd, 1838; Maspero, 1912). The issue was finally laid to 
rest by André Haudricourt in his seminal 1954 account of tonogenesis, which 
demonstrated not only that Vietnamese (and Mường) tones evolved from 
consonants (and not a unique genetic inheritance), but that Vietnamese (and 

                                                 
2 Vinh Phú province was split into Phú Thọ and Vinh Phúc provinces in 1996; the 

ethnologue description of Mường still lists “Vinh Phú” (rather than Phú Thọ) as a Mường area. 
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Mường) was a member of the Mon-Khmer family, and completely unrelated 
either to Tai or Chinese languages (Haudricourt, 1954). 

This genetic classification was further refined in the ‘90s, when work 
by Michel Ferlus and Gerard Diffloth argued for the placement of Vietic 
somewhere in the Katuic branch of the Mon-Khmer family, though they 
differed on the details (Diffloth, 1991; Ferlus, 1992; Ferlus, 1994). This 
position was supported by Alves (2005), who expanded the argument with a 
body of lexical evidence, but was contradicted by Sidwell (2005, 2010), who 
argued for a more or less flat tree structure out of which radiated as many as 
thirteen independent branches—including distinct Bahnaric and Vietic lines 
(Sidwell, 2005; Sidwell, 2010). As such, there are now two opposing views on 
the placement of Vietnamese within Mon-Khmer—one, following Diffloth and 
Ferlus, that argues for an affiliation with Katuic; and the other, following 
Sidwell, arguing for direct diversification (alongside a number of major 
branches) from Proto-Mon-Khmer itself. 

What is of most interest to us, however, is what is meant by the term 
Mường—in all of its connotations. It is quite plain that “Mường” as both a 
language and ethnicity has suffered from a long history of ambiguity. Cuisinier 
described the Mường as culturally and linguistically, des Annamites attardés—
“backward Annamese”, establishing a strong bias toward understanding the 
Mường as primitive, fossilized cousins of the lowland Vietnamese3 (Cuisinier, 
1946, pp. 562-563).  This characterization was ultimately challenged by Taylor 
(2001), who argued that French ethnological categories forced the Mường into 
an artificially distinct subgroup, necessarily subordinate to the lowland 
Vietnamese (Taylor, 2001). Although not linguistic in character, Taylor’s 
criticism is largely applicable to early scholarship on Mường and other ethnic 
minority languages related to Vietnamese. 

Vương Hoàng Tuyên (1963) counted at least three Vietic languages, 
identified by place-name, all as “Mường”, which he listed alongside yet 
another (simply) “Mường” heading. Thompson (1976) likened this to the 
“presentation [of] three or four Swiss German dialects, identified by village 
names, besides a list headed simply ‘German’” (Thompson, 1976, p. 1115).  
Thompson was right to point out the ambiguity in Vuong’s practice, but his 
German analogy only illustrates a confusion of nomenclature; the real error 
here lies in what both Vuong and Thompson appear to accept as “Mường.”  As 
Thompson notes, the plain “Mường” listed was probably a Hòa Bình dialect of 
Mường (as defined today).  However, the other three “forms” (May/Rục, 
Arem, Tay Pong) are in fact, distinct languages more closely related to each 
other than either to Vietnamese, or—significantly—to Mường (Ferlus, 
                                                 

3 For an excellent review of early French ethnographic scholarship on the Mường, see 
Keith Taylor’s (2001) “On Being Mườnged”. Taylor, K. W. (2001). On Being Muonged. Asian 
Ethnicity, Volume 2, Issue 1 , 25-34. 
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Vietnamien et proto-viet-muong, 1975).  Evidently, the habit of labeling any 
“primitive” relatives of the Vietnamese as Mường led to what Taylor rightly 
called an artificial category, which lumped together groups of very different 
lineages, all in opposition to the lowland, urbanized civilization of the Kinh.  
In fact, the “Mường” spoken in Hoa Binh (as well as Thanh Hoa and Phu Tho) 
is better grouped with Vietnamese than with these other languages. 

This confusion was repeated in Thompson’s 1975 attempt to 
reconstruct PVM, in which the author appears to use the term Mường to refer 
to all immediate relatives of the Vietnamese language.  Thompson thus 
describes a choice between relying on the “Mường forms” of Chứt, Rục, and 
Pong, and the “Mường” which Milton & Muriel Barker had documented in 
their extensive work with refugee populations in the south.  Because of a lack 
of material on the former type of “Mường”, and in favor of “an internal 
consistency” found in the latter, Thompson chose to rely primarily on the 
Barker data for his reconstructions (Thompson, 1976, pp. 1116-1117).  Note, 
however, that Thompson did not reject the former option because he believed 
they belonged to a separate subgroup of Vietic. 

Ferlus eventually clarified this issue by identifying a subgroup of 
“conservative” (conservatrice) Vietic languages, including Rục, Arem, Pong, 
Maliêng, Thavưng and others, opposed to Vietnamese and Mường, both of 
which notably share full-blown tone systems, pervasive monosyllabicity, and 
an impoverished cluster inventory (Ferlus, Vietnamien et proto-viet-muong, 
1975).  To this we may add the presence of large bodies of Chinese loanwords 
(Maspero, 1912).  This typological grouping implied a cladistical divide as 
well, with Vietnamese and Mường occupying a single “Viet-Muong” 
subgroup.  Unfortunately, the impression that Mường itself represents a 
cohesive subgroup opposed to Vietnamese has somehow also passed into 
modern scholarship (e.g. Rischel, 1995). 

Milton and Muriel Barker were the first to work on a single language 
defined as Mường, and their substantive fieldwork was, for many decades, the 
only Mường data available in the west (it was this data on which Thompson 
based his 1975 reconstruction). Unfortunately, the data collected by the 
Barkers was severely contaminated by language-mixing with Vietnamese, 
probably because of the migrant conditions under which it was collected.  The 
languages are so very closely related that register-switching between a natural 
voice, and a more “Vietnamese-like” Mường is extremely common, a habit 
fueled by the prestige status of Vietnamese. Even today, when it is relatively 
fashionable to celebrate the ethnic diversity of Vietnam, I found Mường 
speakers extremely prone to “Vietnamicizing” their own language. 

These issues aside, the most binding constraint of the Barkers, and 
those (like Thompson) who used their data, is that they were forced to rely on a 
single dialect—the “Mường Khẻn” of Tân Lạc District, Hoa Bình (a sub-
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dialect of the Mường Bi).  In a language as diverse as Mường, no single dialect 
can really be taken as universally representative—and indeed, that is largely 
the point. 

Nguyễn Văn Tài did later collect data from a very broad range of 
dialects, but these also suffer from contaminated tonal transcriptions, similar to 
the Barker data mentioned above (Nguyến, 1982). This lack of reliable, 
representative Mường data was the primary motivation for my fieldwork in 
2009-2010. 

 

Figure 1. Relative Distribution of Field Sites 4  

1.1 Fieldwork in Thanh Hóa, Hoa Bình, and Phú Thọ 

In order to redress the limitation of available data on Mường, I 
traveled to Vietnam from 2009-2010 to conduct descriptions of three 
representative Mường dialects: the Mường Chám dialect of Muốt commune in 
Thanh Hóa; the Mường Chỏi dialect of Chỏi comune in Phú Thọ, and the 

                                                 
4 Map reproduced with permission from Paul Sidwell’s mon-khmer.com. (accessible 

via: http://people.anu.edu.au/~u9907217/) 
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Mường Vang dialect of Nàbái commune in Hoa Bình.  For simplicity, I will 
hereafter refer to each dialect by commune-name.  

In each of these communes, I spent one-to-two weeks acquiring a full 
description of the phonological inventory, after which I collected and recorded 
a 1,000-entry core wordlist. At all sites I relied on one male and one female 
consultant. The ages and gender these consultants are provided below: 

Table 1. Primary Consultant Information 

 Site Sex Age 
1. M 64 
2. 

Muốt Commune 
Thanh Hóa F 45 

3. M 62 
4. 

Chỏi Commune 
Phú Thọ F 40s 

5. M 46 
6. 

Nàbái Commune 
Hoa Bình F 42 

 
Preliminary analysis of these data reveals pervasive diversity in the 

stop onset inventories of these varieties, which contradicts the possibility of a 
single subgroup. 

2.0 The status of Mường 

In this section, I will present three salient innovations attested among 
the Mường dialects. None of these innovations are shared universally, and all 
represent mutations from the PVM level. As such, they strongly indicate that 
Mường represents a collection of distinct lineages, rather than a single, 
innovating subgroup. 

The innovations under question correspond to some of the defining 
innovations of modern Vietnamese—which, for these very reasons, can be 
considered a subgroup. In particular, the nasalization of PVM implosives, in 
concert with the devoicing of regular stops, comprised an intricate drag-chain 
that mutated most Vietnamese onsets into forms distinct from its Mường 
counterparts. I have diagrammed this drag-chain below for reference: 
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Figure 2. Viet-Muong drag chain 

Ferlus (1986) argued that modern Vietnamese nasals (m-, n-) actually 
derived from an ancient set of implosives, while modern Vietnamese 
implosives evolved from ancient Proto-Việt-Mường explosives. (Ferlus, 1986) 
As diagrammed above, we may add a separate process through which ancient 
fricatives and affricates were plosivized (a process now ongoing, but not yet 
complete in Mường). Thus modern Vietnamese often bears nasal onsets for 
Mường stops. 

In 2.1, I will focus on the modern correspondences for PVM 
implosives, as well as rhotics (not pictured above). 

 2.1 The problem of modern Mường diversity 

This section presents an analysis of three sets of data: two sets that 
correspond to Proto-Việt-Mường implosives *ɓ- and *ɗ- respectively, and one 
set that corresponds to Proto-Việt-Mường *r-. As will be evident soon, each of 
these bears diverse reflexes in modern Mường. In the following tables, data 
from Muốt, Nàbái, and Chỏi varieties derive from my own fieldwork 
introduced above, while Khẻn data relies on Thompson (1975), and is 
ultimately attributed to the Barkers (1966). 

PVM *ɗ-, produces either implosives, or an innovated rhotic in 
modern Mường: 
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Table 2. Mường correspondences for ancient PVM implosive *ɗ- 

Gloss 
Việt  
orth. 

Muốt Nàbái Chỏi Khẻn 

1. ought to, must nên reiɳ1 ɗeiɳ rein1 deiɳ1 
2. deer nai raj1 ɗaj1 raj1 daj1 
3. sunny/bright nắng răŋ2 ɗăŋ3 răŋ3 dăŋ4 
4. water nước rak3 ɗak3* rak3 dak3 
5. crushed nát raʲc3 ɗaʲc3 (pet6) dac3 

 
As Table 2 shows, the regular Vietnamese reflex for PVM *ɗ- is /n-/. 

This is true across all dialects of Vietnamese. However, the Mường data 
clearly demonstrates at least two major correspondences for Proto-Việt-Mường 
*ɗ-: /r-/ in Muốt and Chỏi, and either /ɗ-/ or /d-/ in Nàbái and Khẻn5. Already 
we see that the innovation of *ɗ- to r- is not shared universally in Mường. 

It is tempting to reconstruct *ɗ- � r- as an innovation shared between 
Muốt and Chởi; however the correspondences do not always line up. For 
example, the verb “to cook” (Viet. <nấu>) corresponds to Chởi /ro3/, but to 
Muốt /no3/; similarly, the verb “to fold, crease” (Viet. <nếp>) corresponds to 
Chởi /rep3*/, but to Muốt /nep3*/.  At this point the relationship between Chởi 
and Muốt is unclear; however the distinctiveness of the Hoa Bình varieties 
seems apparent. 

Reflexes for Proto-Việt-Mường labial implosive ɓ- also this division: 

Table 3. Mường correspondences for ancient PVM ɓ- 

English 
Việt  
orth. 

Muốt Nàbái Chỏi Khẻn 

1. lose mất văt3 bət3* vət3/6 bət4 
2. carry mang1 vaŋ1 ɓaŋ1 vaŋ1 baŋ1 
3. salt muối voj3 ɓoəj3 vwaj3 bɔj3 
4. misshapen méo vɛw2 ɓɛw3 vɛw3 bɛw3 
5. salted fish mắm văm3 ɓăm3 văm3 băm3 

 
In these cases, Muốt and Chỏi demonstrate a spirantized v-, whereas 

Nàbái and Khẻn again demonstrate a conservative ɓ/b-.  Note that Vietnamese 
also famously demonstrates spirantization from PVM stops; however, in 
Vietnamese, this spirantization affected medial onsets (including *-p-), while 

                                                 
5All Khẻn data in this section is taken from Thompson (1975), who in turn relied on the 

data of Milton & Muriel Barker. For simplicity, I have rendered the Thompson/Barker data in my 
own transcriptional system, numbering tones according to their correspondences. It is unclear 
whether or not the dentals in the Muong Khẻn data are implosive or not; for this reason, I have 
faithfully rendered them as “d-”. 
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initial *p- was nasalized (Ferlus, 1975; Ferlus, 1982).6 Thus, the only trait 
grouping the four Mường dialects together so far is their lack of the 
nasalization seen in Vietnamese. But the lack of an innovation does not 
constitute a basis for subgrouping, and un-shared *ɗ- � r and *ɓ- � v- 
innovations suggest distinct, rather than shared lineages. 

As noted above, it is tempting to posit a Muốt-Chỏi dialectal 
subgroup since these seem to share two innovations: the rhoticization of dental 
implosive ɗ-, and the spirantization of labial implosive ɓ-. As also noted above, 
however, there exist counter-examples to the rhoticization innvoation that 
complicate the matter. Furthermore, each of these dialects is spoken on either 
side of Hoa Bình—Phú Thọ to the north, and Thanh Hóa to the south. This 
suggests a classic scenario of innovation expanding from a center in Hoa Bình, 
leaving conservative fringes around the perimeter. This scenario, however, is 
problematized by the fact that the perimeter appears to be innovating, while the 
Hoa Bình dialects manifest more conservative retentions, suggesting a 
migration pattern of one group out of Thanh Hóa, northward around Hoa Binh, 
up into modern Phú Thọ. 

Let us now take a brief look at the reflexes for Proto-Việt-Mường *r-. 

Table 4. Mường correspondences for ancient PVM *r- 

English Việt   orth. Muốt Nàbái Chỏi Khẻn 
1. fence rào raw2 haw2 raw2 raw2 
2. forest rừng rɯŋ2 həŋ2 rɯŋ2 rəŋ2 
3. stubble (rice) rạ ra4 ha4 ra4 ra- 
4. intestine ruột roʲc4 hwoaʲc4* roʲc4 rɔc- 
5. spirits rượi raw4 haw4 raw4 raw- 

 
We see fairly consistent r- realizations across Mường, except for the 

surprising h- reflexes in Nàbái.  This laryngealization represents the first 
positive innovation we have seen in the Hoa Binh dialects.  Interestingly, this 
innovation is not shared in the Barker data—and indeed, there is no reason to 
expect that it would have been, since (once again) the retentions they are 
shown to share in Tables 2-3 do not demonstrate a subgrouping relationship. 

                                                 
6 Note that while Ferlus’ model works quite well for Vietnamese, it manifestly does not 

apply to any of the Mường varieties under study here.  Medial *-p- corresponds to non-spirantized 
stops in Mường, whereas the spirantized onsets in Chởi and Muốt displayed in Table 3 result from 
PVM implosivized onsets.  These two processes are therefore completely distinct.  The fact that 
medial stops did not spirantize in the Mường varieties suggests either that the loss of minor 
syllables was part of the chain of innovations which defined a separate Vietnamese language, or 
that the mechanism of spirantization was not an ancient intervocalic position. 
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2.2 Mường is not a subgroup 

In the case of Vietnamese, we visited a complex set of changes, a part 
of which transformed Proto-Việt-Mường implosives into nasals.  This set of 
changes divided Vietnamese from Proto-Việt -Mường, and provides the basis 
for a Vietnamese subgroup7. 

What we need to prove the validity of a Mường subgroup are 
innovations shared by all Mường dialects, but which is not shared by 
Vietnamese.  And yet, all we seem to have that unifies Mường are retentions.  
To name a few, these include the preservation of medial liquid clusters tl- and 
kl- (cf. Muốt tleiɳ for Viet . “trên”, “on”; tlɯj for “trời,” “heaven”), non-
spirantized plain stop p- (Muốt pɔ for Viet. “vỏ,” “to peel”), and low-front 
vowel –a- (Chỏi rak for Viet . “nươ ́c”; “water”).  These characteristics are 
shared by all the Mường dialects shown above; yet as retentions, all they really 
demonstrate is the validity of a Vietnamese subgroup.  

In Section 2.1, we did identify three valid innovations: 

Rhoticization of PVM *ɗ-: *ɗ- � r- 

Spirantization of PVM *ɓ-: *ɓ- � v- 

Laryngealization of PVM *r-: *r- � h- 

 
Yet none of these were seen to be shared universally.  Rather, Mường 

only appears to assume unity in converse with Vietnamese, and then only by 
lacking the innovations that substantively define Vietnamese.  In summary, we 
found no innovations to be shared across Mường, but we did find three 
innovations distributed unevenly across the dialects. 

It is, maybe, impossible to prove a negative—and indeed, the 
possibility remains open that further research will produce innovations shared 
among all or even the majority of Mường dialects.  However, the major 
innovations governing Mường onsets visited here appear to contradict that 
theory. Rather, Mường appears to represent the collective descendants of an 
already diverse array of Proto-Việt-Mường varieties. 

2.3 Clades, taxa, and the “Mường” language 

Today, the Mường dialects appear to be mutually-intelligible, whereas 
Vietnamese does not appear to be mutually-intelligible with any of them. Does 
this represent evidence that Mường is a subgroup? Until recently, the existence 
of a “language” defined by the mutual intelligibility of its “dialects” has 

                                                 
7 For a more thorough treatment of these shared innovations, please see my dissertation 

(forthcoming). 
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constituted evidence prima facie of its status as an evolutionary subgroup (or 
clade). However, it is becoming increasingly clear that mutual intelligibility 
does not require the cladistical unity of a given group of linguistic varieties. 

The possibility of convergence as an alternative form of language-
formation has, for example, recently been proposed as playing a larger role in 
the formation of languages than previously imagined.  Following Thomason & 
Kaufman’s (1988) basic observation that “any linguistic feature” can be 
transferred from one language system to another, Braunmueller & House 
argued for a larger role for diffusion and convergence in processes of language 
formation than prevailing views which restricted such processes to the 
formation of creoles (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988; Braunmuller & House, 
2009). Braunmuller & House’ edited volume is preceded by a number of other 
works on language contact and convergence, including Winford’s (2001) study 
of contact linguistics, Heine and Kuteva’s Language Contact and Grammatical 
Change, and importantly, Aikhenvald & Dixon’s Areal Diffusion and Genetic 
Inheritance (2007), which established a strong foundation for our 
understanding of the interaction of inheritance and borrowing in the formation 
of languages.   

Regarding Mường, it is quite plausible that convergence may be 
playing a role in the formation of an evolutionarily coheisve Mường 
language.As noted above, Garrett (2006) forwards such an argument for the 
formation of Ancietn Greek. 

However, it is crucial to recognize that even if the “Mường dialects” 
are not converging, they still should not be considered an evolutionary clade. 
Subtracting convergence as a possibility (for the moment), the evident mutual 
intelligibility of the Mường “dialects” only demonstrates their affiliation as 
varieties of Proto-Viet-Muong. The retentions that bind together the Mường 
varieties discussed in this article, all stem directly from PVM features, and no 
shared innovations were found to point toward a “Proto-Mường” stage in their 
evolution. Thus, innovations like the laryngealization of PVM *r- in the Nàbái 
variety of Mường are indeed analogous to dialectal variation—but should be 
understood as dialectal variation of a Proto-Viet-Muong clade, rather than of a 
“Mường” language that descends from it. 

By contrast, the drag-chain of initial consonant mutations which 
occurred in Vietnamese demonstrates a “Proto-Vietnamese” evolutionary 
clade, which subsequently diverged into the modern dialects.   

How then, do we deal with a group of varieties that have maintained 
mutual intelligibility, but have never apparently undergone a stage of shared 
evolution?  In other words, what do we call these dialects of Proto-Viet-Muong 
that were “left behind” by the diversification of Vietnamese? We cannot call 
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the Mường varieties dialects of Proto-Viet-Muong, since Proto-Viet-Muong by 
definition, includes the ancestor(s) of modern Vietnamese. 

To solve this problem, Babel, Garrett, Houser, & Toosarvandai 
suggested the term taxon, which describes groups of dialects or languages 
whose shared features may either be retentions or innovations.8 Taxa thus are 
broader than “clades,” which correspond to our understanding of evolutionary 
subgroups proper, and must be defined by shared innovations. As noted above, 
I would like to propose borrowing the term paraphyly to describe taxa whose 
most recent shared ancestor is also the ancestor of an innovating clade no 
longer counted within the taxon. 

The issue is not merely one of nomenclature.  It calls attention to a 
very subtle assumption embedded in the field, namely that language 
diversification results in clean binary branching—a fact that is manifestly 
untrue. The term “paraphyletic taxon” allows us to recognize groups “left 
behind” by the innovation of a sister group, but which do not among 
themselves, represent any shared innovations at the corresponding generational 
level. In conclusion, Mường may be a language in terms of mutual 
intelligibility, but it is not a subgroup.  It is a paraphyletic taxon. 

3.0 Việt-Mường speciation 

If the Mường language does not represent a cohesive subgroup, then 
we must conclude that it was Vietnamese which split off from Proto-Viet-
Muong. The varieties of PVM “left behind” simply continued to evolve 
independently of one another, and it was these varieties that were eventually 
named “Mường” by early French ethnographers. 

 

                                                 
8 From their joint article “Descent and diffusion in language diversification: A study of 

Western Numic dialectology,” to appear in International Journal of American Linguistics. 
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Proto-Viet-Muong 

 
Figure 3. Model for Việt-Mường Diversification 

Under this model, Vietnamese is properly understood as a subgroup, 
but Mường is not. Mường is represented as a paraphyletic taxon, rather than a 
single clade. All Mường dialects, as well as Vietnamese descend from an array 
of Proto-Việt-Mường dialects.  However, a single lowland dialect or possibly a 
subset of them split off together, forming their own subgroup, and eventually 
evolved into modern Vietnamese. The remainder continued to evolve, but 
never mutually innovated into a new group (until, possibly, much, much later). 

At this point, it may be important to recall Maspero’s indirect claim 
that Mường, like Vietnamese, bears a heavily sinified lexicon. Perhaps due to 
the confusion discussed in 1.0, an unspoken assumption that Mường is the “un-
sinicized” cousin of Vietnamese is not uncommon. It appears, however, that 
Maspero was correct. 
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Table 5. Examples of SV Grammatical Words: 

 

# 字字字字 Sino-Việt . 
Sino-Mường 

(Khẻn)
9
 

Gloss 

1. 在 tại taj1 prep. “at” 

2. 如 Như ɳə1 “like, as” 
3. 為 Vì bi2 comp. “because” 
4. 只 chỉ ci5 “only” 
5. 個 cái kaj3 gen. classifier 
6. 分 phần fən2 classifier/“part” 

7. 當 đương/đang taŋ1 present/progressive marker 
8. 來 lại laj4 aspect marker 
9. 實 thật tʰət4 adv, “truly, really” 

10. 每 mỗi moj4 quantifier, “each” 
 

As Table 5 shows, a large number of basic Sino-Vietnamese words 
also bear Sino-Mường counterparts. Note, furthermore, that the Mường tokens 
do not reflect the effect of the drag-chain diagrammed in Figure 4, and thus 
must have been borrowed directly from Chinese, rather than through an 
intermediate Vietnamese. This means that the speciation described in Figure 5 
must have occurred after these words were borrowed, and thus, the innovations 
that produced a distinct Vietnamese language were not the immediate product 
of Chinese influence, as has sometimes been theorized. In Phan (2010), I 
proposed that a process of language shift might explain how such a large 
number of basic vocabulary found its way into PVM. If this was the case, then 
we may augment the speciation model in Figure 5 as follows: 

                                                 
9 All Muong Khẻn data is taken from L.C. Thompson’s Proto-Viet-Muong Phonology. 

Thompson, L. C. (1976). Proto-Viet-Muong Phonology. Oceanic LInguistics Special Publications, 
No. 13, Austroasiatic Studies Part II , 1113-1203. 
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Figure 4. Complete Model for PVM Diversification 

A more complete study of Mường, with particular attention to Sino-
Mường, will allow us to pinpoint with more accuracy how much of the 
diversification process overlapped with the separate processes of borrowing 
and language shift that resulted in so sinified a complexion for both Mường 
and Vietnamese, as well as allow us to form subgroups within the Mường 
language, if these are to be found. In the meantime, it seems clear that Mường 
itself cannot be understood as a single clade, but rather the descendants of a 
diverse array of PVM dialects whose most recent common ancestor is shared 
with Vietamese (i.e. PVM). In other words, Mường is not a subgroup, but a 
paraphyletic taxon. 
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A description of Jiēyáng Hakka phonology as spoken in 
Bangkok, Thailand 

NITASAKORN Shiwaruangrote 
Mahidol University, Thailand 

ABSTRACT 
This manuscript is the study of the phonological system of Jiēyáng 揭

阳 Hakka dialect as spoken in Thailand (hereafter JHT). The main 
focus has been on phonemes (consonants, vowels, and lexical and 
grammatical tones) together with syllable structures. In addition, the 
study includes phonological processes of consonants and vowels, 
e.g., assimilation, epenthesis, and variation. Tone change which is the 
historical process to derive the meaning of words is also briefly 
described. Tone sandhi, which is complicated in the dialect, is not 
included in this manuscript. 

Key words: Hakka Chinese, phonology 

1 Introduction 

1.1 The Hakka language 

The Hakka dialect family is a variety of Chinese which belongs to the 
Sinitic branch of the Sino-Tibetan language family. The Hànyǔ 汉语 branch 
contains seven major dialect families that are mutually unintelligible. These 
dialect families are as follows: 

1. Guān huà 官话 or Běifāng huà 北方话; 

2. Wú 吴 (of which Sūzhōu 苏州 is a member); 

3. Xiāng 湘 (of which Chángshā 长沙 is a member); 

4. Gàn 赣 (of which Nánchāng 南昌 is a member); 

5. Yuè 粤 (of which Cantonese is a member); 

6. Mǐn 闽 (of which Cháozhōu 潮州 is a member); 

7. Kèjiā 客家 or Hakka (of which Méixiàn 梅县 is a member). 
(Ramsey 1989:87, Norman 1988:181). 
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The word Hakka is derived from the spelling and pronunciation of the 
Chinese characters 客家 [kʰak˺35�11.kaː52] (or [hak˺35�11.kaː52] according to the 
dialect). The word [kʰak˺35] 客 means ‘guest, visitor’. The word [kaː52] 家 can 
be glossed by various meanings. Firstly, it means ‘house or family’. However, 
the common word for ‘house’ in Hakka language is [vuk˺35] 屋, not [kaː52] 家. 
The word [kaː52] 家 is used mostly as a prefix or suffix in compound words, 
for example, [kaː52.ŋiːn35] 家人 ‘members of the house’, [vuk˺35�11.kaː52]1 屋
家 ‘house, home’. Secondly, [kaː52] 家 can be used as a plural marker to mark 
a group of people, as in the word “Hakka”. So, the meaning of Hakka is ‘guest 
group, guests, visitors, or newcomers’. 

The Hakka people called themselves [kʰak˺35�11.ŋiːn35] 客人. The 
word [kʰak˺35] 客 means ‘guest, visitor’ and the word [ŋiːn35] 人 means ‘man, 
people’. When these two words are put together as above it means ‘Hakka 
people, the people who speak Hakka language’. Hakka people call their 
language [kʰak˺35�11.vɔi52] 客话 and call China [tʰɔːŋ35�33.saːn52] 唐山. 

There are two other terms [tʰɔːŋ35�33.ŋiːn35] 唐人 and [tʰɔːŋ35�33.vɔi52] 
唐话. Both are general terms that the Hakkas use to call Chinese people of all 
dialects, and all Chinese languages, respectively. Non-Chinese are called 
[faːn52] 番 ‘barbarian’. So, [faːn52.ŋiːn35] 番人 means ‘non-Chinese, barbarian 
people’, and [faːn52�33.vɔi52] 番话 means ‘non-Chinese language, language of 
the barbarians’. Outside of China these two words refer to native people and 
the native language, such as in Thailand [faːn52.ŋiːn35] 番人 means ‘Thai 
people’ and [faːn52�33.vɔi52] 番话 means ‘Thai language’; while in Cambodia 
the words mean ‘Khmer people’ and ‘Khmer language’, respectively. 

1.2 The Hakka people in Thailand 

Among the Hakka people in Thailand, the people and language are 
commonly classified into two groups: [paːn31.saːn52.kʰak˺35] 半山客 and 
[tsʰiːm52.kʰak˺35] 深客. The differences between these two groups are as 
follows: in mainland China the [paːn31.saːn52.kʰak˺35] 半山客 people live 
halfway up the mountain, while [tsʰiːm52.kʰak˺35] 深客 live higher up. In 
addition, the word [paːn31.saːn52.kʰak˺35] 半山客 is used by Hakka people to 
refer to their language as a mixture of Hakka and Cháozhōu 潮州 elements, 
such as Jiēyáng 揭阳 dialect, while the word [tsʰiːm52.kʰak˺35] 深客 is used to 
refer to the dialect which is considered to be more classical than the 
[paːn31.saːn52.kʰak˺35] 半山客 group, e.g., Méixiàn 梅县. 

                                                 
1
 According to the analysis of Lau (2000:26) this word is derived from [vuk˺35�11.haː52] 

屋下 by means of progressive assimilation where the initial [h] of the word [haː52] 下 assimilates 
totally with the final [k˺] of the word [vuk˺35] 屋. In JHT, [vuk˺35�11.haː52] 屋下 means ‘the 
elevated space between the ground and the first floor’ which is opposite to [vuk˺35�11.tiːn14] 屋顶 
‘roof’. 
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1.3 Orthographic conventions 

To avoid confusion with Hakka and other languages which are 
presented in IPA phonetic, Mandarin will be transcribed in standard pīnyīn 
without phonetic notification. 

Some Hakka words have no corresponding Chinese characters. In this 
case the symbol ¤ will be used to represent them. Although the empty square 
symbol is traditionally used in Chinese dialectology to represent words that 
have no corresponding Chinese characters (Chappell and Lamarre 2005:153), 
it is avoided in this manuscript since it looks similar to the character [kʰɛu14] 
口 ‘mouth’. The same reason applies to the empty circle symbol, which can be 
confused with the Chinese number [kʰuːŋ31] 〇 ‘zero’. 

2 Phonemes 

In JHT there are three major classes of phonemes: consonant, vowel, 
and tone. 

2.1 Consonant phonemes 

2.1.1 Numbers and features of consonant phonemes 

There are 18 consonant phonemes in JHT: /p, pʰ, t, tʰ, k, kʰ, ʔ, ts, tsʰ, f, 
v, s, h, m, n, ŋ, j, l/. These phonemes are grouped according to their places and 
manners of articulation as shown in Table 1.  

Table 1 JHT consonant phoneme chart 

                 Point of articulation 
 
Manner of articulation 

Bilabial Labio-
dental 

Apico-
alveolar 

Fronto-
palatal 

Dorso-
velar 

Glottal 

Stop:  voiceless unaspirated  p   t   k ʔ 

  voiceless aspirated  pʰ   tʰ   kʰ  

Affricate:  voiceless unaspirated    ts    

  voiceless aspirated    tsʰ    

Fricative:  voiceless  f  s   h 

  voiced  v     

Nasal  m   n   ŋ  

Semivowel    j   

Lateral    l    

 
All 18 consonant phonemes can occur at the initial position of the 

syllable. Only six of them, /p, t, k, m, n, ŋ/, can also occur at the final position.  
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2.1.2 Formational statement of consonant phonemes 

/p/ is realized as [p˺], an unreleased voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop 
when it occurs at the final position of the syllable. Elsewhere it is realized as 
[p], a voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop, e.g., [pui52] 飞 ‘to fly’, [paːn14] 粄 
‘cake’. 

/pʰ/ is realized as [pʰ], a voiceless aspirated bilabial stop, e.g., [pʰiː35] 
皮 ‘skin’, [pʰɔːn11] 饭 ‘dry cooked rice’. 

/t/ is realized as [t˺], an unreleased voiceless unaspirated apico-
alveolar stop when it occurs at the final position of the syllable. Elsewhere it is 
realized as [t], a voiceless unaspirated apico-alveolar stop, e.g., [tɛːn14] 等 ‘to 
wait’, [tiɛt˺35] 跌 ‘to fall’. 

/tʰ/ is realized as [tʰ], a voiceless aspirated apico-alveolar stop, e.g., 
[tʰiː11] 地 ‘place’, [tʰuk˺55] 毒 ‘poisonous’. 

/k/ is realized as [k˺], an unreleased voiceless unaspirated dorso-velar 
stop when it occurs at the final position of the syllable. Elsewhere it is realized 
as [k], a voiceless unaspirated dorso-velar stop, e.g., [kiːm52] 金 ‘gold’, [kui14] 
鬼 ‘ghost’. 

/kʰ/ is realized as [kʰ], a voiceless aspirated dorso-velar stop, e.g., 
[kʰɔːŋ35] 狂 ‘mad’, [kʰiam14] 俭 ‘to economize’. 

/ʔ/ is realized as [ʔ], a glottal stop, e.g., [ʔau14] 拗 ‘to break’, [ʔɔi31] 
爱 ‘to want’. 

/ts/ is realized as [ts], a homorganic voiceless unaspirated apico-
alveolar affricate, e.g., [tsiːm52] 针 ‘needle’, [tsɔi31] 嘴 ‘mouth’. 

/tsʰ/ is realized as [tsʰ], a homorganic voiceless aspirated apico-
alveolar affricate, e.g., [tsʰɔːŋ35] 长 ‘long (in length)’, [tsʰut˺35] 出 ‘to go out’. 

/f/ is realized as [f], a voiceless labio-dental fricative, e.g., [faː52] 花 
‘flower’, [fɔː14] 火 ‘fire’. 

/v/ is realized as [v], a voiced labio-dental fricative, e.g., [vɔːŋ35] 黃 
‘yellow’, [vɔi14] 会 ‘capable, to be able to’. 

/s/ is realized as [s], a voiceless unaspirated apico-alveolar fricative, 
e.g., [suː52] 书 ‘book’, [sɔːn31] 算 ‘to count’. 

/h/ is realized as [h], a voiceless glottal fricative, e.g., [hiː31] 去 ‘to 
go’, [hɔː11] 号 ‘number’. 

/m/ is realized as [m], a voiced bilabial nasal, e.g., [muːn52] 蚊 
‘mosquito’, [mɔi31] 妹 ‘daughter’. 
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/n/ is realized as [n], a voiced apico-alveolar nasal, e.g., [nɔːn52] 暖 
‘warm (weather)’, [nuːn11] 嫩 ‘soft, young’. 

/ŋ/ is realized as [ŋ], a voiced dorso-velar nasal. When followed by [i] 
it varies freely with [ɲ], a voiced fronto-palatal nasal, e.g., [ŋiaŋ35] ~ [ɲiaŋ35] 
迎 ‘to parade’, [ŋit˺35] ~ [ɲit˺35] 日 ‘day’. 

/j/ is realized as [j], a voiced fronto-palatal semivowel, e.g., [jɔːŋ11] 样 
‘type, kind’, [jɔk˺55] 浴 ‘to bathe’. 

/l/ is realized as [l], a voiced apico-alveolar lateral, e.g., [lɔːn14] 卵 
‘egg’, [laːn11] 烂 ‘to be torn’. 

2.2 Vowel phonemes 

2.2.1 Numbers and features of vowel phonemes 

There are six simple vowel phonemes /i, ɛ, a, ɨ, u, ɔ/. All of them are 
oral vowels. They are shown according to the tongue positions and lip shapes 
in Table 2. 

Table 2 JHT vowel phoneme chart 

   Horizontal tongue position 
 
Vertical tongue position 

Front 
Unrounded 

Central 
Unrounded 

Back 
Rounded 

 High i ɨ u 
Simple vowels  Mid ɛ  ɔ 
 Low  a  

 
These simple vowels, except /ɨ/, can be combined into 14 sets of 

gliding vowels, of which 11 are diphthongs /iu, ui, iɔ, ɔi, ia, ai, uɛ, ɛu, uɔ, ua, 
au/, and three are triphthongs /iau, uai, iui/.  

The vowel [ɨ] occurs only in open syllables and is found in limited 
words with initials [t], [ts], [tsʰ], and [s]. All other simple vowels can occur in 
both open and closed syllables. 

In any position of the compound word or utterance, vowels in JHT are 
generally pronounced short for dead syllables and long for live syllables 
without a final consonant (open syllable). For live syllables with a final 
consonant [m, n, ŋ], vowels are also pronounced long in isolation and at the 
end of a compound word or utterance, but may be shorter in other positions. 
Length, however, is not phonemic in this language. 
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2.2.2 Formational statement of vowel phonemes 

Simple vowels or monophthongs 

/i/ is realized as [i], a high front unrounded vowel. 

/ɛ/ is realized as [ɛ], a mid front unrounded vowel. 

/a/ is realized as [a], a low central unrounded vowel. 

/ɨ/ is realized as [ɨ], a high central unrounded vowel. 

/u/ is realized as [u], a high back rounded vowel. 

/ɔ/ is realized as [ɔ], a mid back rounded vowel. 

Diphthongs 

/ai/ is realized as [ai], a low central unrounded glided to high front 
unrounded vowel. 

/au/ is realized as [au], a low central unrounded glided to high back 
rounded vowel. 

/ɔi/ is realized as [ɔi], a mid back rounded glided to high front 
unrounded vowel. 

/ɛu/ is realized as [ɛu], a mid front unrounded glided to high back 
rounded vowel. 

/ia/ is realized as [iɛ], a high front unrounded glided to mid front 
unrounded vowel when followed by velars [t] and [n]. In other environments it 
is realized as [ia], a high front unrounded glided to low central unrounded 
vowel. 

/iɔ/ is realized as [iɔ], a high front unrounded glided to mid back 
rounded vowel. 

/iu/ is realized as [iu], a high front unrounded glided to high back 
rounded vowel. 

/ua/ is realized as [ua], a high back rounded glided to low central 
unrounded vowel. 

/uɔ/ is realized as [uɔ], a high back rounded glided to mid back 
rounded vowel. 

/uɛ/ is realized as [uɛ], a high back rounded glided to mid front 
unrounded vowel. 

/ui/ is realized as [ui], a high back rounded glided to high front 
unrounded vowel. 

 

Triphthongs 

/iau/ is realized as [iau], a high front unrounded glided to low central 
unrounded and then to high back rounded vowel. 

/uai/ is realized as [uai], a high back rounded glided to low central 
unrounded and then to high front unrounded vowel. 
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/iui/ is realized as [iui], a high front unrounded glided to high back 
rounded and then back to high front unrounded vowel. 

Examples of all vowel phonemes are shown in section 3.2.  

2.2.3 Vowel phoneme contrasts 

All the six simple and 14 gliding vowel phonemes of JHT mentioned 
above are contrastive. The minimal pairs that contrast in identical 
environments of the six simple vowels can be shown in the following set of 
examples.  

 [tsʰiː52] 鲜 ‘fresh’ 
 [tsʰɛː52] 筛 ‘to sift, a sieve’ 
 [tsʰaː52] 车 ‘car, cart’ 
 [tsʰɨː52] 粗 ‘rough’ 
 [tsʰuː52] 苧 ‘hemp’ 
 [tsʰɔː52] 坐 ‘to sit’ 
 
2.3 Lexical tone 

2.3.1 Numbers and features of lexical tone phonemes 

Lexical tone is defined as significant pitch that distinguishes the 
meanings of words (Pike 1976:3). In JHT, there are seven citation tones of 
lexical tone phonemes which are arranged into two groups: 

1. Five tones occur with live syllables, and 

2. Two tones occur with dead syllables. 

All the seven lexical tone phonemes in JHT are shown in Figure 1. 
The approximate level of the tone contours are represented by the sequence of 
numbers; that is, the tone space is divided into five levels, starting from 1 as 
the lowest to 5 as the highest. The first number is the tone contour’s starting 
point and the second number is its ending point. There is no tone category 
number four since Shǎng 上 did not split into two tones, and it is omitted from 
the consecutive numbering so that the tone numbers conform to the general 
Chinese tone system as shown in Figure 2. 
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Register 
Píng 平平平平 
Level 

Shǎng 上上上上 
Rising 

Qù 去去去去 
Departing 

Rù 入入入入 
Entering 

Yīn 阴阴阴阴  Upper /1/ [52] p 
[siː52] 西 
‘West’ 

/3/ [14] j 
[siː14] 屎 
‘feces’ 

/5/ [31] e 
[siː31] 四 

‘four’ 

/7/ [35] d 
[sit˺35] 识 
‘to know’ 

Yáng 阳阳阳阳  Lower /2/ [35] d 
[siː35] 时 

‘time’ 

 /6/ [11] J 
[siː11] 誓 

‘to swear’ 

/8/ [55] N 
[sit˺55] 实 

‘true’ 

Figure 1 Development of JHT tones from the historical tone categories 

2.3.2 Formational statement of lexical tone phonemes 

Tone /1/ is realized as [52], a high falling tone. The pitch pattern starts 
at high pitch, falls to mid-low pitch and remains level. It occurs only on live 
syllables. The phonation type of this tone phoneme is normal and the length is 
long, e.g., [tiː52] 知 ‘to know’, [kɔː52] 歌 ‘song’. 

Tone /2/ is realized as [35] a mid rising tone. The pitch pattern starts at 
mid level pitch, rises to high pitch and remains level. It occurs only on live 
syllables. The phonation type of this tone phoneme is normal and the length is 
long, e.g., [tsʰaː35] 茶 ‘tea’, [ŋɔː35] 鹅 ‘goose’. 

Tone /3/ is realized as [14], a low rising tone. The pitch pattern starts at 
low pitch, rises to mid-high pitch and remains level. It occurs only on live 
syllables. The phonation type of this tone phoneme is normal and the length is 
long, e.g., [sɛː14] 洗 ‘to wash’, [puː14] 补 ‘to darn’. 

Tone /5/ is realized as [31], a mid falling tone. The pitch pattern starts 
at mid level pitch, falls to low pitch and remains level. It occurs only on live 
syllables. The phonation type of this tone phoneme is normal and the length is 
long, e.g., [kʰuː31] 裤 ‘trousers, pants’, [ŋɛː31] 蚁 ‘ant’. 

Tone /6/ is realized as [11], a low tone. The pitch pattern starts at low 
pitch and remains level. It occurs only on live syllables. The phonation type of 
this tone phoneme is normal and the length is long, e.g., [luː11] 路 ‘road, way’, 
[jaː11] 夜 ‘night’. 

Tone /7/ is realized as [35], a mid rising checked tone. The pitch 
pattern starts at mid level pitch, rises to high pitch and ends with stop closure 
[p˺, t˺, k˺]. The phonation type of this tone phoneme is normal and the length is 
short, e.g., [tap˺35] 搭 ‘to go along with’, [sɛt˺35] 色 ‘color’, [kɔk˺35] 角 ‘angle, 
corner’. 

Tone /8/ is realized as [55], a high checked tone. The pitch pattern 
starts at high pitch and ends with stop closure [p˺, t˺, k˺]. The phonation type of 
this tone phoneme is normal and the length is short, e.g., [hap˺55] 盒 ‘box’, 
[tsʰit˺55] 直 ‘straight’, [jɔk˺55] 葯 ‘medicine’. 
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2.4 On analyzing tone 

The Ancient Chinese language of the 7th century A.D. had four tones 
which were called Píng 平 ‘Level’, Shǎng 上 ‘Rising’, Qù 去 ‘Going or 
Departing’, and Rù 入 ‘Entering’. Syllables in Rù 入 tone had a specific 
feature in that they always ended in a stop [p˺, t˺, k˺] (i.e., dead syllable), while 
Píng 平, Shǎng 上, and Qù 去 ended in either a vowel or a nasal (i.e., live 
syllable). Later, these four primary tones were affected by the devoicing of 
voiced initial consonants, and this caused the split into two registers which are 
called Yīn 阴 and Yáng 阳. The result was that the number of tones doubled to 
eight, as shown in Figure 2 (Norman 1988:52-54). 

Register 
Píng 平平平平 
Level 

Shǎng 上上上上 
Rising 

Qù 去去去去 
Departing 

Rù 入入入入 
Entering 

Yīn 阴阴阴阴  Upper 1 3 5 7 

Yáng  阳阳阳阳  Lower 2 4 6 8 

Figure 2 Tonal system of Chinese languages 

At present, the tone system of each Chinese dialect may or may not 
have a full range of eight tones corresponding to Figure 2 but may vary from 
three to ten (Chen 2000:13), e.g., standard Mandarin has four. Some languages 
have more, such as Cantonese, where Yīn Píng 阴平 and Yīn Rù 阴入 further 
split into two categories, forming nine tones in total (Matthews and Yip 
1994:20) or 10 (Bauer and Benedict 1997:121-122, Yip 2002:174) depending 
on the area where the language is spoken. For the Hakka dialect, the number of 
tones can vary from five to seven.  

In the traditional Chinese analysis, including JHT, the two Rù 入 
tones are separate categories. Since syllables with the two Rù 入 tones always 
end with a stop [p˺, t˺, k˺] while the others do not, these two groups cannot be 
minimal pairs with each other. Then, the two Rù 入 tones can be eliminated. If 
the two Rù 入 tones are not considered, there are only five tones in JHT. In this 
case, each of the two Rù 入 tones can be included in the tone that has the same 
tone value. 

In fact, there may be only one Rù 入 tone that has the same pitch as 
one of the five main tones while the other one does not, or none of them 
conforms to any tone. The first case is found in JHT where tone /7/ has the 
same tone value (mid rising) as that of tone /2/, while the tone value of tone /8/ 
is not identical with any of the others. 

However, when considering assimilative tone sandhi as shown in 
Table 8.2 from Nitasakorn (2008:149), tones /7/ and /8/ have the same tone 
values as tones /3/ and /1/, respectively. So, it is reasonable to move tone /7/ to 
the same category of tone /3/ and tone /8/ to tone /1/. If this is done, then some 
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minor changes must also be made to the formational statement of tones in 
section 2.3.2. 

Register 
Píng 平平平平 
Level 

Shǎng 上上上上 
Rising 

Qù 去去去去 
Departing 

Rù 入入入入 
Entering 

Yīn 阴阴阴阴  Upper /1/, /8/ /3/, /7/ /5/ /7/ 

Yáng 阳阳阳阳  Lower /2/  /6/ /8/ 

Figure 3 Categories to which Rù 入 tones of this study could be moved 

Furthermore, the two Rù 入 tones (/7/ and /8/) are classified into 
separate categories. The reason is that, although tone /7/ pairs with /3/ and tone 
/8/ with /1/ in the same pattern of assimilative tone sandhi, their positional 
variant tone sandhi is not identical as can be seen in chapter IX from 
Nitasakorn (2008:179-238). 

From this point of view, it can be seen that tone value itself may not 
be the only tool for identifying tone categories. In some cases, other 
phenomena such as tone sandhi can be involved, and also provide help in 
supporting the classification. 

2.5 Tone change (or tonal change)  

Tone change is one of the phonological processes to modify the 
meaning of words in Chinese. In early Chinese, the Qù 去 tone, unlike other 
tones, had a special function, to create derived words.  

For JHT, tone /5/ [31], the mid falling tone (Yīn Qù 阴去), is used as 
the changed tone to derive words. However, at present, the process of tone 
change in JHT is no longer productive. That is, one cannot use this process to 
modify the meaning of words at will. It is now for historical study only. Some 
examples of morphological tone change of JHT are listed below. By means of 
tone change, the class of the derived words may change, e.g., from noun to 
verb, or vice versa. In addition, the vowels of the derived words may also 
change together with tone change. 

Original words  Derived words by tone change 

[piɛn14] 变 ‘to overturn’  [piɛn31] 变 ‘to become’ 
[tsuːŋ14] 种 ‘breed, heredity’  [tsuːŋ31] 种 ‘to plant’ 
[kau52] 教 ‘to teach’  [kau31] 敎 ‘doctrine, religion’ 
[hɔː14] 好 ‘good’  [hau31] 好 ‘like to’ 
[tɔː14] 到 ‘capable to reach’  [tau31] 到 ‘to arrive, to reach’ 
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2.6 Grammatical tone 

Grammatical tone is defined by Schuh (1978:252) as the tone that is 
placed, for morphological purpose, on a particular word or morpheme as the 
marker of a particular grammatical meaning. For JHT, tone /6/ [11], low tone 
(Yáng Qù 阳去), is used as a grammatical tone. The use of this tone for 
grammatical purpose in JHT is limited. It is found in the following cases: 

1. Changing from indicative (perfective) to subjunctive mood; 

2. Changing from active to passive voice; 

3. Changing from some narrative to interrogative forms. 

 
2.6.1 Changing from indicative (perfective) to subjunctive mood 

2.6.1.1 The construction of subjunctive mood in JHT 
In JHT, changing from indicative to subjunctive mood can be made 

by adding the word [hɔː14] 好 ‘good’ to the final part of the sentence thereby 
changing its tone to a low tone /6/ [11]. The following examples show the 
utterances in subjunctive mood compared with indicative mood. 

Indicative mood (perfective)  Subjunctive mood 

[sɔi11] 睡 
‘to sleep’ 

 [sɔi11.hɔː14�11] 睡好 
‘Sleep better!, Let’s sleep!’ 

[m̩ː35.mɔi31.kʰɔːn31] 唔爱看 
‘don’t look’ 

 [m̩ː35.mɔi31.kʰɔːn31.hɔː14�11] 唔爱看好 
‘It’s better not to look at it.’ 

 

2.6.1.2 Contrast of [hɔː14] 好 and [hɔː14�11] 好 
The contrast between [hɔː14] 好 using a citation tone and [hɔː14�11] 好 

using a grammatical tone can be seen from the following examples: 

Indicative mood (perfective)  Subjunctive mood 

[sit˺55.hɔː14] 食好 
‘to eat good (food), to eat neatly (tidy, not greedy)’ 

 [sit˺55.hɔː14�11] 食好 
‘It’s better to eat now.’ 

[tsɔː31.hɔː14] 做好 
‘to make well, to do good’ 

 [tsɔː31.hɔː14�11] 做好 
‘It’s better to do now.’ 

 
2.6.2 Changing from active to passive voice 

2.6.2.1 Passive construction of JHT 
The construction of passive voice in JHT can be made by using the 

word [puːn52] 分 ‘to give’ as the main verb and by putting the word [tɔː14] 到 
‘capable to reach’ at the end of the sentence with the change of tone to low 
tone /6/ [11]. 
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 [kiː35.puːn52.kia52�33.tia52.pʰaːn52.tɔː14�11] 佢分¤爹拌到 

‘He was beaten by his father.’ 
 

The word [tɔː14�11] at the end of some passive sentences can be 
omitted without changing the meaning. For example, the above sentence can 
also be said as follows: 

 [kiː35.puːn52.kia52�33.tia52.pʰaːn52] 佢分¤爹拌 
‘He was beaten by his father.’ 

 
Normally, the meaning differs between sentences with and without 

the word [tɔː14�11] at the end of the sentence, e.g.,  

 [kiː35.puːn52�33.tsʰaː52.tsʰɔːŋ11] 佢分车撞 
‘He let a car hit him.’ (by jumping intentionally in front of the moving 
car) 

  
 [kiː35.puːn52�33.tsʰaː52.tsʰɔːŋ11.tɔː14�11] 佢分车撞到 

‘He was hit by a car.’ (by accident while walking on the street) 
 

And also, the word [puːn52] 分 may be omitted in some sentences, 
e.g., 

 [liː35.kai31.saːm52.puːn14�11.suː52.puːn52.ŋai35.mai52.tɔː14�11.liau31] 
这个三本书分我买到了 ‘These three books were bought by me 
already.’ 

  
 [liː35.kai31.saːm52.puːn14�11.suː52.ŋai35.mai52.tɔː14�11.liau31] 

这个三本书我买到了 ‘These three books were bought by me 
already.’ 

 

2.6.2.2 Contrast of [tɔː14] 到 and [tɔː14�11] 到 
The contrast of [tɔː14] 到 using a citation tone and [tɔː14�11] 到 using a 

grammatical tone can be shown in the following pair of sentences. Both of 
them comprise the same words; only the tones distinguish them. 

Active voice: lexical tone   Passive voice: grammatical tone 

[ŋai35.puːn52.kiː35�33.tsuk˺35�11.tɔː14]  
我分佢捉到 ‘I let him catch me.’ 
(such as by reaching out my hand) 

 [ŋai35.puːn52.kiː35�33.tsuk˺35.tɔː14�11] 
我分佢捉到 ‘I was caught by him.’ 
(I tried to escape but I couldn’t.) 

 
2.6.3 Changing from narrative to interrogative forms 

Some words in JHT acquire their interrogative forms by changing the 
tone of narrative forms to tone /6/ [11]. These words are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3 Words that acquire their interrogative forms by using the grammatical 
tone 

Narrative: lexical tone Interrogative: grammatical tone  

[liː35] ~ [lɛː35] 这 ‘this’ [liː35�11] ~ [lɛː35�11] ¤ ‘which’ 
[ʔaːn35�33.ŋiɔŋ35] 咁娘 ‘like this’ [ʔaːn35.ŋiɔŋ35�11] 咁仰 ‘how’ 
[ʔaːn35�33.ŋiɔŋ35�33.hiːn35] ~ 
[ʔaːn35�33.ŋiɔŋ35.hiːn35�33]2 咁娘形 
‘like this’ 

[ʔaːn35.ŋiɔŋ35�11.hiːn35]3 咁仰形 
‘how’ 

 
2.7 Lexical tone phoneme, tone change, and grammatical tone contrast 

It can be seen that the words [hɔː14] 好 ‘good’ and [tɔː14] 到 ‘capable 
to reach’ are two words in JHT that have their basic citation tone, are words 
derived by tone change, and their tones can also be changed by applying the 
grammatical tone as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 Meanings, types, and functions of the words [hɔː14] 好 and [tɔː14] 到 
using basic citation tones, using changed tone, and overridden by grammatical 
tone 

Basic citation tone Changed tone /5/ [31] Grammatical tone /6/ [11] 

Indicative mood: 
[hɔː14] 好 
‘good’ 

Derived word: 
[hau31] 好 
‘like to’ 

To form subjunctive mood: 
[hɔː14�11] 好 
‘It’s better to, Let’s’ 

Active voice: 
[tɔː14] 到 
‘capable to reach’ 

Derived word: 
[tau31] 到 
‘to arrive, to reach’ 

To form passive voice: 
[tɔː14�11] 到 
‘indicating passive’ 

 
3 Syllable 

3.1 Syllable structure 

The structure of the syllable in JHT can be represented as in Figure 4. 

                                                 
2 In colloquial usage, the word [ʔaːn35�33.ŋiɔŋ35�33.hiːn35] ~ [ʔaːn35�33.ŋiɔŋ35.hiːn35�33] 

咁娘形 is contracted to [ʔaːŋ35.hiːn35�33] 咁形 and becomes [ʔaːŋ35.ŋiːn35�33] 咁形 by means of 
assimilation in which the initial [h] of the word [hiːn35�33] 形 assimilates totally with the final [ŋ] 
of the word [ʔaːŋ35] 咁. 

3 Colloquially, the word [ʔaːn35.ŋiɔŋ35�11.hiːn35] 咁仰形 is shortened to 
[ŋiɔŋ35�11.hiːn35] 仰形 and becomes [ŋiɔŋ35�11.ŋiːn35] 仰形 by means of assimilation in which the 
initial [h] of the word [hiːn35] 形 assimilates totally with the final [ŋ] of the word [ŋiɔŋ35�11] 仰. 
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Syllable 

Suprasegmental: Tone 

Final  

Rime 

Onset: 
Initial consonant (Ci) 

Medial:  
Gliding vowel (G1) 

Nucleus: 
Nuclear vowel (V), or 
Syllabic consonant (syl.) 

Coda: Ending 
Gliding vowel (G2) 
Final consonant (Cf) 

Figure 4 Structure of the JHT syllable (diagram format adapted from Bauer 
and Benedict 1997:9). 

According to the syllable structure shown in Figure 4, the general 
formula of the syllable in JHT can be written as follows. 

T 

OF 

Figure 5 Structure of the complex JHT syllable 

T can be any of the seven tones. 

O is onset. 

F is final. 

Or it can be expanded as shown in Figure 6. 

T 

 Ci  (G1)  V (G2) 
  (Cf) 

Figure 6 Expanded structure of the complex JHT syllable 

Elements in parentheses ( ) are optional. 

Ci is the initial consonant and can be any of the 18 consonant 
phonemes. 

V  is the obligatory nuclear vowel and can be any of the six vowel 
phonemes. 

G1  is an on-glide vowel /i, u/. 

G2  is an off-glide vowel /i, u/. 

Cf is a final consonant /p, t, k, m, n, ŋ/. 
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According to this formula, a minimal syllable in JHT requires the 
initial consonant plus vowel plus tone (Ci V 

T) and a maximal syllable 
corresponds to the complete structure shown in the above formula. There are 
no syllables consisting only of a nuclear vowel. However, any combination of 
the elements is possible, except G2 and Cf which are in complementary 
distribution.  

Since both G1 and G2 are limited to /i/ and /u/, these two vowels are 
always either on-glide or off-glide depending on their position in the syllable. 
In case /i/ and /u/ occur close together in a sequence, such as /iu/ or /ui/, which 
one of them will be either the on-glide or off-glide depends on whether or not 
the syllable is open or closed. That is, if the syllable is open without a final 
consonant, such as [siu52] 梳 ‘comb’ and [sui52] 祟 ‘unlucky, bad luck’, the 
latter /u/ in /iu/ and /i/ in /ui/ are the off-glides. On the other hand, if the 
syllable is closed with a final consonant, such as [kʰiun35] 裙 ‘skirt’, the 
preceding /i/ in /iu/ is the on-glide. The sequence of /uiCf/ was not found to 
occur in this study. 

The second formula of the syllable structure of JHT can also be a 
nasal syllabic accompanied by a tone as in the following formula. Only three 
words are found with this kind of syllable structure. 

 
T 

F(Syllabic) 

Figure 7 Structure of the simple JHT syllable 

Examples of possible structure of JHT are as follows: 

 Ci V
  T [sɛː31] 细 ‘small’, [vuː11] 芋 ‘taro’ 

 Ci V G2 
T [siu14] 手 ‘hand’, [mai11] 卖 ‘to sell’ 

 Ci V Cf  
T [siːn52] 新 ‘new’, [jap˺55] 叶 ‘tree leaf’ 

 Ci G1 V  
T [tia52] 爹 ‘father’, [tsʰiɔ35] 锄 ‘hoe’ 

 Ci G1 V G2 
T [tʰiau14] 柱 ‘pole’, [kuai31] 怪 ‘strange’  

 Ci G1 V Cf 
 T [piɔŋ52] 板 ‘wood sheet’, [ŋiun11] 肕 ‘hard, stiff’ 

 Cnas.syl. 
T [m̩ː35] 唔 ‘not’, [ŋ̍ː35] 鱼 ‘fish’, [ŋ̍ː14] 五 ‘five’ 

 
3.2 Formation of finals through combination of vowels and final consonants 

Vowels combine with final consonants in JHT to form 60 finals as 
follows: 
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 - [aː], [ai], [ak˺], [aːm], [aːn], [aːŋ], [ap˺], [at˺], [au]; 
 - [ɔː], [ɔi], [ɔk˺], [ɔːn], [ɔːŋ], [ɔt˺]; 
 - [ɛː], [ɛːm], [ɛːn], [ɛp˺], [ɛt˺], [ɛu]; 
 - [iː], [ia], [iak˺], [iam], [iaŋ], [iap˺], [iau], [iɔ], [iɔk˺], [iɔn], [iɔŋ], [iɛn], 

[iɛt˺], [iːm], [iːn], [ip˺], [it˺], [iu], [iui], [iuk˺], [iun], [iuŋ]; 
 - [ɨː]; 
 - [uː], [ua], [uai], [uan], [uaŋ], [uat˺], [uɔ], [uɛ], [uɛt˺], [ui], [uk˺], [uːn], 

[uːŋ], [ut˺]; 
 - [m̩ː], [ŋ̍ː]. 

 
Examples: 

 [aː] [saː35] 蛇 ‘snake’, [taː14] 打 ‘to beat’ 
 [ai] [pai31] 拜 ‘to worship’, [fai11] 坏 ‘to be damaged’ 
 [ak˺] [tʰak˺35] 绹 ‘to tie’, [pʰak˺55] 白 ‘white’ 
 [aːm] [saːm52] 衫 ‘shirt’, [jaːm35] 盐 ‘salt’ 
 [aːn] [naːn35] 难 ‘difficult’, [jaːn14] 远 ‘far’ 
 [aːŋ] [haːŋ35] 行 ‘to walk’, [tʰaːŋ31] 听 ‘to listen’ 
 [ap˺] [ʔap˺35] 鸭 ‘duck’, [tʰap˺55] 踏 ‘to trample, to thresh’ 
 [at˺] [mat˺35] 袜 ‘sock, stocking’, [vat˺55] 滑 ‘slippery’ 
 [au] [ŋau35] 熬 ‘to simmer, to stew’, [sau31] 扫 ‘to sweep’ 
 [ɔː] [tʰɔː14] 讨 ‘to ask for, to demand’, [mɔː11] 帽 ‘hat’ 
 [ɔi] [fɔi52] 灰 ‘ash’, [lɔi35] 来 ‘to come’ 
 [ɔk˺] [sɔk˺35] 索 ‘rope’, [lɔk˺55] 落 ‘to go down’ 
 [ɔːn] [sɔːn35] 船 ‘boat’, [kʰɔːn31] 看 ‘to look, to see’ 
 [ɔːŋ] [tʰɔːŋ35]  糖 ‘sugar, candy’, [tsʰɔːŋ11] 撞 ‘to hit’ 
 [ɔt˺] [tʰɔt˺35] 脫 ‘to take off’, [hɔt˺55] 渴 ‘tired, weary’ 
 [ɛː] [fɛː52] 罘 ‘net to catch rabbits’, [hɛː31] 系 ‘to be, yes’ 
 [ɛːm] [nɛːm52] 满 ‘full’, [nɛːm35] ¤ ‘soft’ 
 [ɛːn] [tʰɛːn35] 跟 ‘to follow’, [hɛːn14] 肯 ‘to consent’ 
 [ɛp˺] [sɛp˺35] 涩 ‘acidulous, sleepy’  
 [ɛt˺] [nɛt˺35] 竻 ‘thorn’, [hɛt˺55] ¤ ‘to dwell, to live’ 
 [ɛu] [lɛu35] 楼 ‘floor of a building’, [tʰɛu11] 豆 ‘bean’ 
 [iː] [miː14] 米 ‘hulled rice’, [kiː31] 记 ‘to note’ 
 [ia] [sia14] 写 ‘to write’, [tsia31] 借 ‘to borrow’ 
 [iak˺] [siak˺35] 惜 ‘to love’, [kʰiak˺55] 屐 ‘slipper’ 
 [iam] [tʰiam35] 甜 ‘sweet (taste)’, [kʰiam31] 欠 ‘to owe’ 
 [iaŋ] [miaŋ35] 名 ‘name’, [piaŋ14] 饼 ‘cake, biscuit’ 
 [iap˺] [tʰiap˺35] 叠 ‘to overlay’, [ŋiap˺55] 业 ‘activity’ 
 [iau] [tiau52] 鸟 ‘bird’, [kiau31] 噭 ‘to cry, to wail’ 
 [iɔ] [kʰiɔ35] 茄 ‘eggplant’ 
 [iɔk˺] [kiɔk˺35] 脚 ‘foot, leg’, [ŋiɔk˺55] 弱 ‘weak’ 
 [iɔn] [ŋiɔn52] 软 ‘soft’ 
 [iɔŋ] [hiɔŋ52] 香 ‘smell good’, [liɔŋ35] 凉 ‘cold’ 
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 [iɛn] [tʰiɛn52] 天 ‘sky, heaven’, [pʰiɛn31] 骗 ‘to lie’ 
 [iɛt˺] [tʰiɛt˺35] 铁 ‘steel’, [liɛt˺55] 裂 ‘to split, to crack’ 
 [iːm] [tsʰiːm52] 深 ‘deep’, [kiːm31] 禁 ‘to put in jail’ 
 [iːn] [ŋiːn35] 人 ‘man, people’, [siːn31] 信 ‘letter, to believe’ 
 [ip˺] [tsip˺35] 汁 ‘juice, gravy’, [ŋip˺55] 入 ‘to enter’ 
 [it˺] [pit˺35] 笔 ‘writing brush’, [sit˺55] 食 ‘to eat’ 
 [iu] [tsiu14] 酒 ‘liquor’, [kʰiu11] 旧 ‘old (for inanimate objects)’ 
 [iui] [ŋiui11] 女 ‘female’ 
 [iuk˺] [kiuk˺35] 逐 ‘to expel, to chase’, [ŋiuk˺55] 狱 ‘prison, hell’ 
 [iun] [kʰiun52] 近 ‘near’, [ŋiun11] 顽 ‘obstinate, wayward’ 
 [iuŋ] [hiuŋ52] 兄 ‘elder brother’, [liuŋ35] 龙 ‘dragon’ 
 [ɨː] [tsɨː52] 租 ‘rent’, [sɨː11] 事 ‘affair, matter’ 
 [uː] [pʰuː35] 烳 ‘to cook, to boil’, [suː11] 树 ‘tree’ 
 [ua] [kua52] 瓜 ‘gourds, melons’, [kʰua31] 挂 ‘to suspend’ 
 [uai] [kuai52] 乖 ‘obedient’, [ŋuai11] 外 ‘outside’ 
 [uan] [kuan52] 关 ‘to shut, to close’, [kʰuan14] 擐 ‘to carry on hand’ 
 [uaŋ] [kʰuaŋ31] 矿 ‘mineral; a section, an item’ 
 [uat˺] [kʰuat˺35] 阔 ‘wide’, [kuat˺55] ¤ ‘bottle’ 
 [uɔ] [kuɔ14] 果 ‘fruit’ 
 [uɛ] [kuɛ35] ¤ ‘loud crying’ 
 [uɛt˺] [kuɛt˺35] 国 ‘country’ 
 [ui] [tui14] 扯 ‘to pull’, [kui31] 贵 ‘expensive’ 
 [uk˺] [kuk˺35] 谷 ‘unhulled rice’, [tʰuk˺55] 读 ‘to learn, to study’ 
 [uːn] [tsʰuːn35] 存 ‘to remain’, [muːn31] 问 ‘to ask (question)’ 
 [uːŋ] [tsʰuːŋ35] 虫 ‘worm’, [juːŋ11] 用 ‘to use’ 
 [ut˺] [vut˺35] 熨 ‘to iron’, [fut˺55] 佛 ‘Buddha image’ 
 [m̩ː] [m̩ː35] 唔 ‘not’ 
 [ŋ̍ː] [ŋ̍ː35] 鱼 ‘fish’, [ŋ̍ː14] 五 ‘five’ 
 
4 Phonological processes 

4.1 Assimilation  

Assimilation in JHT occurs with consonantal segmentation of the 
syllable only. It can be found in a few words, and all of them result from 
progressive assimilation.  

In rapid speech, the initials [ʔ] and [h] of the latter words in the 
following terms assimilate totally with the syllabic [m̩]. That is, they change 
their quality to be the same as the syllabic [m̩]. 
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 [m̩ː35.ʔɔi31] � [m̩ː35.mɔi31] 唔爱 ‘do not want’ 
 [m̩ː35.hɔː14] � [m̩ː35.mɔː14] 唔好 ‘cannot; don’t’ 
 [m̩ː35.hɛː31] � [m̩ː35.mɛː31] 唔系 ‘It is not.’ 
 [hɛː31.m̩ː35.hɛː31] � [hɛː31.m̩ː35.mɛː31] 系唔系 ‘yes or no’ 
 

The word [hɛː31.m̩ː35.hɛː31] � [hɛː31.m̩ː35.mɛː31] can further be 
contracted to [hɛː31.mɛː31] 系¤ with little change of the meaning ‘That it is!’ 
as shown in the following sentence. 

 [hɛː31.mɛː31.ŋai35.kɔːŋ14.liau31] 系¤! 我讲了. 
‘That it is! I have told you before.’ 

 
The following terms show that the initial [h] of the latter syllable 

assimilates totally with the final consonant of the previous syllable becoming 
[ŋ]. 

 [ŋiɔŋ35�11.hiːn35] � [ŋiɔŋ35�11.ŋiːn35] 仰形 ‘how’ 
 [ʔaːŋ35.hiːn35�33] � [ʔaːŋ35.ŋiːn35�33] 咁形 ‘like this, in this way’ 
 
4.2 Epenthesis 

There are two question words which are open syllables; when they are 
followed by another syllable to form compound terms, an appropriate 
homorganic final determined by the following syllable initial is added together 
with the change of the original tone. 

Table 5 Question words with additive final 

Question 
word 

Additive 
final 

Question words with additive final 

[maː14] [-k˺] [maː14�11.kai31] � [mak˺35�11.kai31] 吗个 ‘what’ 
[kiː14] [-t˺] [kiː14�11.tɔː52] � [kit˺35�11.tɔː52]4 几多 ‘how much, 

how many’  
 
4.3 Variations of consonants 

Some initial consonants in JHT have their variants. These variants are 
rather specific. Initial consonants that vary in isolation may or may not vary in 
compound words and vice versa. Even in compound words, they vary in one 
but not in another. Variations of consonants are: 

                                                 
4 In Hong Kong, Lau (2000:26) found that the term [kiː14�11.tʰai11] 几大 ‘How big it 

is?’ was pronounced [kit˺35�11.tʰai11] (Lau: git5tai2) in casual speech. However, it must be 
[kit˺35�11.tɔː52.tʰai11] 几多大 in JHT. Another word is [kiː31.siː35] 几时 ‘when’ which was 
pronounced [kit˺35�11.siː35] (Lau: git5si2) in Hong Kong (Lau 2000:46). 
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1. [f] ~ [h]; 

2. [kʰ] ~ [h]; 

3. [l] ~ [n]; 

4. [v] ~ [b]. 
 
4.3.1 [f] ~ [h] 

The initial [f], when followed by [u] in some words, has [h] as its 
variant, e.g., 

  [fuː35] ~ [huː35] 扶 ‘to elevate with both hands’ 
 [fuː31] ~ [huː31] 附 ‘on time’ 
 [fut˺55] ~ [hut˺55] 核 ‘seed’ 

 
In the following words, [f] and [h] vary only in compound words. In 

isolation, they do not vary. 

 [hiɔŋ14�11.fuk˺55 (~35)] ~ [hiɔŋ14�11.huk˺55 (~35)] 享福 ‘happy’ 
 [siːn35.fuː31 (~11)] ~ [siːn35.huː31 (~11)] 神父 ‘Catholic priest’ 
 [tʰɛu11.fuː11] ~ [tʰɛu11.huː11] 豆腐 ‘bean-curd’ 
 

According to Hashimoto (1973:101) /h/ and /f/ in the Meíxiàn dialect 
are neutralized before the rounded high vowel, and they result in [f]. However, 
this is not always true in JHT. The following words show that the initial [f], 
although followed by [u], does not have [h] as its variant.  

 [fuː52] 夫 ‘man, husband’ 
 [fuːn14] 粉 ‘powder, flour’ 
 [fuːŋ35] 红 ‘red’ 

 
4.3.2 [kʰ] ~ [h] 

Variations between [kʰ] and [h] can be seen in a few words as 
follows: 

 [kʰak˺35�11.ŋiːn35] ~ [hak˺35�11.ŋiːn35] 客人 ‘Hakka people’ 
 [kʰɔː14�11.piː14] ~ [hɔː14�11.piː14] 可比 ‘suppose, for example’ 
 [kʰɔi52] ~ [hɔi52] 开 ‘to open’ 
 [kʰɔk˺35] ~ [hɔk˺35] 燩 ‘to fry’ 
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4.3.3 [l] ~ [n] 

In some JHT words, the initial [l] is pronounced as [n]. Mercer 
(1930:59) stated that in the dialect of Hakka spoken in the Xīn’ān 新安 district 
of Guǎngdōng 广东 province, from which the larger number of Hakka Chinese 
in North Borneo come, the initial [n] is nearly always pronounced as [l]. 
MacIver (1926:372) also noted that in the southwestern parts of the Hakka-
speaking region, the initial [l] is sometimes interchanged with [n]. 

In this study, the words in which the initial [l] has [n] as its variant are 
as follows: 

 [laː11.sap˺35] ~ [naː11.sap˺35] 垃圾 ‘filthy, dirty’ 
 [lai14�11.kuɔ14] ~ [nai14�11.kuɔ14] 茘果 ‘lychee’ 
 [ʔɔːŋ14�11.laːm35] ~ [ʔɔːŋ14�11.naːm35] ¤篮 ‘cradle, hammock’ 
 

In isolation the word [laːm35] 篮 ‘basket’ is not pronounced [naːm35] 
as its variant.  It is pronounced [naːm35] only in the compound word mentioned 
above. 

On the contrary, the words in which the initial [n] has [l] as its variant 
are also found as follows: 

 [naːm35�33.tsɨː14�11.ŋiːn35] ~ [laːm35�33.tsɨː14�11.ŋiːn35] 男子人 ‘man’ 
 [nap˺35] ~ [lap˺35] 纳 ‘to receive’ 
 [nuːŋ35�33.miːn35] ~ [luːŋ35�33.miːn35] 农民 ‘farmer’ 
 
4.3.4 [v] ~ [b] 

There are no voiced stops in the phonological system of JHT. The 
only voiced consonant is fricative /v/. For this consonant in the Méixiàn 
dialect, Norman (1988:224) stated that “it seems best to classify it among the 
liquids.” His reason is that it lacks strong friction and that “if it were 
considered a voiced fricative, one would have to recognize an anomalous 
voiced-voiceless contrast between [the] two fricatives f and v.” 

In this study /v/ has the same friction as its voiceless counterpart /f/ 
and is classified in the fricative group. In some words, [b], a voiced 
unaspirated bilabial stop, may be heard as its variant, for example: 

 [m̩ː35.vɔi14] ~ [m̩ː35.bɔi14] 唔会 ‘incapable, cannot’ 
 [siː14�11.vut˺35] ~ [siː14�11.but˺35] 屎¤ ‘anus’ 
 [vuːn35�33.miːn35] ~ [buːn35�33.miːn35] 文明 ‘civilized’ 
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4.4 Variations of vowels 

Vowels in JHT also have their variants. The variations of vowels 
found in this study result from vowel interchange and monophthongization. 

4.4.1 Vowel interchange 

The vowels /i/ and /ɛ/ are interchangeable in the following words: 

 [maː14�11.siː55] ~ [maː14�11.sɛː55] 吗时 ‘what’ 
 [liː35] ~ [lɛː35] 这 ‘this’ 
 [ŋiu35] ~ [ŋɛu35] 牛 ‘cattle’ 
 [pʰit˺55.pʰɔː35] ~ [pʰɛt˺55.pʰɔː35] ¤¤ ‘a bat’ 
 [siːm52] ~ [sɛːm52] 参 ‘ginseng’ 
 
4.4.2 Monophthongization 

The diphthongs in some JHT words may monophthongize to a simple 
vowel. These vowels are [ai] � [ɛː] and [au] � [ɔː], e.g., 

 [ai] ~ [ɛː] [kai52] ~ [kɛː52] 鸡 ‘chicken’ 
  [lai35] ~ [lɛː35] 犁 ‘to plough’ 
  [nai35] ~ [nɛː35] 泥 ‘earth soil’ 
  [ʔai14] ~ [ʔɛː14] 矮 ‘low (in position), short (in height)’ 
   
 [au] ~ [ɔː] [kau52] ~ [kɔː52] 高 ‘high, tall’ 
  [lau14] ~ [lɔː14] 老 ‘old’ 
  [pau14] ~ [pɔː14] 保 ‘to protect, to guard; to nourish’ 
  [tsʰau14] ~ [tsʰɔː14] 草 ‘weed, grass’ 
 

In some JHT words, the vowel [ɔː] which does not have [au] as its 
variant may be pronounced [au] in other dialects. 

Table 6 Examples of JHT [ɔː] which are pronounced [au] in other dialects 

JHT Pronunciation in other dialects and sources 
(Phonetic transcriptions are as quoted in the 
original works) 

[hɔː11] 号 ‘number’ hàu (Chiang 1941:41) 
hau53 (Lau 2000:146) 

[kɔː35] 膏 ‘fat, ointment’ kau33 (Lau 2000:146) 
[mɔː52] 毛 ‘hair’ mau (Mercer 1930:170, Chiang 1941:23) 

mau33 (Lau 2000:145) 
[sɔː14] 嫂 ‘wife of elder 
brother’ 

sáu (Mercer 1930:151) 
sau31 (Lau 2000:146) 
sɑu3 (Chappell and Lamarre 2005:202) 
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4.5 Elision 

4.5.1 Vowel [i]  

Vowel [i] in the following finals, [iɛt˺], [iɛn], [iut˺], [iun], [iuk˺], and 
[iuŋ], may be elided in some words. The first word of each example is used in 
careful speech while the latter is its variant and normally used, e.g., 

 [iɛt˺] ~ [ɛt˺] [pʰiɛt˺55] ~ [pʰɛt˺55] 別 ‘other’ 
  [tʰiɛt˺35] ~ [tʰɛt˺35] 忒 ‘too much, too many’ 
   
 [iɛn] ~ [ɛːn] [kiɛn52] ~ [kɛːn52] 间 ‘classifier for house, room’ 
  [siɛn52] ~ [sɛːn52] 先 ‘first, foremost’ 
   
 [iut˺] ~ [ut˺] [kʰiut˺55] ~ [kʰut˺55] 窟 ‘hole, pool’ 
   
 [iun] ~ [uːn] [kʰiun52] ~ [kʰuːn52] 近 ‘near’ 
   
 [iuk˺] ~ [uk˺] [liuk˺35] ~ [luk˺35] 六 ‘six’ 
  [ŋiuk˺35] ~ [ŋuk˺35] 肉 ‘flesh’ 
   
 [iuŋ] ~ [uːŋ] [kiuŋ52�33.tsiau52] ~ [kuːŋ52�33.tsiau52] 芎蕉 ‘banana’ 
  [liuŋ35] ~ [luːŋ35] 龙 ‘dragon’ 
 

Other than these, the vowels [iɛt˺] and [iɛn] in some JHT words which 
do not have their [i] elided may be generally pronounced [ɛt˺] and [ɛːn], 
respectively, in other dialects. 

Table 7 Examples of JHT [iɛt˺] and [iɛn] which are pronounced [ɛt˺] and [ɛːn], 
respectively, in other dialects 

JHT Pronunciation in other dialects and sources 
(Phonetic transcriptions are as quoted in the 
original works) 

[hiɛt˺35] 血 ‘blood’ het (Mercer 1930:168) 
[liɛt˺55] 列 ‘to arrange in 
order’ 

lɛt55 (Lau 2000:158) 

[tʰiɛt˺35] 铁 ‘iron, steel’ thet (Mercer 1930:169) 
tʰɛt32 (Lau 2000:159) 
thet6 (Chappell and Lamarre 2005:218) 

[liɛn11] 辇 ‘sleigh’ lɛn11 (Lau 2000:158) 

[siɛn31] 线 ‘wire; line’ sɛn53 (Lau 2000:158) 
sen4 (Chappell and Lamarre 2005:175) 

[tsʰiɛn35] 钱 ‘money’ tshên (Mercer 1930:16) 
tsʰɛn11 (Lau 2000:158) 
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4.5.2 Vowel [u] 

The vowel [u] is elided in some words, e.g., 

 [uɔ] ~ [ɔː] [kuɔ52�33.mɔː52] ~ [kɔː52�33.mɔː52] ¤¤ ‘exterminated 
(term of abuse)’ 

   
 [uɛ] ~ [ɛː] [kuɛ35�33.kuɛ35.kuɛ35�31. kuɛ35�31] ~ 

[kɛː35�33.kɛː35.kɛː35�31. kɛː35�31] ¤¤¤¤ ‘noisy’ 
 

The vowel [u] in [uɔ] and [uɔŋ] finals are generally elided becoming 
[ɔː] and [ɔːŋ] respectively. Among all gliding vowels in JHT, only [uɔ] is a 
vertical diphthong, while all others are diagonal. This phenomenon is the same 
as the elision of [i] as mentioned in section 4.5.1. 

Table 8 Examples of JHT [ɔː] which are derived from [uɔ] 

JHT [ɔː] Derived from Pronunciation in other dialects and sources 
(Phonetic transcriptions are as quoted in the 
original works) 

[kɔː31] [kuɔ31] 过 
‘to cross, over’ 

Kwò (MacIver 1926:353) 
kwò (Chiang 1941:42) 
[kwɔːt] (Pratoom 1984:38) 

[kɔːŋ52] [kuɔŋ52] 光 
‘bright’ 

Kwong (MacIver 1926:359) 
kwong (Chiang 1941:26) 
[kwɔːŋf] (Pratoom 1984:38) 

[kʰɔːŋ35] [kʰuɔŋ35] 狂 
‘mad’ 

Khwông (MacIver 1926:361) 

 
4.6 Other variations 

[uai] ~ [ɔi]  is found in only one word. 

 [ŋuai11] ~ [ŋɔi11] 外 ‘outside’ 
 

The way that [ŋuai11] ~ [ŋɔi11] 外 ‘outside’ can be compared with 
[kuan52.tsʰɔi35] ~ [kuɔn52.tsʰɔi35] ~ [kɔːn52.tsʰɔi35] 棺材 ‘coffin’ is as follows: 

Table 9 Pattern of JHT [ua] varies with [ɔː] 

Base word: [ua] [ua] ���� [uɔ] [uɔ] ���� [ɔː] 
[kuan52.tsʰɔi35] [kuɔn52.tsʰɔi35] [kɔːn52.tsʰɔi35] 棺材 ‘coffin’ 
[ŋuai11] ([ŋuɔi11]) [ŋɔi11] 外 ‘outside’ 
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5 Summary 

The results of the study have revealed that the phonological system in 
JHT comprises 18 consonants /p, pʰ, t, tʰ, k, kʰ, ʔ, ts, tsʰ, f, v, s, h, m, n, ŋ, j, l/;  
six simple vowels /i, ɛ, a, ɨ, u, ɔ/; 11 diphthongs /iu, ui, iɔ, ɔi, ia, ai, uɛ, ɛu, uɔ, 
ua, au/; three triphthongs /iau, uai, iui/; and seven tones. The structure of the 
syllable is Ci (G1) V (G2/Cf) accompanied by a tone or simply a syllabic 
consonant accompanied by a tone. 

There are seven lexical tone phonemes in JHT. These tones conform 
to traditional Chinese tone categories except the Shǎng 上 tone that had not 
split into two categories. The Yīn Qù 阴去 tone has been used as a tone 
changer to modify the meanings of the words. However, this process of tone 
change is no longer progressive. The Yáng Qù 阳去 tone is still used as a 
grammatical unit to change some grammatical structures of the utterance. 

Various phonological processes are found in JHT, namely, 
assimilation of the initial consonants, variations among initial consonants, 
variations among vowels (e.g., vowel interchange, monophthongization, and 
vowel elision), and the addition of a final consonant to the syllable. These 
phonological processes are not widespread and affect only some words.  
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The Interaction between Pitch and Vowel Length in 
Mon-Khmer Languages 

PHANINTRA Teeranon 
Mae Fah Luang University, Thailand 

Abstract 
The objective of this research is to investigate the interaction between 
vowel length and pitch in four Mon-Khmer languages: Chong, 
Khmer, Khmu’, and Nyah Kur. Nine pairs of short and long vowel 
counterparts were investigated; vowel duration and semitone values 
were measured using Praat. For each language, the informants were 
two males and two females aged over sixty    (> 60), thirty-five to 
fourty-five (35-45), and under twenty (< 20). This research 
demonstrates that interaction between pitch (as measured in semitone 
values) and vowel length is language-specific; it is suggested as 
plausible that vowel length is a factor that conditions pitch in some 
languages such as Chong.  

Key words: phonetics, pitch, vowel length 

1. Introduction 

Linguists have long been interested in the interaction between pitch 
and vowel length, in particular the question of whether one factor conditions 
the other. 

There have been a number of discussions regarding pitch as a factor 
that conditions vowel length (Abramson, 1962; Fischer-JØrgensen, 1990; 
Gandour, 1977; Heijmans, 2003; Kong, 1987; Lehiste, 1970; Neweklowsky, 
1975; Tsukada et al., 2004; Yu, 2006). With regard to acoustic data, vowels 
with higher F0, which relates to a high rate of vocal fold vibration or high 
pitch, tend to be of shorter duration than vowels with lower F0 in Thai 
(Abramson, 1962), English (House and Fairbanks, 1953; Lehiste, 1970), 
Chinese, Russian (Mohr, 1971), German (Mohr, 1971; Neweklowsky, 1975), 
Kui (L-Thongkum, 1989), Chong (L-Thongkum, 1991), and the Malay Dialect 
of Pattani and Pathumthani (Lohde, 2003). These studies conclude that vowel 
duration inversely relates to F0 (Gandour, 1977: 60). The analysis of acoustic 
data, however, is not the sole source of support for these findings. 
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An analysis of auditory data yields similar results; vowels with high 
pitch are shorter than vowels with low pitch, e.g., Chatino (Pike, 1974), and 
that vowels with dynamic F0 are longer than those with level F0 in English 
(Yu, 2006). This finding that vowels with rising tones are longer than those 
with falling tones can be found in the study of other languages as well as Thai 
(Gandour, 1977), Cantonese (Kong, 1987), and Korean (Kwon, 2003). Short 
vowels can bear either high or low tones in Kunama (Connell, 2002) and 
Kinyarwanda (Myers, 2005), and they are associated with either high or low 
F0 in Khmer (Wayland, 1998), Lavue’, Wa, and Plang (Teeranon, 2007). 
Broadly, the effect of pitch on vowel length is language-specific rather than 
being a natural phonetic tendency.   

There are numerous discussions suggesting that the opposite is true, 
that vowel length effects pitch (Diffloth, 1991; Lee, 1993; L-Thongkum et al., 
2007; Svantesson, 1991). U and Hu are claimed to have developed high tone 
(which relates to high auditory pitch) from short vowels, and to have 
developed low tone (which relates to low auditory pitch) from long vowels 
(Diffloth, 1991; Svantesson, 1991). In other words, *v conditions the birth of 
high tone and *vv causes the birth of low tone.  

For some linguists (Svantesson, 1991), vowel length distinction 
signals unusual or “unorthodox” tonogenesis mechanisms. Similarly, Lee 
(1993) found that a high upper register tone in Cantonese occurs with a short 
vowel, and that a mid-upper register tone occurs with a long vowel. In their 
consideration of the acoustic data, L-Thongkum et al. (2007) found that vowels 
[a] with shorter duration have higher F0 than vowels [aa] with long duration in 
four languages of Southeast Asia (Bangkok Thai, Kam Muang, Khmu’ Rawk 
and Iu Mien). Accepting that the vowel is a factor that conditions high or low 
pitch, L-Thongkum and her colleagues claim that this phenomenona is a 
natural phonetic tendency; thus, it is not an ‘unorthodox’ mechanism in their 
view. Theoretically, both views have been seen to have had significant impact 
on language development as a whole. 

Pitch as a factor that conditions vowel length and vice versa of 
interaction between F0 and vowel duration have been offered as historical 
explanations for the phonological system of various language. First, Gandour 
(1977) indicates that a Proto-Southwestern Tai monophthong vowel system 
was reconstructed by Sarawit (1973) as six short vowels and six long vowels; 
short vowels are /i/, /ɨ/, /u/, /e/, /a/, /o/, long vowels are /ii/, /ɨɨ/, /uu/, /ɛɛ/, /aa/, 
/ɔɔ/. As with the pitch condition vowel length, across Northern Thai and 
Southern Thai dialects, long vowels developed under rising and non-high-level 
tones, whereas short vowels developed under falling and high-level tones. This 
is the explanation for why, at present, there are nine short and long vowels 
counterparts (/i/-/ii/, /ɨ/-/ɨɨ/, /u/-/uu/, /e/-/ee/, /ə/-/əə/, /o/-/oo/, /ɛ/-/ɛɛ/, /a/-/aa/, 
/ɔ/-/ɔɔ/) in the Tai dialects.  
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Conversely, the effect of vowel length on pitch indicates the 
plausibility of tonal evolution in the language system. From previous research, 
it begins to appear plausible that tones are developed from the loss of vowel 
length. From this, two ideas have arisen.  

One idea is that the loss of vowel length causing low tones in Hu is 
‘unorthodox’ (Diffloth 1991, Svantesson 1991). Another suggests that this 
phenomenon could be phonetically universal, as it is found in Bangkok Thai, 
Kam Muang, Khmu’ Rawk and Iu Mien (L-Thongkum et al., 2007). It can be 
said that short vowels develop high tones and long vowels develop low tones, 
e.g., Hu, *yam > yám ‘to die’, and *yaam >yàm ‘to cry’.  

A number of studies have attempted to explain these physiological 
mechanisms (Honda and Fujimura, 1991; Whalen et al., 1998). With short 
vowels, it is possible to increase the subglottal pressure in order to compensate 
for shortness of duration, which relates to high pitch (Fischer-JØrgensen, 
1990). The interaction between pitch and vowel lengths involves the 
cricothyroid muscles of the larynx. Cricothyroid activity tenses the vocal folds 
to stiffen them for the short vowels and thus to cause higher pitch. 
Correspondingly, it slackens them for long vowels thus causing lower pitch 
(Honda and Fujimura, 1991; Hoole et al., 2004).  

Between these two types of interaction between pitch and vowel 
length, researchers less often suggested vowel length as a factor that conditions 
pitch; nevertheless, this phenomenon may shed some light on phonetic 
tendencies having to do with tonal evolution or tonogenesis theory.  

In a previous study (L-Thongkum et al., 2007), vowel duration 
affecting on the vowel F0 was attested with [a]-[aa] counterparts, while other 
vowel qualities in the vowel system (e.g., [i]-[ii], [e]-[ee]) were left unproven 
and prime for further consideration. In order to investigate further the effects of 
vowel duration on F0, four languages of Mon-Khmer that contain nine pairs of 
short and long vowels counterparts—[i]-[ii], [ɨ]-[ɨɨ], [u]-[uu], [e]-[ee], [ə]-[əə], 
[o]-[oo], [ɛ]-[ɛɛ], [a]-[aa], [ɔ]-[ɔɔ]—were selected and analyzed for this study 
using measurements of F0 on isolated monosyllables spoken by representatives 
of the Mon-Khmer languages. The four Mon-Khmer languages chosen, Chong, 
Khmer, Khmu’, and Nyah Kur, were selected because they have been 
classified as non-tonal languages with a tendency to become tonal languages 
(L-Thongkum, 1988; L-Thongkum, 1991; Premsrirat, 2003; Wayland and 
Guion, 2005). If it is demonstrated that there is an interaction between F0 and 
vowel duration in these languages, it is plausible that vowel length is another 
factor causing tonal evolution in these four languages.  

The purposes for the study are 1) to test whether the interaction 
between F0 and vowel duration is applicable to all vowel qualities in Chong, 
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Khmer, Khmu’, and Nyah Kur, and 2) to test whether the phonetic tendency of 
the loss of vowel length has had anything to do with the evolution of tones.  

This study tests the claim that the reduction in the vowel length 
contrast is the cause of the emergence of the tonal contrast. If this is true, the 
short vowels should have been shorter and/or the long vowels longer in the 
four languages. In order to settle the issue a longitudinal evidence was 
conducted. The present study was set into a cross-sectional design comparing 
older, middle age, and younger speakers of the four languages. Three age 
groups were recorded; the over-sixty speakers (> 60 years) to represent the 
past, the middle age speakers (35-45 years) to represent the present time, and 
the under-twenty speakers (< 20 years) to represent the future. The following 
pattern was anticipated: (i) The oldest generation show a large difference 
between long and short vowel duration with a large F0 difference. (ii) The 
middle generation is as observed in the present study: large pitch difference 
(larger than in the oldest generation) but a small duration difference (indicating 
that the duration difference is now large enough as a sufficient cue for what 
used to be the length contrast), (iii) The youngest generation has no duration 
difference but may have increased the tonal difference further.  

2. Materials and Method    

2.1 Language data 

The four languages used in the present analysis are Chong, Nyah Kur, 
Khmer, and Khmu’. They belong to the different branches of the Mon-Khmer 
language family.  

Chong 
The Khlong Phlu dialect of Chong is spoken in the Khao Khitchakut 

district of Chanthaburi Province. The language has 21 consonant phonemes  

/ ph th ch kh  
 p t c k Ɂ 
 m n ɲ ŋ 
 w r, l j 
  s   h 
 
 i, ii  ɨ, ɨɨ u, uu,  
 e, ee ə, əə o, oo,  
 ɛ, ɛɛ a, aa ɔ, ɔɔ 
   uə / 
 
There are also 4 registers:  
 
/R1/ clear voice  
/R2/ clear voice followed by glottal constriction 
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/R3/ breathy voice 
/R4/ breathy voice followed by glottal constriction 
 
All wordlists from Chong that are used in this study are clear voice 

(L-Thongkum, 1991). Chong is predicted to develop four tones from phonation 
type of vowels (L-Thongkum, 1988, 1991). L-Thongkum (1991: 141) states 
that “In fact, some dialects of Chong, such as the one spoken in Chamkhlo’ 
Village, Takhianthong Sub-district, Makham District, have already become 
tonal: presyllables are dropped; phonation types are less prominent and in 
some cases disappear; and pitch differences can be heard clearly, especially in 
slow speech. Our Chong informants also describe their language as having 
high, higher, mid and low tones”  

Khmer  
Khmer is spoken in the Nok Muang subdistrict of Surin province. The 

language is comprised of 21 consonant phonemes, 28 monphthongs, and 5 
diphthongs (Chantrupanth and Phromjakgarin, 1978). 

/ ph th ch kh  
 p t c k Ɂ 
 b  d 
 m n ɲ ŋ 
 w r, l j 
  s   h 

 
 i, ii  ɨ, ɨɨ u, uu,  
 ɩ, ɩɩ ɤ, ɤɤ ɷ, ɷɷ, 
 e, ee ə, əə o, oo, 
 ɛ, ɛɛ ʌ, ʌʌ,  ɔ, ɔɔ, 
 a, aa   ɒ, ɒɒ 
  ia, iia, ɨa, ua, uua / 
 
Instead of developing tones from registers, Khmer has chosen the 

pathway of developing a large vowel system. Khmer in the past is reported to 
have devoiced its initial consonant registers, changing initial voiced stops /b, d, 
ɉ, g/ to voiceless stops /p, t, c, k/. The devoicing process causes the vowel 
systems to split into two series of vowels, ‘ò series vowels’, and ‘a series 
vowels,’ or ‘the first register’, and ‘the second register’ (Maspero, 1915; 
Huffman, 1967; Wayland and Jongman, 2003). That is why there are quite a 
number of vowels in Khmer. 

Khmu’  
Khmu’ is spoken in Huay Sataeng, Thung Chang district of Nan 

province. The language is comprised of 22 consonant phonemes, 20 
monophthongs, and 3 diphthongs. There are 2 registers: clear voice or /R1/, 
and breathy voice or /R2/ (L-Thongkum et al., 2008). All wordlists for, Khmu’ 
used in this study are in clear voice.  
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/ ph th ch kh  
 p t c k Ɂ 
 b  d 
 m n ɲ ŋ 
 w r, l j 
 f s   h 
 
 i, ii  ɨ, ɨɨ u, uu,  
 e, ee ə, əə o, oo,  
  ʌ, ʌʌ 
 ɛ, ɛɛ a, aa ɔ, ɔɔ 
  iə, uə, ɨə  / 
 
Some Khmu dialects retain their voicing distinction in terms of the 

initial consonants, whereas some Khmu dialects show the register distinction 
of the vowels. However, the loss of these two registers in some dialects is now 
substituted by low tones (Premsrirat, 2003). 

Nyah Kur 
Nyah Kur is spoken in Ban Rai, a village in the Thepsathit district of 

Chaiyaphoom province. The language is comprised of 21 consonant phonemes, 
18 monophthongs, and 3 diphthongs (L-Thongkum, 1988). Nyah Kur 
comprises of two registers, clear voice and breathy voice (L-Thongkum, 1984).  

/ ph th ch kh  
 p t c k Ɂ 
 b  d 
 m n ɲ ŋ 
 w r, l j 
  s   h 
 
 i, ii  ɨ, ɨɨ u, uu,  
 e, ee ə, əə o, oo,  
 ɛ, ɛɛ a, aa ɔ, ɔɔ 
  iə, uə, ɨə  / 
 
Similar to Chong, it is predicted that Nyah Kur will develop two tones 

from phonation type of vowels (L-Thongkum, 1984, 1988). High tone is 
associated with clear voice, while low tone is associated with breathy voice.  

2.2 Wordlists 

For each language, nine pairs of short and long monopthong 
distinctions, were selected. To avoid pitch perturbation from voicing 
consonants, five minimal pairs of short and long vowels surrounded by 
voiceless plosive consonants were prepared, e.g., [pvt]-[pvvt], [tvp]-[tvvp]. 
Each pair of short and long vowel distinction, therefore, contains five minimal 
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pairs. In the case of lacking minimal pairs, non-sense words were set to 
complete the wordlists (See Appendix A.).  

2.3 Informants 

For each language, four native informants of both sexes who were 
<60 years of age, 35-45 years of age, and >20 years of age were selected. The 
four informants included two males and the two females. The informants were 
asked to pronounce each word 5 times. For each language, the number of 
tokens for each vowel quality in each age group was 100 (4 informants x 5 
words x 5 times). The overall number of test tokens was 53,200 (4 informants 
x 3 age groups x 18 vowels x 10 words x 5 times x 4 languages). The recording 
was done with a SONY IC Recorder ICD-MS515.  

2.4 Acoustic parameters and the method of measurement 

The whole vowel was measured with respect of the first and second 
formant frequencies (F1, F2)1 and fundamental frequency. In each vowel, the 
time was normalized at the following points: 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. 
Praat program version 4.2.09 was used for the analysis. Microsoft Excel was 
used to analyze mean first formant frequencies, mean second formant 
frequencies, mean duration, and mean fundamental frequency values. The 
mean fundamental frequency (F0) values were later converted to mean 
semitone values to eliminate the influence of male and female discrepancies on 
the values. For the amplitude values, all test tokens were calculated to be 75-87 
db. The mean values of the duration and semitone values were also analyzed 
statistically using t-test, repeated measures ANOVA (RM-ANOVA), and 
correlation (r) with a 95% level of confidence (p < .05). Line graphs were also 
drawn. 

3. Results 

3.1 Duration 

Table 1 shows the mean duration of nine short and long vowel 
counterparts in each language.  

In Chong, the ratio of short to long vowel counterparts is 1.61-2.19 
for the over-sixty group (> 60), 1.78-2.25 for the middle group (35-45), and 
1.65-2.08 for the under-twenty group (< 20).  

                                                 
1 In each language, F1 and F2 values are found to be the same for short and long vowel 

counterparts. 
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In Khmer, the ratio of short to long vowel counterparts is 1.80-2.07 
for the over-sixty group, 1.30-2.16 for the middle group, and 1.48-1.97 for the 
under-twenty group. 

In Khmu’, the ratio of short to long vowel counterparts is 1.68-2.29 
for the over-sixty group, 1.84-2.30 for the middle group, 1.66-2.09 for the 
under-twenty group. 

Similarly, Nyah Kur, the ratio of short to long vowel counterparts is 
2.02-2.77 the over-sixty group, 1.75-2.14 for the middle group, 1.49-2.25 for 
the under-twenty group. 

Table 1. Mean duration and ratio (long:short) results of nine short and long 
vowel counterparts in Chong, Khmer, and Khmu’, Nyah Kur 

 i ɨ u e ə o ɛ a ɔ 
s 140.44 151.06 120.12 142.37 133.73 152.78 187.68 164.84 179.92 
l 239.12 254.14 263.57 272.54 255.20 277.90 303.02 287.94 314.73 
Ratio  1.70 1.68 2.19 1.91 1.91 1.82 1.61 1.75 1.75 

> 60 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 101.62 114.98 103.30 119.99 112.19 132.52 148.87 128.22 128.60 
l 210.56 211.21 223.18 236.67 240.63 278.18 264.39 259.55 288.88 
Ratio 2.07 1.84 2.16 1.97 2.14 2.10 1.78 2.02 2.25 

35-45 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 133.75 153.28 157.94 174.31 168.31 155.29 174.42 165.74 146.70 
l 278.29 274.06 259.93 292.32 278.96 302.83 298.98 297.29 245.20 
Ratio 2.08 1.79 1.65 1.68 1.66 1.95 1.71 1.79 1.67 

C
ho

ng
 

< 20 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 121.40 129.09 127.59 142.12 144.10 165.28 166.45 159.39 167.80 
l 227.90 257.45 253.23 259.46 259.45 342.51 325.84 311.91 308.58 
Ratio 1.88 1.99 1.98 1.83 1.80 2.07 1.96 1.96 1.84 

> 60 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 118.94 140.78 153.52 165.33 186.69 184.13 225.66 153.60 170.75 
l 257.30 279.03 293.39 300.15 300.59 321.88 294.44 307.73 298.36 
Ratio 2.16 1.98 1.91 1.82 1.61 1.75 1.30 2.00 1.75 

35-45 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 114.79 123.24 103.40 107.71 122.14 132.47 144.54 124.19 132.61 
l 213.03 228.23 204.06 209.34 216.57 220.90 213.75 224.00 225.50 
Ratio 1.86 1.85 1.97 1.94 1.77 1.67 1.48 1.80 1.70 

K
hm

er
 

< 20 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 109.35 129.49 109.74 118.89 121.24 115.61 109.94 97.74 92.00 
l 241.42 240.80 229.67 199.77 205.32 218.14 197.17 199.10 210.62 
Ratio 2.21 1.86 2.09 1.68 1.69 1.89 1.79 2.04 2.29 

> 60 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 110.33 128.95 136.61 128.45 131.64 122.31 138.22 125.27 121.83 
l 253.44 265.40 251.70 241.59 262.91 262.88 258.15 266.84 277.31 
Ratio 2.30 2.06 1.84 1.88 2.00 2.15 1.87 2.13 2.28 

35-45 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 113.79 118.56 127.28 125.98 143.28 137.49 132.47 139.07 141.01 
l 238.22 243.11 240.49 232.98 237.20 243.82 236.25 276.47 282.88 
Ratio 2.09 2.05 1.89 1.85 1.66 1.77 1.78 1.99 2.01 

K
hm

u’
 

< 20 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 130.83 110.55 129.91 127.10 106.56 130.91 138.58 136.46 135.86 
l 264.95 276.46 281.65 317.24 295.69 276.60 280.54 276.17 304.83 
Ratio 2.03 2.50 2.17 2.50 2.77 2.11 2.02 2.02 2.24 

> 60 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 113.15 110.09 116.41 125.25 111.39 118.94 123.67 114.36 122.55 
l 233.92 220.46 210.45 258.89 238.03 229.05 216.85 224.97 249.72 
Ratio 2.07 2.00 1.81 2.07 2.14 1.93 1.75 1.97 2.04 

35-45 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 112.91 136.88 137.96 162.71 150.38 173.50 165.71 156.84 135.59 
l 225.59 203.48 237.50 276.54 288.84 271.81 270.28 311.65 305.71 
Ratio 2.00 1.49 1.72 1.70 1.92 1.57 1.63 1.99 2.25 

N
ya

h 
K

ur
 

< 20 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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As a result, it was confirmed that in every language under 
investigation, the mean durations of the nine short vowels are significantly 
shorter than those of their long counterparts. The acoustic analysis of the vowel 
duration in Table 1 indicates that there is a length distinction between the nine 
short and long vowel counterparts in the three age groups of the four 
languages.  

 
Figure 1. Long:short vowel duration ratio in Chong, Khmer, Khmu’,  

and Nyah Kur 

The long:short vowel duration ratio, in Figure 1, is generally larger in 
Nyah Kur than in the three languages. The difference is significant by RM-
ANOVA with language as a factor, F(3,24) = 2.37 (p = .000). Simple contrasts 
show that Nyah Kur differs from Khmu’, Khmer and Chong, F(1,8) = 2.52 (p = 
.013) and F(1,8) = 2.75 (p = .007), F(1,8) = 2.60 (p = .011) respectively. No 
other pairwise contrasts reach significance. 
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Figure 2. Long:short vowel duration ratio of the three different age groups in 

Chong 

The graph, in Figure 2, plots the duration ratio between long:short 
vowel counterparts for Chong. Clearly, the RM-ANOVA shows a significant 
effect of age, F(2,16)=13.09 (p=.000). It is found that the duration ratio in the 
middle group are significantly higher than the over-sixty group and the under-
twenty group, F(1,8)=10.53 (p=.000) and F(1,8) =12.62 (p=.000). The duration 
ratio in the over-sixty group is also significantly higher than the under-twenty 
group, F(1,8)=15.40 (p=.000).  

 
Figure 3. Long:short vowel duration ratio of the three different age groups in 

Khmer 

In Figure 3, the graph plots the duration ratio between long:short 
vowel counterparts for Khmer. The RM-ANOVA shows an insignificant effect 
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of age, F(2,16)=1.24 (p=.256). Vowel type shows significant effect on the 
duration ratio F(8,16)=2.92 (p=.007). 

 
Figure 4. Long:short vowel duration ratio of the three different age groups in 

Khmu’ 

In Figure 4, the graph plots the duration ratio between long:short 
vowel counterparts for Khmu’. The RM-ANOVA shows an insignificant effect 
of age, F(2,16)=0.89 (p=.583). Vowel type shows significant effect on the 
duration ratio F(8,16)=3.22 (p=.003).  

 
Figure 5. Long:short vowel duration ratio of the three different age groups in  

Nyah Kur 

In Figure 5, the graph plots the duration ratio between long:short 
vowel counterparts for Nyah Kur. The RM-ANOVA shows an insignificant 
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effect of age, F(2,16)=1.15 (p=.325). Vowel type shows significant effect on 
the duration ratio F(8,16)=2.39 (p=.023).  

3.3 Semitone values 

Table 2 shows the semitone values of the nine short and long vowel 
counterparts in each language.  

Table 2. Mean semitone values results of nine short and long vowel 
counterparts in Chong, Khmer, and Khmu’, Nyah Kur 

 i ɨ u e ə o ɛ a ɔ 
s 2.94 3.20 3.36 3.18 3.95 3.71 3.47 3.53 3.34 
l 2.84 2.96 3.06 2.87 3.37 3.17 3.03 3.00 3.00 
s-l2 0.10 0.24 0.30 0.31 0.58 0.54 0.44 0.53 0.34 

> 60 

t-test .195 .040 .193 .014 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 3.35 3.69 4.04 3.56 3.85 4.01 3.82 3.61 3.69 
l 3.29 3.87 3.50 3.44 3.61 3.29 3.30 3.05 3.19 
s-l 0.06 -0.18 0.54 0.12 0.24 0.72 0.52 0.56 0.50 

35-45 

t-test .490 .038 .000 .019 .002 .040 .000 .000 .000 
s 4.23 4.11 4.14 3.82 4.07 4.05 4.00 3.86 3.84 
l 3.83 3.89 3.66 3.67 3.63 3.52 3.77 3.48 3.47 
s-l 0.40 0.22 0.48 0.15 0.44 0.53 0.23 0.38 0.37 

C
ho

ng
 

< 20 

t-test .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
s 3.37 3.50 3.53 3.39 3.07 3.29 3.21 2.98 2.98 
l 3.27 3.59 3.64 3.04 2.90 3.32 3.16 2.72 2.93 
s-l 0.10 -0.09 -0.11 0.35 0.17 -0.03 0.05 0.26 0.05 

> 60 

t-test .287 .489 .367 .001 .185 .767 .672 .022 .618 
s 3.70 3.73 3.79 3.63 3.54 3.29 3.46 2.89 2.89 
l 3.62 3.88 3.86 3.67 3.14 3.46 3.19 3.13 3.16 
s-l 0.08 -0.15 -0.07 -0.04 0.40 -0.17 0.27 -0.24 -0.27 

35-45 

t-test .447 .188 .615 .738 .003 .173 .010 .033 .051 
s 3.09 3.53 3.41 3.16 3.27 3.19 3.05 3.04 2.95 
l 3.21 3.45 3.44 3.11 3.08 3.26 3.20 3.00 3.05 
s-l -0.12 0.08 -0.03 0.05 0.19 -0.07 -0.15 0.04 -0.10 

K
hm

er
 

< 20 

t-test .446 .633 .838 .732 .135 .594 .242 .720 .413 
s 4.00 4.20 4.05 3.43 3.58 3.37 3.28 3.27 3.28 
l 4.07 3.69 3.72 3.30 3.18 3.27 2.99 2.92 3.09 
s-l -0.07 0.51 0.33 0.13 0.40 0.1 0.29 0.35 0.19 

> 60 

t-test .283 .000 .000 .120 .000 .255 .001 .000 .033 
s 3.75 3.86 3.77 3.20 3.15 3.23 3.33 3.10 3.12 
l 3.52 3.69 3.55 3.19 3.27 3.09 3.04 2.97 3.03 
s-l 0.23 0.17 0.22 0.01 -0.12 0.14 0.29 0.13 0.09 

35-45 

t-test .048 .131 .056 .870 .186 .143 .001 .184 .308 
s 4.08 4.30 4.32 3.60 3.63 3.66 3.42 3.52 3.49 
l 4.92 4.32 4.33 3.61 3.48 3.45 3.45 3.31 3.39 
s-l -0.84 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 0.15 0.21 -0.03 0.21 0.10 

K
hm

u’
 

< 20 

t-test .000 .871 .964 .902 .082 .010 .724 .037 .305 
s 3.75 4.65 4.90 4.21 3.78 3.76 4.04 3.60 3.86 
l 3.98 4.12 4.03 3.84 3.82 3.74 3.85 3.35 3.53 
s-l -0.23 0.53 0.87 0.37 -0.04 0.02 0.19 0.25 0.33 

> 60 

t-test .031 .000 .000 .001 .666 .823 .036 .003 .001 
s 4.15 4.54 4.59 4.31 3.51 3.82 3.82 4.33 4.31 
l 4.54 4.17 4.22 3.77 4.05 3.85 3.47 4.09 3.85 
s-l -0.39 0.37 0.37 0.54 -0.54 -0.03 0.35 0.24 0.46 

35-45 

t-test .052 .027 .049 .002 .001 .877 .036 .072 .008 
s 5.14 5.34 5.25 4.97 4.90 4.99 4.93 4.83 4.83 
l 5.04 5.49 5.14 4.95 4.87 4.78 4.83 4.64 4.71 
s-l 0.10 -0.15 0.11 0.02 0.03 0.21 0.10 0.19 0.12 

N
ya

h 
K

ur
 

< 20 

t-test .179 .047 .060 .232 .230 .000 .000 .000 .000 

 

                                                 
2 s represents a short vowel, l represents a long vowel, and s-l represents the size of 

semitone difference between short vowels and long vowels. 
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It is shown from Table 2 that some semitone values of the nine short 
vowels are significantly higher than those of their long counterparts. However, 
some semitone values of the nine short vowels are significantly lower than 
those of their long counterparts. 

 
Figure 6. The size of semitone difference in Chong, Khmer, Khmu’,  

and Nyah Kur 

From Figure 6, the pitch differences are generally larger in Chong 
than in the three other languages. The difference is significant by RM-ANOVA 
with language as a factor, F(3,24) = 1.78 (p = .015). Simple contrasts show that 
Chong differs from Nyah Kur and Khmer, F(1,8) = 2.25 (p = .027) and F(1,8) 
= 3.30 (p = .002) respectively. No other pairwise contrasts reach significance. 
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Figure 7. The size of semitone difference of the three different age groups in 

Chong 

The graph, in Figure 7, plots the pitch differences (short vowel minus 
long vowel) between short and long vowel counterparts for Chong. The short 
vowels have higher pitch than long vowels in the three age group of Chong, 
except for the vowel [ɨ] in the middle group. The RM-ANOVA shows a 
significant effect of age, F(2,16)=2.39 (p=.006). There is no contrast in pitch 
differences among the three age groups, except for the pitch differences in the 
middle group which are significantly higher than the under-twenty group 
F(1,8)=9.89 (p=.000). There is significant effect of vowel type F(8,16)=7.02 
(p=.000) on pitch differences.  
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Figure 8. The size of semitone difference of the three different age groups in 

Khmer 

In Figure 8, the graph plots the pitch differences (short vowel minus 
long vowel) between short and long vowel counterparts of Khmer. In the three 
age groups, some short vowels have higher pitch than long vowels, whilst 
some short vowels do not have higher pitch than long vowels. The RM-
ANOVA shows an insignificant effect of age, F(2,16)=0.79 (p=.689), so there 
is no contrast in pitch differences among the three age groups.  

 
Figure 9. The size of semitone difference of the three different age groups in 

Khmu’ 
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In Figure 9, the graph plots the pitch differences between short and 
long vowel counterparts of Khmu’. The vowel [i] in the over-sixty group and 
vowel [ə] in the middle group show that short vowels have lower pitch than its 
counterpart. Most of the short vowels in the under-twenty group have lower 
pitch than their long vowel counterparts. The RM-ANOVA shows an 
insignificant effect of age, F(2,16) =0.90 (p=.571).  

 
Figure 10. The size of semitone difference of the three different age groups in 

Nyah Kur 

In Figure 10, the graph plots the pitch differences between short and 
long vowel counterparts of Nyah Kur. In the three age groups, some short 
vowels have higher pitch than long vowels, whilst some short vowels do not 
have higher pitch than long vowels. The RM-ANOVA shows an insignificant 
effect of age, F(2,16) = 0.76 (p=.131).  

3.4 The interaction between the long:short vowel duration ratio and the size of 
the semitone difference between long and short vowels 

The relationship between pitch and vowel length of each language 
was studied in order to confirm the interaction between long:short vowel 
duration ratio and the size of semitone difference between long and short 
vowel. In each language, the correlation coefficients for each age group were 
computed.  
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Figure 11. The relationship between the long:short vowel duration ratio and 

the size of the semitone difference between long and short vowels of the three 
age groups in Chong, Khmer, Khmu’, and Nyah Kur 

As can be seen from Figure 11, among the four languages under 
investigation, Chong is the only language which shows a positive correlation 
between the long:short vowel duration and the size of short and long vowel 
semitone difference.   

 
Figure 12. The relationship between the long:short vowel duration ratio and 

the size of the semitone difference between long and short vowels of the three 
age groups in Chong 
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Figure 12 shows the relationship between the long:short vowel 
duration ratio and the size of the semitone difference between long and short 
vowels of Chong. The overall correlation is small, r = 0.291. When computing 
the correlation coefficients for each age group separately, they are practically 
small with the exception of the middle age group (r=0.588). So statistically, 
there is small correlation between the size of the duration contrast and the size 
of the semitone difference between long and short vowels (r=0.187 for the 
over-sixty group, r=0.249 for the under-twenty group). 

 
Figure 13. The relationship between the long:short vowel duration ratio and 

the size of the semitone difference between long and short vowels of the three 
age groups in Khmer 

The graph in Figure 13 shows the relationship between the long:short 
vowel duration ratio and the size of the semitone difference between long and 
short vowels of the three age groups in Khmer. The overall correlation is 
medium and negative, r=-0.414. When computing the correlation coefficients 
for each age group, they are small negative correlation between the size of the 
duration contrast and the size of the pitch difference between long an short 
vowels in Khmer (r=-0.281 for the over-sixty group, r= -0.127 for the under-
twenty group), with an exception of the middle group which shows large 
negative correlation (r= -0.546). 
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Figure 14. The relationship between the long:short vowel duration ratio and 

the size of the semitone difference between long and short vowels of the three 
age groups in Khmu’ 

Figure 14 shows the relationship between the long:short vowel 
duration ratio and the size of the semitone difference between long and short 
vowels of the three age groups in Khmu’. The overall correlation is negatively 
small, r = -0.355. When computing the correlation coefficients for each age 
group, they is no correlation between the size of the duration contrast and the 
size of the pitch difference between long and short vowels for the over-sixty 
group (r=-0.068) and small negative correlation for the under-twenty group 
(r=-0.198), with an exception of the middle group which shows large negative 
correlation (r= -0.706). 
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Figure 15. The relationship between the long:short vowel duration ratio and 

the size of the semitone difference between long and short vowels of the three 
age groups in Nyah Kur 

Figure 15 shows the relationship between the long:short vowel 
duration ratio and the size of the semitone difference between long and short 
vowels of the three age groups in Nyah Kur. The overall correlation is negative 
and small, r= -0.202. When computing the correlation coefficients for each age 
group, there is no correlation for the under-twenty group (r=0.097) and a small 
negative correlation for the over-sixty group (r=-0.257), with an exception of 
the middle group which shows medium negative correlation (r= -0.426) 
between the size of the duration contrast and the size of the pitch difference 
between long and short vowels.  

4. Discussion 

In order to confirm a relationship between vowel duration on the 
semitone values, four languages of Mon-Khmer that contain nine short and 
long vowels counterparts—[i]- [ii], [ɨ]- [ɨɨ], [u]-[uu], [e]-[ee], [ə]-[əə], [o]- 
[oo], [ɛ]-[ɛɛ], [a]-[aa], [ɔ]-[ɔɔ]—were analyzed. As the results show significant 
differences in duration for every pair of short and long counterparts, it is 
argued that vowel length contrast is determined by vowel duration. This 
corresponds with the results found in Kunnama, which its where vowel length 
contrast is based only on duration (Connell, 2002).  

Across the four languages, long:short vowel duration ratio is 
generally larger in Nyah Kur than the other three languages. However, when 
considering each language, only Chong shows a significant effect of age on 
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duration ratio. The long:short vowel duration in the middle age group is 
significantly higher than in the over-sixty group and in the under-twenty group.  

The pitch differences are larger in Chong than in the three other 
languages. In each language only Chong shows a significant effect of age on 
pitch differences. It is shown the middle age group to have significantly larger 
pitch differences than the under-twenty group. Therefore, Chong seems to be 
the language which shows a cross-sectional design comparing the over-sixty 
speakers (> 60 years), the middle age speakers (35-45 years), and the under-
twenty speakers (< 20 years). The youngest generation of Chong shows 
smaller duration differences than that of the over-sixty group and of the middle 
age group. However, the middle age group shows the largest duration ratio.   

Table 2 shows that not all short vowels have higher semitone values 
than the long vowels. Across the four languages, Chong shows the most 
consistency of the short vowel to have higher semitone values than the long 
vowel. Moreover, the middle age group of Chong shows significantly larger 
pitch difference than the under-twenty group. Also, Chong is the only language 
that shows positive correlations between the long:short vowel duration ratio 
and the size of the semitone difference between long and short vowels (See 
Figure 10). The results indicate that the effect of vowel duration on semitone 
values is applicable to most of the vowel qualities in Chong; however, the 
effect is not applicable to Khmer, Khmu’ and Nyah Kur. This indicates that 
there might be other factor, besides vowel length, causing tonogenesis in 
Khmer, Khmu’, and Nyah Kur. The results in Chong are congruent with the 
results reported in Hu (Svantesson, 1989), Kui (Suai) and Chong (L-
Thongkum, 1989, 1991), where the F0s of all short vowel qualities are found 
to be higher than those of their long vowel counterparts. In contrast, in Khmer, 
Khmu’ and Nyah Kur, it is found that not all short vowels have higher mean 
semitone values than do long vowels with small negative correlations between 
the long:short vowel duration ratio and the size of the semitone difference 
between long and short vowels. Similar results are found in Battambang 
Khmer vowels (Wayland, 1998).  

The three languages, Khmer, Khmu’, and Nyah Kur, haven’t shown 
any longitudinal indications as expected because age groups hasn’t shown a 
significant effect. Whilst Chong shows longitudinal evidence; but the middle 
age group and the over-sixty group are found to have a larger duration and 
semitone differences than that of the under-twenty group. The youngest group 
of Chong shows smaller duration ratio and smaller semitone differences. One 
possible explanation of this crucial point is that Chong is classified as an 
endangered language; most of the under twenty years of age do not speak the 
Chong (Premsrirat, 2002). Those youngest speakers study Chong under a 
revitalization project. They are not truly native speakers of Chong anymore. 
Therefore, the result of longitudinal test of Chong is reasonably expected to be 
different from the three languages.       
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Each language shows that the correlations between the long:short 
vowel duration ratio and the size of the semitone difference between long and 
short vowels are large for the middle age group. Negative correlations found 
across the three age groups in the three languages, Khmer, Khmu’, and Nyah 
Kur show that, there are other factors conditioning tonal evolution in these 
three languages—e.g., initial consonant voicing, phonation types—it is 
suggested as plausible that vowel length is not a factor that conditions pitch in 
the Khmer, Khmu’, and Nyah Kur. 

As a result, the interaction between semitone values and vowel 
duration found in this study does not point to a natural phonetic tendency. The 
inconsistent results regarding vowel length as a condition of pitch, as found in 
this study, implicitly support the findings that correlations between vowel 
length and pitch are widespread cross-linguistically but are not universal. The 
results show a phonetic tendency—that the loss of vowel length has to do with 
the evolution of tonein Chong but not in Khmer, Khmu’ and Nyah Kur. In 
other words, short vowels tend to originate high pitch and long vowels tend to 
condition low pitch in Chong. It is also clear that Chong is the only language 
under investigation which shows a significant effect of age on vowel duration 
and the size of semitone differences.  

Regarding factors that cause tonal evolution (e.g., the loss of initial 
consonant voicing, the loss of phonation types, the loss of vowel length etc.), 
Chong shows a tendency to change to tonal language through, besides the loss 
of phonation types (L-Thongkum, 1988, 1991; Premsrirat, 2003), the loss of 
vowel length. In contrast, Khmer, Khmu’ and Nyah Kur, show a tendency to 
change to tonal language not through the loss of vowel length but, rather, 
through the loss of phonation types (L-Thongkum, 1988) or the loss of 
consonant clusters (Henderson, 1982; Teeranon, 2008; Wayland and Guion, 
2005). 

Of the four languages, Chong, Nyah Kur, and Khmu’ are classified as 
register languages (L-Thongkum, 1984, 1988, 1991; Premsrirat, 2003), while 
Khmer is classified as a restructured language (Huffman, 1967). A dialect of 
Khmer called Thung Kabin Khmer is found to preserve clear voice and breathy 
voice in vowels (L-Thongkum, 1991), consistent with the idea that Khmer’s 
having had phonation types in the past. In other words, the four languages are 
register languages that have a tendency to develop phonation types into tones 
(becoming tonal languages) or to develop a large number of vowels (becoming 
restructured languages). In terms of register language, the term register is 
defined as a lexically contrastive register complex (a combination of phonation 
type, pitch, vowel length, vowel quality, etc.) (L-Thongkum, 1988: 319). 
Based on the present acoustic results, the four languages seem to have different 
prominent phonetic correlates. In Chong, the interaction between semitone 
values and vowel duration is a prominent phonetic correlate. This supports the 
findings of L-Thongkum (1988, 1991): that one of a prominent phonetic 
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correlate in Chong and Nyah Kur is the F0 (or semitones or pitch). However, 
the interaction between semitone values and vowel duration in Khmer is not a 
prominent phonetic correlate in their register complex. It is found, in Khmer, to 
have the largest negative correlations between the long:short vowel duration 
ratio and the size of the semitone difference between long and short vowels.  
The different results found in the four languages seem to divide the four 
languages into two groups; the first group is Chong, Nyah Kur, and Khmu’, 
whereas the second group is Khmer. These divisions are congruent with the 
different pathways of originating tones reported in previous research; Chong, 
Nyah Kur, and Khmu’ develop tones from the phonation types of vowels 
(phonation types > tones), while Khmer has chosen to develop its phonation 
types into a system with a large number of vowels (phonation types > a large 
number of vowels), the so-called restructured language.  

5. Conclusions 

The vowel durations condition semitone values are found to be 
applicable to all vowel qualities in Chong; however, the effect is applicable to 
only some vowel qualities in Khmer, Khmu’ and Nyah Kur. The inconsistent 
results regarding vowel length as a condition of pitch found in this study 
implicitly support the findings that correlations between vowel length and 
pitch are widespread cross-linguistically but are not universal. The effect of 
pitch as conditioning vowel length tends to be a natural phonetic tendency, but 
not vice versa. The results show a phonetic tendency regarding the connection 
between the loss of vowel length and the evolution of tones in Chong, but in 
the same is not true for Nyah Kur and Khmer.  
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A comparison of sequential strategies in Mon-Khmer 
narratives 

SOMSONGE Burusphat 
Mahidol University, Thailand 

Abstract 
Contingent temporal succession is a significant feature of narrative. It 
is marked by various devices in different languages. This paper 
presents the sequential devices which mark the storyline of narrative 
texts. The data were drawn from written texts. They consist of 
twenty-six narrative texts of five Mon-Khmer languages, namely, 
Samre, Kasong, Pray, Kmhmu, and Vietnamese. Theses texts are 
analyzed using the framework of discourse analysis as expounded by 
Longacre (1996). The analysis is focused on the etic narrative 
salience scheme. 

Keywords: Mon-Khmer, sequential strategies, narrative  

1. Introduction 

Narrative discourse is characterized by two basic etic parameters, 
contingent temporal succession and agent orientation defined as follows:  

To begin with, we can classify all possible discourses in 
all languages according to two basis etic parameters: 
contingent temporal succession and agent orientation. 
Contingent temporal succession refers to a framework of 
temporal succession in which some of the events or 
doings are contingent on previous events or doings. Agent 
orientation refers to orientation towards agents with at 
least a partial identity of agent reference running through 
the discourse. These two parameters intersect so as to 
give us a four-way classification of discourse types: 
Narrative discourse is plus in respect to both parameters. 
Procedural discourse is plus in respect to contingent 
succession but minus in respect to the agent orientation. 
Behavioral discourse is minus in regard to contingent 
succession but plus in regard to agent orientation. 
Expository discourse is minus in respect to both 
parameters (Longacre 1996:8-9). 
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This paper1 focuses on the contingent temporal succession of Mon-
Khmer narratives. It aims to find sequential strategies used to identify this 
parameter of Mon-Khmer narratives. 

2. Methodology  

The Mon-Khmer narratives are all folktales. They were collected 
from various sources as listed in table1. 

Table 1. Sources of Mon-Khmer narratives 

Languages Location Number 
of texts 

Sources 

Samre Bo-rai District, 
Trat Province, 
Thailand 

3 Pornsawan 
(2001) 

Kasong Bo-rai District, 
Trat Province, 
Thailand 

5 Sunee (2002) 

Pray Thungchang 
District, Nan 
Province, 
Thailand 

5 Mingkwan 
(1989) 

Kmhmu’ 
Am/Kmhmu’ 
Ou/ Khum 
Ceuang 

Vientiane,  
Luang Prabang,  
Chiang Khwang   
Lao PDR 

7 Steeb (2008) 
Osborne 
(2009) 
 

Vietnamese Vietnam22 6 Suksiri (2000) 
 
The Mon-Khmer languages under this study are classified within the 

Austroasiatic family as in figure 1.  

 

                                                 
1 I would like to thank Richard Hiam for helping with the first draft of this paper. My 

thanks are also extended to Suksiri Danthanavanich for transcribing the folktales written in 
Vietnamese into phonetic symbols. 

2 The Vietnamese narratives were drawn from Kho tàng Truyên Cổ Tịch Việt Nam (A 
Collection of Vietnamese folktales) by Nguyễn Ván Ngọ, Vữ Ngọ Phan, and Trầ Thanh Mại 
(1998) 
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  Austroasiatic        
           
       
     Munda         Mon-Khmer     
           
    

Northern Mon-Khmer          Eastern Mon-Khmer Southern Mon-Khmer 
              
              
Khasic Palaungic Khmuic Khmeric Bahnaric Katuic Vietic Pearic Monic Aslian Nicobaric 
            
  Khmhmu Northern Stieng So Vietnamesse Kasong    
  Mal, Prai Khmer  Kui  Samre    

Figure 1. Classification of Mon-Khmer languages  
(Adapted from Diffloth 1974 and Sidwell 2005) 

The data were interpreted following a functional-typological 
approach, which includes Tagmemics. The discourse analysis is based on the 
Longacre’s system. 

The following steps were taken to analyze the data: 

1. Find the sequential strategies focusing on the temporal auxiliaries 
and aspectual auxiliaries of Mon-Khmer narrative texts. 

2. Compare the forms of temporal auxiliaries and aspectual auxiliaries 
of Mon-Khmer languages.  

3. Contextualize these auxiliaries in discourse environments to find 
their discourse functions. 

4. Compare the discourse functions of the temporal auxiliaries and 
aspectual auxiliaries based on the framework of salience scheme as discussed 
below. 

3. Theoretical framework 

Longacre (1986:2) proposed that for any language every type of text 
has a mainline of development and subsidiary material which can be conceived 
of as progressive degrees of departure from the mainline.  Since the mainline 
of development outranks the subsidiary material in the structure of a discourse, 
both of them could be ranked internally as well. The term ‘spectrum’ is 
proposed as a metaphor for the internal ranking of verbs and clauses: 

Just as a spectrographic analysis of white light separates out: 

Various hues (our perception of differing wave lengths) 
ranging from red to violet, so the analysis of a narrative 
text reveals a cline of information which ranges from the 
most dynamic elements of the story to the most static 
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(depictive) elements; successive positions along the cline 
correlate well (as a whole) with distinctions among the 
verb forms of a language (i.e., with the 
tense/aspect/mode/voice system), but other features (word 
order, use of affixes, particles, or adverbs) must 
sometimes be invoked to round out the picture   
(Longacre 1981:340) 

 
Based on this concept, Longacre (1996:28) proposed nine etic bands 

for narrative texts as shown in table 2. 

Table 2. An etic narrative salience scheme (simplified from Longacre 1996: 28) 

Band 1 
Storyline 

Past (S/Agent) Action, (S/Agent/Patient) Motion 
   Past (S/Experiencer) Cognitive events (punctiliar 
adverbs) 
      Past (S/Patient) Contingencies 

Band 2 
Background 

Past Progressive (S/Agent) background activities 
   Past (S/Experiencer) Cognitive states (durative 
adverbs) 

Band 3 
Flashback 

Pluperfects (events, activities, which are out of 
sequence) 
   Pluperfects (Cognitive events/states that are out of 
sequence) 

Band 4 
Setting 

Stative verbs/adjectival predicates/verbs with 
inanimate    subjects (descriptive) 

       “Be” verbs/verbless clauses (equative) 
          “Be”/”Have” (existential, relational) 

Band 5 
Irrealis  

Negatives 
    Modal/futures 

Band 6 
Evaluation 
(author intrusion) 

Past tense 
   Gnomic present 

Band 7 
Cohesive band 
(verbs in 
preposed/adverbial 
clauses) 

Script determined 
    Repetitive 
        Back Reference 

 
Band 1 features storyline which is a main line of development. It 

includes any happenings that push the story forward. The important 
characteristics of these happenings are punctuality, sequentiality, and (most 
often) volition. Punctiliar happenings include actions and events that are well 
articulated as to inception, terminus, or both. The sequential happenings 
involve the chronological succession of actions and events. Volitional 
happenings are actions or events that are conscious or planned (Longacre 
1990). 
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Bands 2-7 are nonstoryline elements or non events which are 
supportive material. Band 2 consists of background activities and cognitive 
states which may temporally overlap with the storyline happenings or add 
more detail to the storyline. Band 3 is flashback which is similar to storyline 
band except for the lack of sequentiality, that is it is out of the narrative 
sequence. Band 4 is setting which involves expository and descriptive material. 
It tells when and where an event takes place. The irrealis Band consists of 
elements which is not part of textworld but suggests all possible events and 
alternatives (Longacre 1989). The next band is evaluation band which is more 
optional and even unnecessary to a narrative than either setting or irrealis 
(where alternative worlds are at least tangent to the text world)” (Longacre 
1989). The final band has cohesion of various sorts. It includes such elements 
as adverbial clauses (script determined/repetitive back reference) and relative 
clauses (repetitive back reference). 

Table 3. An analysis of an illustrative English narrative text using the etic 
narrative salience scheme 

Text The etic narrative salience scheme 
Harry couldn’t feel too excited 
about this. 

Band 5: Irrealis (Negative) 

He didn’t think the Dursleys would 
like him any better in Majorca than 
they did in Privet Drive. 

Band 5: Irrealis (Negative) 

‘Right – I’m off into town to pick 
up the dinner jackets for Dudley 
and me. And you,’ he snarled at 
Harry, ‘you stay out of your aunt’s 
way while she’s cleaning.’ 

Band 1: Past (S/Agent) Action 
(speech act) 

Harry left through the back door. Band 1: Past (S/Agent/Patient) 
Motion 

It was a brilliant, sunny day. Band 4 Setting (Stative verbs) 
He crossed the lawn, slumped 
down on the garden bench 

Band 1: Past (S/Agent/Patient) 
Motion 

and sang under his breath, ‘Happy 
birthday to me…happy birthday to 
me…’ 

Band 1: Past (S/Agent) Action 
(speech act) 

No cards, no presents, and he 
would be spending the evening 
pretending not to exist. 

Band 5: Irrealis (Negative-Modal) 

He gazed miserably into the hedge. Band 1: Past (S/Agent) Action 
He had never felt so lonely. Band 3: Pluperfects (Cognitive states 

that are out of sequence) 
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More than anything else at 
Hogwarts, more even than playing 
Quidditch, Harry missed his best 
friends, Ron Weasley and 
Hermione Granger. 

Band 1: Past (S/Experiencer) 
Cognitive events  

They, however, didn’t seem to be 
missing him at all. 

Band 5: Irrealis (Negative) 

Neither of them had written to him 
all summer, even though Ron had 
said he was going to ask Harry to 
come and stay 

Band 3: Pluperfects (Cognitive states 
that are out of sequence) 

 
To illustrate an analysis of English narrative texts using this etic 

narrative salience scheme, an excerpt of Harry Potter and the Chamber of 
Secrets (Rowling 1998: 11) is analyzed as seen in table 3. The underlined 
words identify each band of the etic narrative salience scheme.  

Longacre (1996) mentioned that storyline is the main line of 
development which is foregrounded in varying ways in various languages. In 
languages with tense-aspect systems, such as English, the verb systems 
facilitate discourse. That is, differing tense, aspect, mood, and voice forms 
have different functions in discourse. In the illustrated narrative text, for 
example, simple past-tense forms report successive actions and events which 
advance the story, whereas past-progressive forms report concomitant 
activities or non-storyline. On the other hand, languages which do not have 
much richness of structure in regard to tense-aspect distinction may distinguish 
storyline and non-storyline by a conspiracy of non-systemic elements. 

Like other Southeast Asian languages, Mon-Khmer languages are 
isolating languages with no inflectional morphology and have no specific 
markers of past versus present tense. Clauses are ambiguous as to time 
reference. Therefore, storyline is distinguished from non-storyline by a 
conspiracy of types of verbs, perfective auxiliaries, temporal auxiliaries, 
temporal expressions, and context.  

As mentioned earlier, sequentiality is a typical feature of foreground 
clauses which form storyline; it is the purpose of this paper to investigate how 
languages without a tense system, such as the languages of Mon-Khmer family 
use sequential strategies to mark storyline. 

4. Findings 

The sequentiality of foreground events requires that an event occur 
after the completion of a prior event. Mon-Khmer languages use a number of 
sequential strategies to mark sequential foreground events such as the use of 
temporal auxiliaries, expressions, or an adverbial clauses to mark the temporal 
succession of happenings; the use of aspectual auxiliaries to mark the 
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completeness of actions or event; and the juxtaposition of chronological 
successive clauses in iconic order, i.e., prior clauses referring to prior actions 
or event in a reported event sequence. The focus of this paper is the use of 
temporal auxiliaries and aspectual auxiliaries which is tied to the status of 
discourse information, i.e., storyline vs. non-storyline. 

4.1 Temporal auxiliaries 

The most salient happenings in the etic narrative salience scheme are 
reported in foreground clauses--clauses in which the action of the narrative 
takes up and time begins to move forward. The foreground clauses make 
reference to sequenced temporal points, rather than spans of time, and these 
points are usually the endpoints of situations (Dry 1983). The sequentially 
ordered clauses or temporally sequenced clauses advance the time reference of 
a narrative (Myhill 1992). 

In Mon-Khmer narrative texts, the foreground clauses are not 
identified by a tense system as in English but by auxiliary words. The most 
dominant feature which accompanies the foreground clauses to move the story 
forward is use of temporal auxiliaries which are defined as preverbal elements 
which indicate a sequential order of happenings both in accomplished and 
projected time. 

4.1.1. Functions of the temporal auxiliaries within the storyline  

When the temporal auxiliaries mark the sequential order of 
happenings which take place within the narrative accomplished timeframe, 
they function to give prominence to happenings which advance the storyline. 
That is, they signal the chronological succession of happenings and the 
thematic or foreground events or actions. All five languages of the Mon-
Khmer family use this sequential device realized in various forms as listed in 
table 4. These forms are glossed in various ways such as ‘then, particle, topic 
marker’. 

Table 4. Forms of temporal auxiliaries in Mon-Khmer narratives 

Languages Forms of temporal auxiliaries 
Samre kɔʔ22 

Kasong kɔ 
Pray kɔ 
Kmhmu’ gɔ 
Vietnamese thí, bɛ̀:n 

 
These temporal auxiliaries are pre-verbal auxiliaries except thì in 

Vietnamese which is the sentence conjunction and occurs between two clauses. 
If the second clause has the same subject as the first one, it is usually left out 
and thí has a preverbal structure in the same manner as other temporal 
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auxiliaries. These temporal auxiliaries have the same function. They are used 
as sequential devices which highlight succeeding happenings which form the 
foreground or storyline of the narrative. They appear in the storyline clauses as 
illustrated in table 5. 

Table 5. Comparison of temporal auxiliaries in foreground clauses 

Lang. Foreground clauses 

Samre  

 chanɯn332 kɔʔ22 jip334 klee332 paak22 tɔŋ332 liɲ332 
 wife  then come reach up house on 
 �  kɔʔ22 cuu®332 ciiw332 nεh332 ®ee451 n 1juu®21 
 (wife) then enter go see in cradle 
 � cuu®332 ciiw332 nεh332 kɔʔ22 nii451 khiin332 huuc334 həəj451 
 (wife) enter go see then where child die FP 
 ‘The wife came into the house and went to look at the child who still slept in 

the cradle. Then she shouted, “Oh our child is dead!”’ 

Kasong 

 mó:j phák  mé:l ki: kɔ jip hó:j 
 one time fish DEM then come FP 
 chan pε¤:  nak  hó:j 
 I defeated s/he (Ingpaw) FP 
 � ce:w ròp kɔ pέ:  nak 
 (fish) go fight then defeated s/he 
 ‘A moment later the fish came. It lost the battle with Ingpaw.’ 

Pray 

 pak  ʔah cak mec phlæʔkhæl khræh 
 happen they go see cucumber ripe 
 ʔah kɔ phoh ʔah 
 they then cut they 
 ʔah nan  kɔ  pɔŋ mi ŋkrɔc 
 they that then eat one CLF 
 po:k kɔ lɔ:t dɔ:m ʔah ʔuʔ 
 tiger then steal look at they CON.AP 
 ‘Some people went to see the ripe cucumber. Then they cut the ripe cucumber. 

Then they ate a piece of cucumber. The tiger was peeping at them.’ 

Kmhmu’ 

 gə gɔ  khwaŋ khwaŋ khwaŋ khwaŋ 
 he then dig dig dig dig 
 khwaŋ ho:c  gə gɔ the:k  ja 
 dig COM.AP he then measure grandmother 
 lε  gɔ dwaŋ sɔ:ŋ the:k  ə the:k 
 and then take wood measure right measure 
 ja   de ʔi:k 
 grandmother self again 
 ‘He then dug (and) dug (and) dug. Finished digging, he then measured 

grandmother, and then, (he) took (some) wood, measured, yes, measured his 
grandmother again.’  
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Vietnamese  

 thì 
 sa:ɲ bì:ɲ  tiʔi):ɲ,  hwá:  fέ:p dá:ɲ ŋaw  və́:j can tiɲ, 
 Sanh stay calm use magic fight together with python 
 ho›:j lʌ:w  thì  ʔiəw kwá:j bi•:    zíət  cé:t,   
 long  while then evil spirits PASS.MK  kill die, 
 hwá:   za: mọ:t kɔ:n can lə́:n 
 change  out one CLF  python big 
 ‘Thach Sanh stayed calm and fought it with his magical powers, then the evil 

spirit was killed and changed into a big snake.’ 
 bɛ ̀̀ ̀̀:n 
 Tin là:  thʌṭ, tʌ ¤m bɛ ̀̀ ̀̀:n  súəŋ ʔa:w lọi  za: coʔõ 
 believe be  real  Tam then down pond swim out place 
 sʌu tám zµ̉ə 
 deep wash 
 ‘Tam believed her sister’s words. Then she went down to the pond and washed 

her hair.’ 

 
Vietnamese has two temporal auxiliaries, that is, the sentence 

conjunctive thí and the preverbal bɛ›:n. Both of them introduce a succeeding 
event which builds upon the preceding event usually encoded by an adverbial 
clause. Besides the structural difference, bɛ ›:n has a slightly different use from 
thì in that bɛ ›:n implies a consequence of the previous event and it is no longer 
used in everyday conversation but in old texts. 

Even though it is claimed that most storyline clauses are signaled by 
temporal auxiliaries, foreground clauses may also be signaled by other devices 
such as aspectual auxiliaries, temporal expressions, anaphoric adverbial 
clauses and juxtaposition of chronological successive clauses in iconic order, 
i.e., prior clauses referring to prior actions or events in a reported event 
sequence. 

4.1.2 Functions of the temporal auxiliaries within the non-storyline  

As mentioned in 4.1.1, the temporal auxiliaries function to mark a 
sequential order of happenings both in accomplished and projected time. The 
default timeframe of the narrative is past time or accomplished time. When the 
temporal auxiliaries occur along with the past timeframe, they identify the 
storyline. But when they occur within projected time frame as in quotation, 
they do not function as a storyline indicator. They may also function as an 
adversative connector, a conditional connector and an additive connector as in 
examples (1), (2) and (3). 
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(1) Adversative connector 

Pray 
luh ɕiwaʔ wak nthan  phɔ:t 
angry what owl frighten  barking deer 
wak kɔ ʔaj mi ɕwal 
owl AVC not not answer 
kɔ  ʔaj mi cɔk 
AVC  not not speak 
“The horned owl frightened me (the barking deer).” “What are you angry 
with, horned owl?” The horned owl did not answer, did not speak. 
 

In this Pray folktale, kɔ  functions as an adversative connector 
marking an expectancy reversal which results in frustration. 

 
(2) Conditional connector 
Vietnamese 
heʔe ) kḉ: taibíen  zì:  thì:  kw¤:  ƒɔị ta: 
If  have disaster what CONJ keep on call 1stPER  
sɛʔɛ )  vè: ŋaj 
FUT.MK return immediately 
 ‘If any problem occurs, call me. I will be back immediately.’ 
 

Example 2 has the sentence conjunctive thí functioning as a 
conditional connector in a quotation. 

 
(3) Additive connector 
Kmhmu’ 
ja   ni gɔ ɔ ma:k nɨm  ma:k  pi 
grandmother there also oh many  year many year 
lɛ   gɔ thaw lɛ bat  gi thaw 
and  also old then time this old 
‘The grandmother there then: Oh, many years, and so, old (is she) then, at 
this stage, old.” 
 

Example (3) shows descriptive information being connected to the 
previous information by the additive connector gɔ. 

4.2 Aspectual auxiliaries  

Foley and Valin (1984:209) define aspect as “the category expressing 
the temporal structure of the event itself without regard to its participants.” 
Comrie (1981:3) gives a general definition of aspect as “different ways of 
viewing the internal temporal constituency” and classifies aspect into two main 
categories, i.e., perfective and imperfective. The perfective denotes a complete 
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situation, with beginning, middle, and end. The semantic element of perfective 
is the termination of the situation, that is, the situation is viewed as a single 
complete whole. The imperfective indicates a situation in progress and pays 
essential attention to the internal structure of the situation (duration, phasal 
sequences). It is further subcategorized into habitual and continuous. 

4.2.1. Functions of the perfective auxiliaries within the storyline  

The aspectual auxiliaries which play an important role in the 
narratives at hand are perfective auxiliaries. The perfective auxiliaries listed in 
table 6 are verbal elements that modify the meanings of the co-occurring verbs 
in terms of completive aspect.  

Table 6. Perfective auxiliaries of Mon-Khmer narratives 

Languages Forms of perfective auxiliaries 
Samre ®uəc22, lεεw451 

Kasong hó:j/hə́:j, jɔ̀h 
Pray læ:w, roc 
Kmhmu’ hooc, lεεw 
Vietnamese zò:j , sɔ:ŋ͡m, dwạ:n 

 
Similar to temporal auxiliaries, perfective auxiliaries are neutral as to 

time reference. They mark a completion of happenings in both accomplished 
and projected timeframes. The narrative is represented as having already taken 
place therefore its timeframe is in the past. The clauses having perfective 
auxiliaries have perfective aspect in the past timeframe.  Therefore these 
perfective auxiliaries function to mark the storyline which is in the past 
timeframe. 

The presence of perfective auxiliaries indicates a completion of the 
preceding happening and thus these perfective auxiliaries are normally glossed 
as ‘finished, already’ and identified as terminative aspect as in the Samre 
language (Pornsawan 2001). Since perfective auxiliaries function to terminate 
the previous happening, they also signal a beginning of another foreground 
happening. Table 7 compares the use of perfective auxiliaries in storyline 
context in Mon-Khmer languages. 
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Table 7. Comparison of perfective auxiliaries in storyline  

Lang. Foreground clauses 

Samre  

 ®®®®uəc22 
 0   tiək22      khiin332 chaa332 lɯk334   
 (husband and wife) persuade  children eat  rice bran 
 chaa332 khajaam451 0 chaa332 lɯk334   
 eat   chaff  (they) eat  rice bran  
 chaa332 khajaam451 ®®®®uəc22 kɔʔ ciiw332 tɔ21 kaa®332 

 eat  chaff  finish then go do work 
 ‘The husband and wife persuaded the children to eat rice bran and chaff. 
 After they had eaten rice bran and chaff, they went to work.’ 
Kasong  

 hó:j 
 0   ta›ŋ lamɔ̀:ŋ  ki: hó:c lamɔ̀:ŋ  kɔ 
 (monkey) see grandpa DEM die grandpa then 
 hó:c ho:j  0  ɲa:j chan khə:j jip 
 die already  (monkey) say I used to come 
 cha: rɔ¤:n kɛ: sih 
 eat melon he FP 
 ‘The monkey saw grandpa die. After grandpa had died, the monkey said “I 

used to come and eat his melon.”’ 
 
 jɔ̀h 
 0   ce:w ru ›:c ma:l ru ›:c jɔ̀h kát  
 (husband and wife) go clear field clear  finish cut  
 níh ʔq́h  ma:l jéh  
 wood give  field dry 
 ‘The husband and wife went to clear the field. After they had cleared the field, 

they cut wood to dry the field.’ 
Pray  

 læ:w  
 po:k kɔ rəl cak phɔk lɔ:ŋ  cɔŋ  mi naŋ 
 tiger then go go bite wild boar big one CLF 
 phɔk ʔət lɔ:ŋ  cɔŋ læ:w  kɔ pəl.liʔ 
 bite take wild boar big already then die 
 læ:w kɔ cak laj khram  nan niʔ 
 already then go tell man  that FP 
 ‘The tiger went to bite a big wild boar. The big wild boar died. And then the 

tiger went to tell that man.’ 
 
 roc 
 wak kɔ ʔaj mi ɕwal ʔah roc ʔət kɔk ja:  
 owl then  not not answer he then take pipe tobacco    
 ŋkoh  kɯʔ wak pum  leh 
 knock  head  owl swollen  come 
 ‘The owl did not answer. He then used a tobacco pipe and knocked on the 

horned owl’s head.’ 
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Kmhmu’  
 hooʨ 
 taʔ niʔ   ʔan wɛk  mɔɔt 
 Mr. this_here give knife  take_hold 
 wɛk hooʨ  gəə pliat  sa»ʔɔɔŋ niʔ 
 knife and_then 3sgm  chop_up wood this_here 
 ‘The man gave (him/them) the knife. Taking the knife then he/they chopped the 

wood.’ 
 
 lɛ:w 
 laŋʨaak gɨ»niʔ   gəə phɔ»dii bɨan  mooj   
 after  that_one 3sgm exactly achieve  one 
 pii  phɔ»dii  maʔ  gəə gɔʔ   haan pəh 
 CLF_years  exactly mother  3sgm so_then   die separate_from 
 maʔ gəə haan pəh  lɛɛw joŋ gəə ʔɔɔr gəə 
 mother 3sgm die separate_from already father 3sgm lead 3sgm 
 jɛt 
 stay 
 ‘Later on, (when) he was exactly one year old, then his mother died.  His 

mother having died, his father took him to stay (with him).’ 

Vietnamese 

 zò:j  
 la¡:k lɔ:ŋ͡m kwʌn dɔ¤ŋ͡m mọt  cíek  thwièn thʌṭ cák và: 
 Lac Long Quan build one CLF boat real  strong and 
 thʌṭ lə́:n zɛ ›:n mọt kói sát kɔ¤: ɲíew kə¡:ɲ sák  
 real big forge one CLF iron have many sharp edge  
 nuŋ cɔ: thʌṭ dɔ̉: zò:j dε:m kói sát sú ¤əŋ thwie›n 
 burn to real red already carry CLF iron down boat 
 cɛ̀:w thảŋ  dé:n ŋɯ: tiɲ 
 row straight  to Ngu Tinh 
 ‘Lac Long Quan built a big and strong boat, forged a block of iron that was full 

of the sharp points, heated it until it was red hot and brought it along to the evil 
fish’s cave.’ 

 
 sɔ:ŋ͡m 
 lí: thoŋ͡m ŋɛ: sɔ:ŋ͡m   nʌj     za: mọ:t mɯ:w thʌ:m dɔḳp 
 Ly Thong listen already   bounce  out one trick wicked 
 ‘After Ly Thong had listened, he tried a trick to intimidate Thach Sanh.’ 
 
 dwạ:n 
 nɔ¤:j dwạ:n ha:j mε • kɔ:n kwʌ̀n ʔá:w súŋ͡m síɲ   le:n dɯə›ŋ 
 speak already two mother child clothes  beautiful  up way 
 ‘After that was said, Cam and her mother went to the festival in their new 

dresses.’ 

 
The examples in table 6 show that the perfective auxiliaries frequently 

tag an adverbial clause which repeats the previous happening as a tail-head 
linkage or sum up the preceding happening as a summary head linkage. 
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The perfective auxiliaries usually co-occur with the temporal 
auxiliaries. The co-occurrence of these two kinds of auxiliaries will encode 
foreground happenings, which comprise the most salient discourse information 
in the whole narrative as seen in the Samre and Kmhmu narratives below.  

Samre 
0  ʔam451 kluəŋ22   nεh332  khiin332 
wife have husband look after child 
kluəŋ22   kɔʔ nεh332  khiin332 0  nεh332  0 
husband then look after child (husband) look after (child) 
kɔʔ khiin332 jaam21 nah332 nah332 

then child cry a lot a lot 
0  kɔʔ ʔuuc342   n¡cɯɯ®21 ciiw332 tih21 phuəŋ451 0 ʔeeŋ451 

(husband) then take       needle  go lance brain  (child) FP 
0  tih21 phuəŋ451 khiin332 tih21 ®®®®uəc22 kɔʔ 0  ʔuuc342 

(husband) lance brain   child   lance finish then (husband) take 
khiin332 ciiw332 huum332   taak342   huum332 taak342 ®®®®uəc22 kɔʔ 0 
child  go bath    water      bath  water finish then husband 
ʔuuc342 0  ciiw332  thiək22  ®ee451 n ¡juu®21 

take (child) go  sleep  in cradle 
 

‘The wife asked her husband to look after their child. The husband 
stayed with the child but the child cried a lot. Thus he took a needle to lance 
the child’s brain then took the child to take a bath and put him in a cradle.’ 

Kmhmu’ 
ra»waaj ta»loh niʔ      wat haaw  haan n •iʔ  ra»waaj  
tiger male  this_here  be_ensnared  trap die here tiger  
j °aaŋ   gaaj kat  mah klaa    ra»waaj ta»loh niʔ   
female_animal DIR gnaw eat  testicle   tiger male this_here 
hooʨ  gɔʔ  jɔh wat  haaw 
so_then  and_then  DIR be_ensnared trap 
‘The male tiger was caught in the trap (and) died there, the female tiger came (and) 
gnawed at the male tiger’s testicles, and then went (and) got caught in the trap.’ 
 

4.2.2 Functions of the perfective auxiliaries within the non-storyline  

As perfective auxiliaries are neutral as to time reference, they may 
also occur in projected time as in a quotation in which they indicate temporal 
succession of happenings which have not yet taken place as seen in the 
Kmhmu’ narrative below. The quotation belongs to Band 5 in the etic narrative 
salience scheme. It is irrealis or collateral information which might or might 
not take place at the time of narration. 
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Kmhmu’ 
hooʨ  ʔoo ʔiʔ ʨii ʔam bɨan   mah lεεw ŋɔʔ   gii 
and_then oh! 1pl IRR NEG achieve   eat already rice  this_one 
‘And then, “Oh! we won’t get to eat (it) now, this rice”.’ 

 
Perfective auxiliaries may also occur in the quotation which refers 

back to a previous event as seen in the Samre narrative below. 

Samre 
saŋɨn khe:w kε: ʔə:j pa:k liɲ toŋ thəh chan thɨm 
wife call you FP go up on house FP I cook  
kloŋ chí:n hó:j 
rice cooked already 
0 thɨm se:w  chí:n hó:j 0 jip pa:k təh 
(I) cook curry cooked already (you) come go up FP 
‘His wife called, “Come into the house, please. I have finished cooking rice and curry 
(the meal is ready). Please come into the house.”’ 
 

In addition to quotations, perfective auxiliaries may also mark a 
completion of flashback happenings as seen the Kmhmu narrative below. 

Kmhmu’ 
ra»waaj pok paʔ sɨ»naa kɔɔn maʔ  haan 
tiger bite with  3du child mother  die 
‘The tiger attacked both of them, child (and ) mother, (and they) died.’ 
 
n •ɔɔŋ jaʔ ɲεʔ niʔ ŋɔʔ  naa dar guut  sɔɔr  
remain Ms small this_here 3sgf run  DIR hide  
lɔh dee   daʔ liŋ  klaak rɨ»haaŋ 
body  co-referent at middle  clump bamboo 
‘(There) remained the small girl (who) was afraid, (and) she ran in (and) hid in the 
middle of a bamboo clump.’ 
 
briʔ    leh  ʨii bah  joŋ jεt daʔ  gaaŋ ʔɔɔr  
environment near  IRR light father located at  house lead 
kɔɔn»kuŋ kɔɔn»gaaŋ tuuɲ  drɔʔ jɔh  sɔɔk 
village_people   light torch DIR seek 
‘(When) it was nearly light, the father who was at the house led the village people, lit a 
torch (and) went (and) looked for (them).’ 
 
jɔh sɔɔk m•əʔ   gɔʔ    ʔam  bip nɔɔ  saam gon  
DIR  seek INDEF so_then NEG meet 3pl three CLF_people  
ra»waaj hii  pok mah looʨ lεεw 
tiger PstCMPL bite eat totally already 
‘Wherever (they) looked (they) didn’t find them, (the) three people the tiger had already 
attacked (and) eaten completely.’ 

 
This example shows that the last clause represents a flashback in the 

first clause. 
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5. Conclusion and discussion 

Contingent temporal succession is a basis etic parameter of narrative. 
That is, events or doings are contingent on previous events or doings. This 
parameter is marked by various devices in different languages. This paper 
presents the sequential devices which mark the storyline of narrative texts. The 
data were drawn from written texts. They consist of twenty-six narrative texts 
of five Mon-Khmer languages, namely, Samre, Kasong, Pray, Kmhmu, and 
Vietnamese. Theses texts are analyzed using the framework of discourse 
analysis as expounded by Longacre (1983). The analysis is focused on the etic 
narrative salience scheme. 

It has been found that the sequential strategies used in Mon-Khmer 
narrative texts include temporal auxiliaries and perfective auxiliaries. Samre, 
Kasong, Pray, and Kmhmu have the temporal auxiliaries which are similar in 
forms and thus should be regarded as cognates. They are kɔʔ22 (Samre), kɔ 
(Kasong), kɔ (Pray), gɔ Kmhmu’. These temporal auxiliaries function to mark 
the storyline status of the following happenings which are sequential to the 
previous ones. On the other hand, Vietnamese has two different temporal 
auxiliaries, i.e., thí, bɛ̀:n that have a similar function. Somsonge distinguishes 
these two temporal auxiliaries as follows: 

The sentence conjunctive thí and the preverbal bɛ̀:n introduce  

a succeeding event which builds upon the preceding event 
usually encoded by an adverbial clause. It can be seen 
that these two words have the same function. The 
difference is their syntactic structure: thí occurs between 
clauses and bɛ̀:n before a verb. Besides the structural 
difference, bɛ̀:n has a slightly different use than thí in that 
bɛ̀:n implies a consequence of the previous event. It 
should be noted also that bɛ̀:n is no longer used in 
everyday conversation. It appears only in old texts. The 
sentence conjunctive thí seems to play a more important 
role in the discourse.  
Somsonge (2002: 73) 

 
Each Mon-Khmer language examined here has one to three perfective 

auxiliaries. The main function of these auxiliaries is to signal a completion of 
previous happenings which are sequential relative to the following ones. 

Samre, Pray, and Kmhmu’ share the same perfective auxiliaries, that 
is, lɛɛw451, læ:w, and lɛɛw, respectively. Though lɛ́:w is not found in Kasong 
narrative texts due to a limitation of data, it is found in Kasong procedural texts 
functioning as a sequential indicator. In addition to lɛɛw451 (Samre), læ:w 
(Pray), and lɛɛw (Kmhmu’), Samre, Pray and Kmhmu share similar forms of 
the perfective auxiliary ɹuəc22, roc, and hooʨ, respectively. Kmhmu uses hooʨ 
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in manner similar to lɛɛw but it is used more frequently than lɛ:w. In Kasong, 
hó:j and jɔ̀h have a similar function. The perfective auxiliary hó:j marks the 
completion of previous happenings and is usually glossed as ‘already’ whereas 
jɔ̀h functions to terminate previous happenings and is normally glossed as 
‘finish, completely’. 

Vietnamese has three perfective auxiliaries, zò:j , sɔ:ŋ͡m, and dwạ:n. 
The perfective auxiliary zò:j has a similar form and function to hó:j (Kasong) 
and thus both of them are probably cognates. Somsonge notes some minor 
different usages of these three perfect auxiliaries as follows: 

These three words are used in a similar manner and it is 
difficult to figure out when to use each word. However, it 
is more likely that sɔ: ŋ͡m is used with an accomplishment 
verb and dwạ:n is used to terminate a happening whereas 
zò:j has a wider usage with various kinds of verbs 
indicating the completion of a happening.   
Somsonge (2002:72) 
 

The temporal auxiliaries and perfective auxiliaries may co-occur to 
highlight a happening. The part of narrative that has these two kinds of 
auxiliaries is at the highest rank of the etic narrative salience scheme. 

The narrative is recounted as happening in the past or accomplished 
time. Therefore occurrences of the temporal auxiliaries and perfective 
auxiliaries within the narrative timeframe mark happenings which are on the 
storyline. However, these auxiliaries are neutral as to time reference so they 
may occur both in accomplished and projected timeframes. When they occur in 
projected timeframes such as quotations, they do not mark the storyline which 
is in Band 1 of the etic narrative salience scheme. 

The study of these auxiliaries reveals that language contact plays an 
important role in their usages. Samre, Kasong, Pray, and Kmhmu’ have been 
influenced by their Tai-speaking neighbors. 

Comparing the temporal auxiliaries kɔʔ (Samre), kɔ (Kasong), kɔ 
(Pray), and gɔ (Kmhmu’), one might speculate that Samre, Kasong and Pray 
borrowed these forms from Thai and Kmhmu’ from Lao. However, when more 
Mon-Khmer languages are considered, we find kəʔ in Northern Khmer 
(Somkiet 1982); kʌʔ (Somsonge 1992); ka: in So (Migliazza 1998). While this 
temporal auxiliary is found in all Mon-Khmer languages that have been 
surveyed, it is found only in Southwestern Tai languages and absent in other 
Tai-Kadai languages. Since all languages of the Mon-Khmer language family, 
except Mon, possess this temporal auxiliary, it can be concluded that this 
temporal auxiliary is an original Khmer form as affirmed by Somsonge: 
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When Thai people migrated from China to the south, they 
adopted this form from Khmer during the time that the 
Khmer empire was at the Zenith of its civilization. Not 
only the pronunciation of this word is similar in Thai and 
Khmer but also its spelling. Based on a comparative study 
of Tai orthography, it has been found that this word was 
originally pronounced with a short vowel [a] so that 
vowel shortening symbol ก็ was used to indicate this short 
vowel. The similarity of Thai and Khmer spelling of this 
word is due to the influence of Thai language on Khmer 
in the Ratanakosin Period. The vowel shortening symbol 
must have been invented by Thai and transmitted to 
Khmer.  
Somsonge (2008:442) 
 

It is affirmed above that the temporal auxiliary was pronounced with a 
short vowel [a]. Thus, it would be necessarily to investigate whether the initial 
consonant is voiced or voiceless as Mon-Khmer languages have both types of 
consonants. As devoicing is a natural phonological process, the original 
consonant was most likely voiced. Consequently, this temporal auxiliary could 
be reconstructed as *gɔ.  Further evidence of language contact between 
Kmhmu’ and Lao supports this reconstruction. Osborne (2009:4) states that 
“….there are many words common to both Lao and Kmhmu’. Some are 
claimed by Lao speakers to be borrowings from Lao into Kmhmu’ and been 
incorporated into Lao.”  The Lao words that originally had initial voice stops 
are devoiced in Lao but retained in Kmhmu.’ Take, for example, gon in 
Kmhmu’ and khon34 in Lao. Kmhmu’ still keeps a voicing distinction of initial 
stops. So the initial consonant of the temporal auxiliary was originally voiced 
but becomes devoiced in Mon-Khmer languages, as well as in Thai and Lao. 

While all Mon-Khmer languages share the same temporal auxiliary, 
Vietnamese has the distinct forms, thí, and bɛ̀:n. Comparing these forms to the 
Chinese temporal auxiliary jiu ‘then’, it is unlikely that these Vietnamese 
forms are borrowed from Chinese. So these Vietnamese temporal auxiliaries 
may be typical of Vietnamese. 

In comparing the perfective auxiliaries, it has been found that Samre, 
Pray and Kmhmu’ share the words lɛɛw451, læ:w, and lɛ:w, respectively, with 
the Thai perfective auxiliary lɛ́æw. Similar forms of these perfective auxiliaries 
are also found in other Tai-Kadai languages, for example lɛ:w4 (Lue), leu4 
(Bouyei), liu4/le:u4 (Northern Zhuang), la:u2 (Kam), leu4 (LinGao), lai3 
(Mulam), ljeu2 (Sui), ljeu4 (Maonan). As these perfective auxiliaries have the 
same function as lə/liau214 in Chinese, the Tai-Kadai forms might have been 
borrowed from Chinese (Somsonge 2001). After Tai people settled in modern 
Thailand and Laos, Samre, Kasong, Pray, and Kmhmu’ borrowed this form 
from their Tai-speaking neighbors. 
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Comparing other perfective auxiliaries which are typical of Mon-
Khmer languages, it has been found that Kasong and Vietnamese share similar 
forms of hó:j/hə́:j and zò:j, respectively. Kasong have two variants which are 
glossed the same, i.e., ‘already (past or complete aspect)’ (Sunee 2002) and 
also have the same discourse function. Samre also has a similar form həəj451 
‘already’ (completive aspect), which is present only once in a quotation and is 
thus excluded from this study. In addition to hó:j/hə́:j, Kasong has jɔ̀h, which 
is typical of this language and not found elsewhere. Other Mon-Khmer 
languages also possess this perfective auxiliary such as hɤ̆i ‘already’ in Satieng 
(Owen II 2002). Samre, Pray and Kmhmu’ share the similar forms ɹuəc22, roc 
and hooc, respectively. However, Kmhmu’ also has looc ‘completely’, which 
is classed as an adverb and occurs only twice in the studied texts. It has a 
discourse function similar to that of hooc ‘be finished’  in that it marks the 
completion of previous happenings whereas hooc  signals that an event or 
happening has been finished or completed. Similar forms of these perfective 
auxiliaries are also found in other Mon-Khmer languages, such as ruəc in 
Khmer and luəc in Stieng (Owen II 2002). In addition to zò:j, Vietnamse has 
sɔ:ŋm, and  dwạ:n, which are typical of this language. 

Finally, there is a discourse marker which has an emphatic function 
and sequential function in different Mon-Khmer languages. This marker is not 
included in this study but is worthy of mention. This discourse marker has the 
following forms: ne: ‘link’ (Pray), ne ·y ‘then’ (Stieng), nʌ ‘then’ (Kmhmu’), 
nɛɛh/snɛɛh ‘then’ (Northern Khmer), and snɛɛ/nɛɛ ‘then’ (Kui). In Pray, 
Northern Khmer and Kui, these forms usually co-occur with the temporal 
auxiliaries kɔ, kəʔ, and kʌʔ, respectively, and function as sequential indicators. 
In Stieng and Kmhmu’, ne ·y and nʌ are used alone as sequential indicators and 
emphatic particles as seen in the following examples.  

Stieng 
brak   kmǒŋ gur kɔ ·w soc ɤ̆n sliɲ bɔk, ne·y a ·ŋ  
peacock just paint neck black have collar white then hear  
ɤ̆n  ba·k  so ·r ro ·w  wɛk wɛk 
have sound pig squeal oink oink 
‘The peacock just painted the neck black with a white stripe then (he) heard the sound 
of a pig squealing “oink oink.”’ 
 
Kmhmu’ 
phɔdi       ga:j da ga:ŋ  law ga ga:ŋ kɨr lə:j     nʌ 
Just then  return at home she  climb house close continue then 
‘Just then, (she) returned home, she climbed up the house, continued closely.’ 
 

As nʌ ‘then’ has an emphatic function which is different from ne: 
‘link’ (Pray), ne ·y ‘then’ (Stieng), nɛɛh/snɛɛh (Northern Khmer), and snɛɛ/nɛɛ 
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(Kui), it is uncertain whether nʌ is a different word or the same word having a 
different function.3 

 
ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

1                first person 
2                  second person 
3                 third person 
f                  feminine 
AVC        adversative connector 
CLF            classifier 
COM.AP     completive aspect 
CON             conj 
CON.AP     continuous aspect 
DEM           demonstrative 
DIR              directional 
du                 dual 
EMP           emphatic 
FP               final particle 
FUT.MK     future marker 
IRR              irrealis 
NEG            negative 
PASS.MK   passive marker 
pl                  plural 
PstCMPL      past completed 
sg                 singular 
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Abstract 
This paper provides some general information about Lai People, 
which includes the population and distribution, the origin, the family 
group and the language use of Lai People. The focus of this paper is 
the use of Lai language use and its development trend. 
Questionnaires and interviews are carried out to investigate the status 
quo of Lai language use. The analysis of those data suggests that the 
number of people who speak Lai language will witness a steady 
increase.  

Keywords: Lai language, language use, development trends 

 

1. The population and distribution of Lai people 

Lai people call themselves pa33lju13or la:i33. According to our 
survey in 2006, the Lai population was 1030 people. The majority of Lai 
population (which is more than 300 people) live in Douhong Zhai, Xinhe 
Hamlet, Kechang Village Longlin County. More than 50 people live in Datie 
Zhai. Over 300 people inhabit Luowan Xinhua Village, over 160 in Kabao and 
Renshang and at least another 230 are in Hengsha and Naya of the Xilin 
County. In addition, there are some Lai people living in Xinzhou Town, 
Zhelang Village, De’e Village and Shechang Village in Longlin County. 

2. The origin of Lai people 

Scholars differ in their opinions as to where the Lai people originated. 
Local Chronicles of Longlin County states that Lai people migrated from 
Luchu Camp in Xingren County Guizhou Province and Tieban Bridge where 
Anshun and Guanling converges to Longlin and Xilin County in Guangxi 
Province. Liang Min believes that Lai people first moved from Southeast Asia 
to Yunnan and Guizhou Province, then moved to Guangxi Province. Mr. Pan 
holds that Lai people were indigenous people who lived in the area where 
Dian, Gui and Qian converges.  
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3. The attribution of Lai language 

There are different opinions on the attribution of the Lai language. 
Huang Caizhen (1982) believes that the Lai language is a branch of the 
Zhuangdong languages. Gong Yonghui (1990) believes that the Lai language is 
a dialect in Gelao language. Liang Min (1984), Wang Jingliu and Shi Feng 
(1987) believe that the Lai language belongs to Mon-Khmer branch. Some 
scholars, represented by Liang Min, Yan Qixiang and Zhou Zhizhi, believe 
that the Lai language belongs to Yuemang branch. The latter two views are 
more popular. In his article, On attribution of Lai Language (1990), Liang Min 
compared 200 words in the Lai language with words in the Jing, Wa and 
Khmer languages, three typical languages from the Yuemang and Mon-Khmer 
branches of the Southeast language family. He found that there are 58 similar 
words between the Lai language and the three languages from the Southeast 
language family, accounting for 29% of the 200 words. The same 200 words 
were also compared with the words in the Zhuang, Tai, Dong and Shui 
languages from the Zhuangdong branches of the Sino-Tibetan language family 
and there were only 17 similar words, accounting for 8.5% of the total. From 
this study it can be seen that Lai language is closer to Mon-Khmer branch of 
Southeast language family. Mr. Liang ascribed Lai language to Mon-Khmer 
branch. Mr. Yan and Mr. Zhou agree with Mr. Liang that the Lai language 
belongs to the Southeast language family, but believe it does not come from 
the Mon-Khmer branch. Since Lai people call themselves pa33lju13, Mr. Yan 
and Mr. Zhou translated the Lai language as pa33lju13 language. Building 
upon the foundation of the research done by Mr. Liang, Mr. Yan and Mr. Zhou 
compared pa33lju13 language with Jing, Mang, Wa and Khmer languages 
again and found the similar words accounting for 60.9%, 41.7%, 46.9% and 
45% respectively. The pa33lju13 and Jing languages share the largest number 
of similar words. In addition, the pa33lju13, Jing and Mang are all languages 
with tones, whereas Wa and Khmer are without tones. The pa33lju13 language 
should be ascribed into Yuemang branch of the Southeast language family. 
Later, Li Xu lian and other scholars agreed with this view. 

In summary, it’s more likely that the Lai language belongs to the 
Southeast language family. 

4. The family group of Lai people  

There are 5 different views on this issue. Mr. Pan (1981) holds the 
view that the Lai people are an independent ethnic group, called “Lai Ethnic 
Group”. Mr. Zhu Bin (1989) believes that the Lai people belong to the Zhuang 
and Li ethnic minority group. Yang Tongsu believes that the Lai people 
belongs to the Yi, Zhuang and the Han ethnic group. GongYonghui, whose 
view was officially endorsed, believes that the Lai people belong to the Gelao 
ethnic group. In May 1990, Autonomous Regional People's Government of 
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Zhuang Ethnic Group in Guangxi Province issued a document, stating that the 
Lai people were to be recognized as part of the Gelao eithnic group. Hence the 
term “Lai people” became out of date. 

5. The language use of Lai people 

There is no vernacular in Lai language. The Lai language is more 
widely used than the Gelao language. Despite mixing with the Han, Miao, 
Zhuang, Gelao and Yi people for a long time, the Lai people have stuck to their 
native languages, even though they have the ability to speak other ethnic 
languages. As a result, the Han, Miao, Zhuang, Yi and Gelao people learned to 
speak the Lai language instead. The number of people who speak the Lai 
language has continued to grow, from 650 in 1980s to over 1000 nowadays. 
According to our latest survey, there are 1000 Lai people and 200 Han, Miao, 
Zhuang, Yi and Gelao people in the whole county, with 80% of the 200 able to 
speak the Lai language. This brings the number of people who speak the Lai 
language to nearly 1200 people. 

5.1 The Use of Mother Tongue 

93% of Lai people speak the Lai language. Areas such as Datie Zhai 
in the Xinhe Village, Douhong Hamlet and Kabao Hamlet in the Xinhua 
Village, which are all inhabited by Lai people, are dominated by the Lai 
language. In areas where Lai and Miao live together (for example, Wenya 
Hamlet, Puhe Village and Xilin County), Miao people also speak Lai language. 
This shows that Lai language has taken firm root in these areas. 

5.2 The Use of Multi-language 

All the Lai people can speak several different languages because they 
have lived together with the Miao, Han, Zhuang and Gelao people for a long 
time. In order to communicate with those from other ethnic groups, Lai people 
must learn their languages. Lai people can speak at least two languages and 
sometimes as many as seven. 50% of the Lai population can speak four or five 
languages. The languages mastered by Lai people are Cantonese(3%), the 
Southwest mandarin (99%), Lai language(98%), Miao language(98%), 
mandarin(57%), Yi language(4%), and Zhuang language(28%). 

5.3 The Use of Language at Home 

Lai people use Lai languages at home. Women, from other ethnic 
group, who are married to Lai men will learn to speak Lai language soon after 
their marriage. The women who are married to men from other ethnic group 
must teach their children to speak the Lai language, or else they can’t return to 
their parents’ home.  It's obvious that Lai people love the Lai language. 
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5.4 The Use of Language in Society 

The Southwest mandarin is the common language for communication 
among people from different ethnic groups in Xilin County and Longlin 
County. Lai people will speak the Southwest mandarin when they leave their 
homes or villages to do business in markets, see a doctor, try to get something 
at the office of the local government or communicate with people from other 
villages. Mandarin is also used, although to a less frequent extent. They will 
use the native language of the people they speak to according to this person’s 
ethnic group, status and native language.  

5.5 Language Attitude 

The language attitude of Lai people is very objective. Although they 
cherish the Lai language and some even advocate the use of the Lai language 
as the tool for teaching in primary and middle school, more than 88% of Lai 
people hold that the Southwest mandarin and mandarin have greater social 
influence and are more valuable. The use of mandarin to teach in school can 
help the students in primary and middle schools improve their chances to work 
in other parts of China instead of being bound to Longlin, Xilin and Guangxi. 

5.6 The Use of Characters 

There are no characters in the Lai language and so for a long time, the 
Lai people used Chinese characters. More than 80% of Lai people reach the 
level of junior middle school in the use of characters. Illiteracy doesn’t exist.  

6. The use of Lai language and its development trend 

According to a survey in 1980, there were only 650 people who spoke 
Lai language. This showed that the Lai language was becoming extinct. Many 
predicted that it would die out within 10 years. Another survey 26 years later, 
in 2006, found a different situation to that predicted. The Lai language 
witnessed steady growth, with the number of people who speak the Lai 
language increasing from 650 to 1200. Guangxi Daily, the most influential 
newspaper in Guangxi, issued a news article which aroused concern from 
domestic and international scholars. The scholars are particularly interested in 
the factors that got the Lai language back on its feet. The following are some 
suggestions for consideration. 

Firstly, Lai people mainly live on the top of mountains where 
transport is inconvenient. For instance, the altitude of Douhong hillside, the 
highest peak in Longlin County, is 1951 meters. It is seldom visited by 
strangers. The constant changes in society and culture can hardly reach the 
village inhabited by Lai people who enjoy a reclusive life. The closed living 
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environment not only hinders the influence of outside culture but also protects 
the traditional culture and the Lai language. 

Secondly, Lai people usually live within their own ethnic group or 
form small villages. The Lai language is commonly used in the villages, and 
since they predominately interact with other Lai people they do not need to use 
any other language to communicate. Therefore the Lai language dominates Lai 
villages and people from other ethnic group also join them in using it. For 
example: 

There are 9 households in Datie Zhai, with a population of 35. Among 
which, there are 7 Lai households and 2 Miao households. In the 7 Lai 
households, there are 5 daughters-in-law who are from other ethnic groups. 
One is from Han nationality and the other 4 are from the Yi and Miao ethnic 
groups. The majority of the people there can speak the Lai language. The 5 
daughters-in-law could not speak the Lai languages when they first arrived and 
learned Lai language after some time. The people in the 2 Miao households 
learned to speak the Lai language after long-term contact with local Lai people. 
Although they use Miao language at home or when they speak to the daughter-
in-law from the Miao ethnic group, they will use the Lai language when they 
are with Lai people. 

The total population of Wenya Hamlet, Puhe Village, Xilin County is 
1098. The Miao ethnic group is the dominant group, with a population of 984. 
There are 109 Lai people (25 households in total) in Hengsha Village. There 
are 35 Miao households in Hengsha Village. In the 25 Lai households, there 
are 2 daughters-in-law and one brother-in-law who are of Han nationality. 
There is one daughter-in-law from Zhuang ethnic group and one from Yi 
ethnic group. Lai people and Miao people live together and many families 
enjoy close association because of marriage ties. Many Miao people learned to 
speak the Lai language. Though outnumbered by Miao people, Lai people 
posses a strong national awareness. The daughter-in-law from other ethnic 
group will adopt Lai language soon after marriage. According to what Mr. 
Wen Huiming said, the secretary of the Wenya villagers committee, those who 
can speak Lai Language in Hengsha village are not confined to Lai families. 
Many Miao people in Hengsha Village can speak Lai fluently. When the Lai 
people host a public event in Hengsha Village, they will use the Lai language. 

Lai people in Hengsha Village originated from Douhong Hillside 
Longlin County, with family names such as Wei and Wang. They have been 
living in Xilin for only 6 generations. At the time of the Qingming festival, 
they will worship their ancestors on the Douhong Hillside. If there is a 
wedding or funeral, Lai people from both Xilin and Douhong will have closer 
contact. In the Hengsha Village the Lai language is greatly protected due to 
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their close relationship with the Lai people and their correlating national 
sentiments. The Miao people nearby are also driven to speak the Lai language.  

Thirdly, although some of them do business or work elsewhere, most 
Lai people make a living by faming. There has not been much change in the 
mode of production. The farmers mainly use cows to help the farming, which 
is done manually. The products they produce are mostly for themselves. They 
enjoy the traditional self-sufficient farming life. Various kinds of farming and 
foresting products are not commercialized to a large scale. Their commercial 
exchange with outsiders isn't frequent at all as there are few visitors to that 
region. Most farming households lead a slow and steady life. Changes, if any, 
to the Lai way of life are small and subtle. In this way, Lai language has been 
well preserved. 

Finally, Lai people posses strong national sentiments and self-
awareness, which exert great influence on the attitude towards the Lai 
language. Language is not only the exterior characteristics of an ethnic group, 
but also the affectionate tie that holds a nation together. If an ethnic minority 
group can stick to its own language, it usually shows that its language has 
sufficient influence. Ethnic minority groups are usually surrounded by other 
more powerful ethnic groups. Without great sentiments and self-awareness, it 
is almost impossible for an ethnic minority group to keep its language. 

Although its population isn’t large, Lai people always keep strong 
national sentiments and self-awareness. It is the aim of Lai people to be 
recognized by mainstream society. Especially after the establishment of 
Guangxi Zhuang Nationality Autonomous Region in 1958, their national 
sentiments and self-awareness have become stronger. Since they have unique 
history, language, traditions and costume, Lai people believe themselves to be 
an independent nationality. It’s generally held by Lai people that they are the 
offspring of King Lai and were dispersed everywhere by the invaders from 
stronger nations. It was not until in 1990, when Lai people were recognized as 
part of the Gelao nationality, that that their request to become an independent 
nationality was granted. After this, Lai people began to accept their new 
identity. 

It is the strong national sentiments and self-awareness that helped the 
Lai people continue to pass on the Lai language from generation to generation. 
Lai people not only cherish the name of their ethnic group and brotherhood 
among themselves, but also value the Lai language. The difference between 
Lai people and people of other ethnic groups is that Lai people take ownership 
of and have always used the Lai language. They never hide their deep 
attachment and respect for their native language. This is confirmed by the field 
study on language attitude. We created a survey consisting of 69 questions to 
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examine the attitude of participant towards the Lai language in areas inhabited 
by Lai people. Our findings are as follows: 

pleasant affable influential useful  

number 

of 

subjects 

ratio number 

of 

subjects 

ratio number 

of 

subjects 

ratio number 

of 

subjects 

ratio 

1 point 1 1.4% 0 0.0% 28 40.6% 2 2.9% 

2 point 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 10 14.5% 0 0.0% 

3 point 2 2.9% 0 0.0% 15 21.7% 12 17.4% 

4 point 1 1.4% 2 2.9% 2 2.9% 2 2.9% 

5 point 64 92.8% 66 95.7% 13 18.8% 52 75.4% 

 

The points range from one to five, with one being the lowest score 
and five being the highest. Higher scores show a higher belief from the 
participant about whether the Lai language is pleasant, affable, influential or 
useful. According to the data in the table, Lai language got high scores in terms 
of being pleasant and affable. In terms of being useful, the score for Lai 
language is not bad, however participants differ in the influence of Lai 
language. Some believe that Lai language is influential. They think that Lai 
language is a precious language because very few people can speak it. Others 
hold the opposite view. They believe that Lai language is hardly influential if 
comparing Lai language with mandarin and Zhuang language or even that it is 
less influential than the Miao and Yi language. 

No matter how the outside world views the Lai language, Lai people 
believe it to be the foundation of their traditional culture and the link which 
bonds their friends and relatives. Lai people are quite united because of their 
universal sense of self-identity amongst themselves. Far-sighted people very 
often attach great importance to the cultivation of language ability in their 
children. The field study materials confirm this point. Among the 69 
participants whose first language is Lai language, fathers of 64 participants 
spoke to them in Lai language since they were very young and mothers of 62 
participants spoke to them in Lai language since they were very young. It 
shows that under normal conditions, cultivating language skills in the home 
will guarantee that the native language is preserved. 

Mr. Wei, owner of a grocery store in Changfa Road and an ex-
serviceman, served in the army in Guilin for four years. Before joining the 
army, he went to school in other places. He can speak mandarin fluently and 
some southwest language. His wife is not from the Lai minority group, so he 
seldom uses Lai language at home. In order to promote his children's ability to 
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use Lai language, he sent his son to his old house and let him play with his 
cousins' sons. 

Mr. Wei, a teacher in Xinhe primary school, graduated from a junior 
college. He received a formal education, so he can speak mandarin, the 
Southwest mandarin and English. When he was very young, he learned the 
Miao and Zhuang language while playing games with other children. Since his 
wife is of Yi nationality, he can speak some everyday Yi language. Mr. Wei is 
an experienced teacher. He thinks that the preservation of the native language 
needs bi-lingual teaching beginning with primary school education. He taught 
his students the basic knowledge and culture and trains their ability to think in 
the native language. He used the native Lai language to facilitate the 
intellectual development of his students. In this way, his students received 
education of modern civilization, and also of traditional fine culture as well. 
The students became bi-lingual or multi-lingual when they were very young so 
that they are able to meet the fierce economic competition in society and carry 
on the culture and traditions of their nationality.  

The old secretary in Douhong Hillside stated clearly that to lose one’s 
mother tongue is shameful. The offspring should never forget their origin and 
lose their native language. He said that Lai people in Douhong Hillside would 
never relinquish their native language. If married to people elsewhere, the girls 
should teach their children to speak Lai language, or else they would be totally 
turned out by everyone else should they visit their grandparents’ home. 

This attitude is conducive to the preservation of language. Girls who 
marry into other ethnic groups will teach their children to speak Lai language. 
Therefore it is no wonder that the number of people who use Lai language 
keeps increasing. Because of self-identity, affability of Lai language and the 
influence of its traditional culture, daughters-in-law and live-in sons-in-law 
from other ethnic groups will try to integrate into the community life of Lai 
people and become fluent in speaking Lai language eventually. 

Mr. Cao, Han nationality and live-in husband in Hengsha, is another 
example. Since he has lived with his Lai family for a long time, he can speak 
and act like a native Lai person. He can use emotionally charged terms fluently 
and his way of conduct is exactly like that of a native. He talks with his sons at 
home using Lai language. Everyone both at home and in the village regard him 
as a native Lai person. Whenever he runs an errand somewhere, people 
mistake him for a native Lai person. 

A more typical example is a daughter-in-law (De’e Han nationality) 
in Hengsha. Since there aren't many relatives left at her parents’ home, she 
seldom visits them. She works within the village. Gradually, her ability to 
speak the Lai language has improved, and is even better than her mandarin. 
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When talking with other people, she prefers to use Lai language than 
mandarin.   

Conclusion 

It’s no wonder that national sentiment and self-identification of Lai 
people helps to strengthen the affinity of Lai language. The rallying power of 
Lai language unites Lai people closer together and gets them to realize the 
great difference between themselves and people from neighboring ethnic 
groups. The rallying power of Lai language and their sense of national 
sentiments are major driving forces that promote the adherence to their 
national language. To sum up, the number of people who speak Lai language 
will witness a steady increase. 
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Plant and wildlife naming system in southern Pumi∗  

Xinyuan HE 

Southwest Forestry University, China 

Abstract:  
With a population of about 33,600 (in 2000), the Southern Pumi 

ethnic group, linguistically classified as Tibeto-Burman, is mainly 

distributed in Lanping, Lijiang, Weixi and Yongsheng counties of 

Yunnan Province, as well as in the Yi Autonomous County of 

Ninglang. This region lies on the borders of Tibetan, Yi, Naxi, Lisu, 

Bai and Chinese languages and coincides with a world-renowned 

biodiversity rich environment. In such context, the Pumi have formed 

an extensive wildlife naming system establishing the relationship 

between experience, embodied cognition and language. Based on 

principles of ethno-semantics (Leon, 1977), central guiding 

principles of cognitive linguistics (Johnson and Lakoff, 2003; Lakoff, 

1987; Fillmore, 1982) and principles of categorization of plants and 

animals in traditional societies (Berlin, 1974, Berlin, 1992), the 

present research focuses on the wildlife naming system of the Pumi. 

Data on plant and wildlife names collected from the Pumi 

communities in the adjacent areas of national nature reserves are 

selectively analysed and processed. The study attempts to examine 

the taxonomy, functions and linguistic implications of the plant and 

wildlife terms in the Pumi language. It is found that there exists in the 

Pumi language a sophisticated and practical wildlife naming system. 

The research contributes to the reconstruction of Proto-Tibeto-

Burman from the ethno-semantic and cognitive linguistic 

perspectives.   

Keywords: ethnosemantics, cognitive semantics, ethno-botany, 
taxonomy 

                                                 
∗
 Thisresearch is based on ecological and natural resource inventories intended for 

ecological conservation purposes which were conducted 2003 to 2006 in the adjacent areas of the 
Laojunshan Nature Reserve, part of the famous Three Parallel Rivers World Natural Heritage Site 
in NW Yunnan, China. The idea of using the data to be analysed from the linguistic viewpoint has 
always been what the author wants to do and is initiated as a result of several discussions with 
Prof. Randy J. LaPolla of La Trobe University and Dr. Luo Yongxian of University of Melbourne 
on the understanding of the target issue from an ecological linguistic perspective, based on the 
author’s nature conservation experiences and encounters with ethnic languages in the Northwest 
Region of Yunnan province in China. The data is collected from two Pumi villages in Lanping 
county in NW Yunnan.  
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1. Introduction 

Language, in its process of evolution, is a reflection of the worldview 

and perception of the environment by the people who use the language in a 

given context. One part of the reflection presents itself through the creation of 

words in different categories describing the experiences of the people 

concerned. In one way or another, taxonomy would be an appropriate word to 

summarize the process although the word is often used in biology to denote the 

classification of different species according to their respective properties and 

interrelationships. When introduced in linguistics, in this case ethno-semantics, 

taxonomy could mean the different word categories which incorporate the 

lexicon of a language. And a lexicon viewed this way can usually show some 

hints for people to know the different features, components and principles 

governing the process of concept realization into words. The exploration of 

such reflection is usually within the research domain of what is known as 

ethno-semantics and cognitive semantics, although each deals with the issue 

from different perspectives. From the ethno-semantics point of view, words 

fall into categories, and much more specifically, contexts of words and groups 

of words reflect the ways that different cultures categorize concepts into 

speech and assign meaning to their language (Ottenheimer, 2006, p.18). To put 

it another way, words express the ideas of people about their worlds and 

experiences.   

From the cognitive semantics point of view, the world view and 

perception of a people are constructed through meaning construction and 

knowledge representation based on the experience of the people in the 

environment they live in and there is a category structure governing the 

meaning of a language. And this worldview and perception, in one way or 

another, can be traced from the analysis of the semantic components of the 

language. This is the case when we examine those traditional societies still 

practising a lifestyle that has remained much the same for thousands of years. 

Still, it has been widely acknowledged that every ethnic group has its own 

unique view of nature, its own interpretation of what the world is all about. 

And the language used to interpret the world and experience it is usually 

unique to the people themselves and thus to be understood in a specific 

context. Knowing a society’s concept of nature is tantamount to knowing how 

a society thinks, acts and negotiates its relationship with the environment 

around it. And the environment, in this sense, not only includes the physical 

context, but also the cultural and societal aspects which amount to a holistic 

environment (language aspects included). In establishing such a relationship, 

the role of language is of paramount importance.  
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2. Pumi and Southern Pumi 

Pumi is one of the officially acknowledged 56 nationalities of China. 

Chinese chronicles started to mention the Pumi, known in those texts as Xifan, 
as early as the 7

th
 century A.D. Most descriptions, however, are just sketchy 

accounts of some ‘barbarians’ living in the frontiers of imperial China. Very 

few references were drawn to the culture of these people, much less on the 

language spoken by these people. Systematic studies on the Pumi were 

launched in the mid-1950s when China started a nationwide ethno-survey as a 
preparation to identify the different nationalities living within the boundaries 

of China. These surveys were carried out more or less on a sociolinguistic or 

cultural anthropological basis, aiming at obtaining data such as population, 

language, history and other socio-economic data. With these surveys, a brief 

history of the Pumi and their culture was roughly reconstructed. Names for the 

Pumi include the Han Chinese name Xifan and Baju (general pejorative name 

literally meaning western barbarians, once covering virtually every ethnic 
group living on the western frontiers of China), Yi name Wotzu, Naxi name Ba 
(Bo), and there are also autonyms such as Pumi, Pei Er Mi, Peimi, Primi, 
depending on which dialect area of the spoken language, but all approximately 

meaning “white”, probably as comparison to the neighbouring Tibetans and Yi 

branch of Nuosu people who usually have darker complexion. But more 

studies need to be done to establish such a statement.  

In Yunnan, where the Pumi people mostly live in Lanping, Lijiang, 

Weixi, Ninglang and Yongsheng counties, the Pumi are culturally influenced 

more by the Han, Naxi, Bai and Lisu nationalities. Although a certain form of 

Tibetan Lamaism is practised in some communities, the dominant population 

practise, however, certain forms of polytheism, shamanism, Dongba and 
Taoism. In the case of Sichuan, however, the dominant neighbouring 

inhabitants are Tibetan, and Lamaism is actively and widely practised across 

the Pumi communities. The Pumi in these communities are geographically, and 

possibly linguistically, closer to other Qiangic speakers in the region. The 

Pumi people there were thus willingly to identify themselves as Tibetan in the 

late 1950s and early 1960s when China identified its official nationalities.  

From a typological point of view, the Pumi language is classified into 

Sino-Tibetan linguistic family, Tibeto-Burman subfamily, Qiangic branch. 

Pumi population is divided into two major groups, northern (living in SW 

Sichuan province) and southern (living in NW Yunnan province), with those 

living in Yunnan put under the name of Pumi Zu. This research deals with the 
southern group, known as Southern Pumi. The 5

th
 national census records the 

population of the Southern Pumi at 33,600 with a sizable number being active 

users of the native tongue, especially in the villages some distance from major 

urban centres. The Southern Pumi (ISO 693-3; Ethnologue 15th Ed.), being the 
southern most of the Qiangic languages, maintains many ancestral traits of 
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Sino-Tibetan languages and is regarded as “residual type of Loloish” 

(Matisoff, 1997). The language still keeps a large part of its Qiangic features 

due to the relatively late migration of its speakers to the present region from 

their ancestral homes in northwest China in the 7
th
 century AD (Yan and 

Wang, 1988). Unlike many of its neighbours whose languages are often 

influenced through language and cultural contacts by either native inhabitants 

or major dominant groups (i.e. Chinese), the language of the Southern Pumi, 

while retaining many of its original features, presents a unique semantic 

feature as a result of the cognitive experiences in the new environment with 

which the Pumi people have established a close relationship. Such experiences 

have left fundamental impacts on the Pumi language through modification of 

the modern day Southern Pumi language.  

For decades, study on the language spoken by the Pumi people 

remained at a fledgling level. There was no in-depth study carried out on the 

phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics and other fields at all. Since 1980s, 

following the revival of academic research into ethnic groups and their 

languages, a series of systematic in-depth investigation into the Pumi and their 

language has contributed a rich literature in the Chinese language about the 

Pumi, its culture, society and language. One of the introductory studies of this 

kind is done by Lu Shaojun, who, in his Outline of Pumi (Lu, 1983), describes 
preliminarily the genetic affiliation, phonology, grammar, vocabulary and 

dialects of the Pumi. Later researchers on the topic include Yin Haitao, who 

gives a detailed study on the culture and custom aspects of the Pumi people 

(Yin, 1993) and Yang Zhaohui who analyses, in addition to culture and 

customs, some aspects of Pumi vocabulary and its features with references to 

other Qiangic languages (Yang, 1999). Li Hui in his attempt to design a 

Latinization writing for the Southern Pumi, discusses aspects of the phonology 

of the Pumi (Li, 2008).  

International investigations on the Pumi language dates back to the 

1950s when some researchers attempted to classify the different branches of 

the Sino-Tibetan languages. Some references were made on the Pumi people 

and their language when describing the Qiangic languages (Ding, 2003 in 

Thurgood and LaPolla, ed. 2003). Investigations specifically directed to the 

Pumi language include Matisoff’s study on the phonology in his Dayang Pumi 
phonology and adumbrations of comparative Qiangic (Matisoff, 1997), based 

on data from the Southern Pumi in Lanping county in NW Yunnan. Picus Sizhi 

Ding made a thorough study on the Phonology, Morphology and Syntax of the 

language based field work data collected in Ninglang county, also in the 

Southern Pumi region not far from Langping county.   
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Figure 1. Yunnan province and Southern Pumi Region 

3. Physical, Cultural and Linguistic Contexts of the Southern Pumi Area 

Some terrain and topographical features of the Southern Pumi region 

are worth mentioning since they either expand or limit the Pumi view of what 

is to be named or classified. The Southern Pumi regions straddle the border 

areas of Yunnan, Sichuan and Tibet. These are mostly rugged or steep 

mountainous slopes at elevation between 1,300m to 3,000m above sea level. 

The investigated villages are situated near the Laojunshan and Liming Sections 

of the world renowned Three Parallel Rivers World Heritage Site and with a 

mix of geological, climatic, ecological and topographical conditions ranging 

from snow capped peaks, alpine meadows, pristine forests, serene plateau lakes 

and valley terraces. This physical context nourishes a rich biodiversity which 

has been listed as one of 25 key biodiversity hotspots in the world. The 

Southern Pumi region is in an area which is abundant in biodiversity, and this 

gives the Pumi an unlimited source from which they can differentiate the 

subtleties in naming things found in their natural surroundings. 

From the cultural and linguistic point of view, the Southern Pumi 

region lies right in the heartland of a mosaic of Tibeto-Burman speakers and 

Sino-Tibetan speakers such as the Yi, Naxi, Lisu, Tibetan and Han (Figure 2). 

Other languages may have influenced the Southern Pumi language in one way 

or another, but the essence of the language remains original in that it still keeps 

many of the ancient features of Qiangic branch of Tibeto-Burman.   

Language reflects, as is previously discussed, the environment 

inhabited by the people who use the language. Members of any ethnic group in 

the world, at one stage or another, respond to the diversity of plants and 

animals in their habitats by grouping them into labelled or named categories of 

greater and lesser inclusiveness. The Pumi people are no exception in 

classifying the things they encounter on a daily basis. Over about a millennium 
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since migration to the present day region, the Pumi have developed an 

extensive naming system of the plants and wildlife in the region.  

In the last 20 years or so, biodiversity in the Pumi region has long 

attracted the attention of naturalists, biologists, ecologists, conservationists and 

policy makers in the government sector and there are a lot of inventories, 

documentaries and books written about the different plant and wildlife species 

found in the mountains slopes where the Pumi villages are located. However, 

instead of paying due attention to the description in the local Pumi language, 

nearly all the species are recorded using either Chinese names or Latin names 

and very few are documented using the ethno-names used by the local Pumi 

people, although the Pumi themselves have a rich vocabulary to describe the 

environment and species they encounter every day. 

 

Figure 2. Cultural and linguistic location of Southern Pumi 

(Source: Map by Steve Huffman, Data from World Language 

Mapping System v.3.2) 

(Southern Pumi, as is shown on this map, occupies a cultural and 

linguistics region roughly following a NE to SW direction in the adjacent areas 

of Yunnan and Sichuan provinces. Other ethnic groups in the region include 

Naxi, Yi, Lisu, Nung and Tibetan) 
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4. Key Research Issues of this Paper 

The present research focuses on plant and wildlife naming system of 

the Southern Pumi in their specific environment. Data of plant and wildlife 

names collected from the Pumi communities in the adjacent areas of national 

nature reserve (Laojunshan Nature Reserve) are selectively analysed from the 

ethno-semantic and cognitive semantic perspectives and initially intended to be 

used for eco-environment protection and natural resources management 

purposes. The author notices, from the linguistic point of view, there are 

interesting features in classifying the most common plants and animal life 

central to the livelihood of the local people, most of them being the Pumi, who 

inhabit an area of about 4,000 square kilometres, extending from Lanping 

County in a southwest to northeast direction along both banks of the Lancang 

(Mekong) and Jinsha (Yangtze) rivers well up into Ninglang County in 

Yunnan. The inhabitants of the two studied villages—Laridi (腊日底) and 

Zhumi (主米) —are overwhelmingly Pumi and most of them still have Pumi as 

their first language and their language is the least influenced by other 

languages in terms of lexical, syntactic and semantic patterns, although in the 

region as a whole, bilingualism is becoming increasingly common among the 

younger generation. 

When analysing the existing data, the author bears in mind the 

following four questions: 1) Is there a wildlife naming system in the Southern 

Pumi with ethno-semantic and cognitive significance? 2) If there is such a 

system, what are the mechanisms governing the system? 3) Is this naming 

system accidental or systematic? 4) What are the linguistic implications of this 

system in relation to other relevant Tibeto-Burman studies? It is the aim of this 

paper to present an impressionistic insight into the Southern Pumi wildlife 

naming system and to contribute to, in one way or another, the study of proto-

Tibeto-Burman languages from the ethno-semantic and cognitive semantic 

perspectives. The findings, however, may be preliminary in nature due to data 

availability from only two study sites.  

5. Southern Pumi Plant and Wildlife Naming System  

Over the last decades, quite a few researchers have approached plant 

and wildlife naming system of the traditional societies from biological, 

ecological, anthropological, linguistic, cultural and social perspectives. These 

investigations focus either on the structure of naming or the categories of the 

things they intend to describe. And a large literature has been written about the 

different levels of classification, semantic features and cultural implications of 

the naming system. The most comprehensive documentation of the plant 

species is Yunnan Flora, compiled by Wu Zhengyi, which records altogether 

16,201 species found in Yunnan and the Pumi region represents a typical 

domain in terms of plant species in NW Yunnan (Wu, 2003). Yet, as 
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elaborated elsewhere in this article, most names are recorded from scientific 

perspective, with little reference to the commonly used local names known to 

the Pumi people, thus showing very little features, if any, of the Pumi 

language. Researchers in cognitive linguistics normally assume that language 

is the outcome of general properties of cognition (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003), 
and that conceptual representation is the outcome of the nature of the bodies 

humans have and how they interact with the geo-linguistic and socio-physical 

world (Lakoff 1987). The experience of the Pumi people demonstrates essence 

of these ideas. 

One such researcher dealing with the structure of naming is Brent 

Berlin who pioneers in dealing with folk taxonomy in traditional societies. At 

the core of Berlin’s argument is the 6 level structure of the taxa, and he 

proposes that there exists a specifiable and partially predictable set of plants 

and animal taxa that represent the smallest fundamental biological 

discontinuities easily recognized by any particular habitat. This may, or not, 

from a structural perspective, reflect the true picture of the ethno-semantic 

rules of governing the naming mechanisms of traditional societies in 

representing the world they know. But there might be cases when the rules are 

environment specific and thus revealing other rules in the naming mechanism 

(Berlin et al, 1974, Berlin, 1992). Other researchers argue, when dealing with 

issues of classification and categories in traditional societies, that there are 

contrasting ideas on whether the naming is “symbolic or arbitrary” or 

“scientific and technological” (Reason, 1979). Some species are called the 

name only because we “define” them that way, while there is no direct 

“scientific” reason for doing so.  

In a geo-linguistic region as unique as that of the Pumi, the particular 

habitat hosting the abundance of biodiversity manifests an environment 

specific naming mechanism. The Southern Pumi plants and wildlife naming 

system does share some of the features proposed by these researchers, but in 

the author’s observation there are more than that. There is a unique way in the 

Pumi language of naming plants and wildlife species and this will be discussed 

in detail in the following sections.  

5.1 Ways of Naming Common Plants in the Southern Pumi Region 

The bio-geographical location of the Southern Pumi region in a 

biodiversity rich area is of vital importance in shaping the Pumi language in 

terms of the expansion of the lexicon and its development in general. It offers 

the Pumi people invaluable possibilities and opportunities to explore the 

environment around them and enrich their experience in the language. Over 

hundreds of years’ adaptation with the new environment, they have 

accumulated a large set of taxa specific to their living environment.  
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Although the local Pumi may not have scientific terms such as 

“ecosystem” and bio-geographical ideas in the sense as we know this type of 

knowledge, they do have a system of their own which is similar to what we 

know about, and describes similar entities. As is the situation with the two 

pilot villages, the landscape is divided by the local Pumi into 7 categories, 

namely, ʂə55ɣu55
 (settlements, villages), ɣu55jẽ55 (terrace farming fields), 

sɐ13sü13ɣu55
 (orchards: cash crops such as walnut, apple and chestnuts), 

sẽ13pø55
 (forests: timber forests, fuelwood forests, ritual and sacred forests), 

ʥu13sa55
 (livestock grazing lands: montane meadows, river valley grasslands), 

ʧə55
 (water sources: rivers, springs) and xi55ʦu55go55

 (sacred sites; burial 

grounds, religious ceremonial sites). There are subdivisions of each of these 7 

major categories, known mainly among the old generations in both villages. 

Younger generation tends to use only general terms such as lintzi (which is 
borrowed from a local form of Chinese) to mean forests of different categories.  

With the distinctions of these different landscapes made, the Pumi, 

however, treat the different components of the environment as whole and 

maintain a holistic harmony of these components, which they regard as the key 

to their existence and livelihood on the daily basis.  Table 1 compares the 

scientific classification of the landscape in the Pumi region with the Pumi 

classification. 

Table 1. Scientific Classification of landscapes vs. Pumi classification of 

landscapes 

Scientific Classification  Pumi Classification 

Coniferous forest, shrubs and alpine 

meadows 

  (elevations approx. from 3,300m to 

4,200m) 

Forest and grazing lands, water 

sources 

  (elevations approx. from 2,800m 

to 4,200m) 

Subtropical coniferous forest and 

deciduous forest 

  (elevations approx. from 2,200m to 

3,300m) 

Forest and seasonal farmlands 

  (elevations approx. from 2,400m 

to 2,800m)  

Subtropical deciduous and shrubs 

  (elevations approx. from 1,800m to 

2,200m) 

Settlements, farmlands, orchards, 

sacred sites 

  (elevations approx. from 1,800m 

to 2,400m) 

(Source: unpublished biological inventory report prepared in 2006) 

Speaking of plants, preliminary field work indicates that the Pumi 

people usually classify plants within primary consideration to their functions 
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and uses. They have essentially the following primary categories of plant life: 

trees (sẽ13bõ55
), crops (tɕhu55

), vegetables (ɕɛ̃35rɛ̃35
), medicinal herbs (ʐÃsʧĩ55

) 

and fungus (mʐi55), and a more ambiguous term others (di13
). Of course, such 

classification is based on the daily encounters with the landscape and living 

environment. Similar to the way of subdividing the primary categories when 

talking about landscapes, the primary plant life categories are subdivided into 

numerous smaller entities which could be further broken down into even more 

specific categories. Take trees (sẽ13bõ55
) for example, described from the 

functional perspective, the Pumi subdivide them into building material tree 
(ʧə̃55sẽ13

), fuelwood tree (mɐ13sẽ13
), production tool tree (sẽ55tʂhã55sẽ13

), ritual 
or ceremonial tree (hi55

sẽ13
), fruit tree (sɐ13sü35sẽ13

), useless tree (tsu55sẽ13
) (see 

Table 2). By building tree, they mean the trees are harvested and used as 

timber for beams, planks or roof blocks when building houses. This category 

also entails trees could be used to build easy bridges over creeks and rivers and 

trees to be prepared for aqueducts to channel water from the rivers into the 

houses and farms. Fuelwood tree plays a key role the daily life of the Pumi 

which centres upon a fireplace in the centre of the living room. Fire burns all 

the year round to warm up the house and to cook meals. There is a huge 

consumption of fuelwood and collecting actually takes up a large part of the 

women workforce in the Pumi villages. Practicality in classifying categories is 

also found in the production tool tree category. The Pumi economy is almost 

entirely based on agriculture and livestock grazing to a lesser extent, and 

hunting which used to be widely practised. A lot of tools (i.e. pA35
 and tõ55

) are 

needed in conducting these two major activities. Certain tree species are 

harvested especially for making farming tools. Ritual or ceremonial tree 
actually entails two smaller categories: trees used for religious rituals and 

ceremonies and trees which are believed to have spirits and needs to be 

respected. There are subdivisions on of ritual or ceremonial trees, 

incorporating 15 different species used on different ritual and religions 

occasions. To increase sources of income, the Pumi people often plant some 

fruit trees which include the commonly seen walnut tree, apple tree and a 

special kind of spice. Interestingly, they even regard chilli pepper crop as tree.  
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Table 2. Function and Use Based Tree Categories in Southern Pumi (with 

examples) 

Examples expressed in 3 different languages  

Examples 

 

Categories 

Southern 

Pumi 

 

Chinese English  

Building 
material tree 
(ʧə̃55sẽ13

) 

sʧhə̃55sbõ55
 松树 Yunnan pine (Pinus 

yunnenisis) 

fuelwood tree  
(mɐ13sẽ13

) 

ʧhə̃55ȥə̃13
 麻砾树 Oak (Quercus)  

production tool 
tree 

(sẽ55tʂhã55sẽ13
) 

ʧhə̃55tsõ55    冷杉  Fir (Abies fabri 
(Mast).Craib  

Ritual and 
ceremonial tree  
(hi55

sẽ13
) 

si13 柏枝树 Cypress (Platycladus 
orientalis 
(Linn.)Franco arborvitae) 

fruit tree 
(sɐ13sü13 sẽ13

) 

khə̃dsbõ55 核桃树 Walnut tree (uglans 
regia) 

useless tree  
(tsu55sẽ13

) 

ʧhə̃55və̃bõ55 倒钩树 canthopanax senticosus 
(Rupr. Et Maxim.) Harms 

 

A major category in the plant echelon is a wide range of crops the 

Pumi cultivate. In fact, they subdivide this part of the plants into several 

groups: grains, beans and semi-cash crops such as potato and sunflower seeds.  

On the grain division, there are: corn (qhA35ʂə35
), wheat (ɳi53

), 

highland barley (ŋɯ13
). These are mainly cultivated for self-consumption, 

although a small amount is occasionally traded in the countryside fair which is 

held once in every 5 days.  

Vegetable (ɕɛ̃35rɛ̃35
) is not oftentimes treated as a real crop but an idle 

crop. It is so named because Pumi people do not actually plant vegetables in a 

certain sense. Most vegetable crops are found planted at the edge of farmlands 

or in the scattered vacant plots or small gardens around houses to enrich the 

Pumi kitchen, which is usually dominated by corn cakes, milk tea and barley 

flour mixture. Thus it is understandable that the Pumi would regard vegetable 

as an idle crop. 

Medicinal herbs (ʐÃ13sʧĩ55
) represent a huge range of Pumi 

vocabulary. Traditionally, when someone is sick, Pumi people usually turn to 

two solutions, seeking treatment from a traditional village healer and consult a 

religious leader to pacify the spirit of the sick which is believed to be 

possessed by evil spirits. Sometimes, both solutions are done simultaneously. 
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Though there is never any formal documentation in the Pumi language of the 

different medicinal herbs used by the healer, the healing practice is conducted 

in a systematic way, incorporating a spectrum of herb species catering for 

different kind of diseases and sickness. The healer in the village is usually a 

hereditary title and at times, the healer and religious leader is the same person, 

which is rather common in a lot of traditional societies. The healer masters an 

incredibly large vocabulary of the medicinal herbs mostly found in the areas 

near the villages. And there is definitely a gap between the traditional ways of 

naming these herbs and the scientific way of naming them as is conducted in 

most biological inventories done in the area up to now. A detailed study needs 

to be conducted to document the vocabulary of these herbs.     

Another major subcategory within plant life is fungus (mʐi55), which 
is found in abundance in the Pumi region. Fungus is important to the Pumi 

people in two ways—they provide a rich food and income source. Within this 

category, there are about 30 words to describe the most commonly seen fungus 

species found in the forests and shrubs near villages. The Pumi people even 

have different words to differentiate fungus with different shapes and colours 

within the same species in the scientific sense. Preliminary interviews and 

investigations show, however, the naming of the fungus is mostly based on 

flavour, taste, shape, colour or habitats in which they grow. Of course, this is 

still within the overall criterion of function and practicality.  

Beyond these major categories of plant life the Pumi people normally 

classify and name, there is a wide range of plant life which is oftentimes 

lumped together for convenience sake under the general name others . 
Although most plants within this scope are referred to by the Pumi people 

using demonstrative pronouns which are equivalent to that and this in English, 
some other plants in this group do have Pumi names. Interviews with the local 

villagers show that there is a tendency that the Pumi are using more and more 

words from Naxi, Yi, Lisu, and especially Chinese, to name these plants they 

previously referred to as this (tə13
)  and that (thA13).   
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Plants

foods
Tools for living and production

activities
medicinal (both herbal and 

arbor
religious and ritual related others

building material treefuelwood treefarming tool tree fruit tree sacred tree

tree

Useless tree

tree for main pillar tree for roof tiles tree for fences tree for flooring tree for aqueduct

pisbõ (individual tree name)

tree for furniture

 

5.2 Ways of Naming Common Wildlife in the Southern Pumi Region 

Corresponding to the richness of plant species, a similar situation is 

found with wildlife species in the Pumi region where this research is 

conducted. A functionality and practicality principle also applies in classifying 

and naming the wildlife species. There are indeed cases which correspond to 

the scientific ways of classifying and naming these species, for the most part, 

however, another system specific to local situations of the Pumi exists. In their 

language, they classify the most commonly seen wildlife into the following 4 

primary categories: useful (ʨhyi55) animals, harmful (ʥɛ̃13
) animals, sacred 

(hi55
) animals and collectively, others (di13

). Each of these categories, in turn, 

is subdivided into several subcategories. Classification and naming the wildlife 

this way is closely related to livelihood and production activities of the Pumi 

people. The useful animal category consists of two sub-categories: species 
useful for crop production and species providing subsidiary food sources for 

the Pumi people. Species useful for crop production include some birdlife 

(guɛ̃35ʨi35
), frogs (fa55to55

) and honey bees (ʥə13ʧi55
). Some species of birdlife 

are classified based on the different seasons they appear, signalling sawing, 

planting and harvesting seasons. Species providing subsidiary food sources are 

some big game animals such as black bear (uə̃55
), musk deer (sʧə55

), snub-

Figure 3.  Function and use based Classification of Plants in Pumi  

Ethno-taxonomy 
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nosed monkey (diu55diu55
), wild boar (pʐi55

) and pheasant (luə55ɕõ55
). 

Traditionally, some Pumi were involved in hunting, farming and livestock 

grazing activities. Hunters could still be found among the older generations 

above 60 years old and they have a rich vocabulary in their language in 

describing the different species of wildlife they used to encounter in the forests 

near their villages. Only within the last two decades, hunting ceased to be a 

major daily activity as a result of the whole scale logging ban of the 

government and the implementation of some conservation programmes. If 

documentation of this part of the knowledge is not done soon, it is likely that 

the vocabulary describing these species will be totally gone. It is worth 

noticing that the names of the useful animals are mostly marked by certain 

features with references to crops, to farmlands location and habitats the species 

appear.  

The same principle of functionality and practicality applies to the 

classification and naming of the harmful animals, which, as the name 

suggested, are the animals not good for their production and living activities 

for the Pumi people. As is suggested previously, the Pumi society is essentially 

agriculture based, and crop production is important for them. Farm production 

related activities occupy much of their time. However, most farmlands are 

found near forests which are normally the territory and habitats for a large 

number of wildlife species. Quite often, it is likely that the wild animals will 

stray into the farmlands to find food and, for this reason, it is understandable 

that the Pumi would separately assign a name for these wild animals. The most 

common ones are black bear (uə̃), wild boar (pʐi13ʥɛ̃55
), sparrow (gue13tsi55

) 

and some birdlife (gɯ35ʂa13
). It should be pointed out that there is overlapping 

among several species of this category and the species regarded as useful 
animals (i.e. black bear uə̃, wild boar pʐi13ʥɛ̃55

 and etc. when treated as game 

animals). 

Dog (ʨhe13
) and goat (ʦhi55

), although not entirely treated as wildlife 

animals, are two important species playing important ritual and religious 

functions in the Pumi culture. The Pumi hold reverence for both animals. Dog 

is believed to have saved the life of the Pumi ancestor at one time and goat 

accompanies all the way of the Pumi migration from the Pumi homeland in 

northwest China to the present region. To trace the changes of the names of 

these two animals could possibly help to draw a clear line of Pumi language 

development over the thousand-year odd long migration.      

6. Discussion 

It is predictable, based on preliminary observations, that there exists a 

wildlife naming system in the Southern Pumi and the mechanisms governing 

such a system is different what is a generally acknowledged way of 

classification in the scientific community. This system incorporates a large but 
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finite set of taxa special in the Pumi region and specific to its members in their 

cognition and perception of biological reality. The classification and names the 

Pumi assigned to things they encounter in life are precisely the names of 

common speech.  

To be specific, the Pumi plant and wildlife naming system is 

characterized by function and practicality oriented considerations, 

supplemented by folk beliefs and religious connotations. These are the 

dominant paradigms of Pumi classification. It is likely that the Pumi do not 

make structural distinctions as is specified by Berlin, they do have a semantic 

system and lexicon which could serve the daily necessities. And this, there can 

be a complementary and overlapping categorizations. It is possible that a 

functional categorization is distinct from, and co-exists with, a species 

categorization. A close study in the future of the system would reveal more 

secrets of the semantic features in naming the plant and wildlife in the Pumi 

region.  

7. Conclusion 

The Pumi people, like most other people in traditional societies, have 

a very large vocabulary of names for plants. However, the distinctions between 

the creatures so named are based on the pragmatic principles of function and 

practicality developed in hundreds of years’ life adaptation to the new 

environment. This naming system may have connections to other TB language 

with generic affiliations with the Southern Pumi. With data from other areas, 

say, cultural, anthropological, ecological and linguistic, the connections 

seemingly vague now may become clearer to researchers in the field.  

However, due to data availability from the linguistic perspective (data 

being collected from only two Pumi speaking villages in the southwestern-

most part of the Southern Pumi Region), the research is too brief to be 

conclusive in presenting a whole picture, or even part of the picture, of the 

plant and wildlife naming system of the Southern Pumi. Further study is 

needed to describe the entire semantic domain of Southern Pumi experiences. 

This study just catch a glimpse of the cosmos biological knowledge of the 

Southern Pumi and with further and in-depth study, the picture of the ethno-

semantic characteristics of the Southern Pumi can become clearer to the 

research community. In this sense, this research is not intended as an 

exhaustive study of the taxonomy mechanism of wildlife in the Pumi language, 

but a prelude to a series of researches dealing with the language and as a 

whole, worldview of the Pumi people from the ethno-semantic perspective, 

and thus can be regarded as a work in progress. 
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A phonetic description and phonemic analysis of Jowai-Pnar1 

Hiram RING  
NTU Singapore 

Abstract 
Pnar, a Mon-Khmer language of Meghalaya, India, has 28 phonemes: 
7 vowels and 21 consonants. The language also exhibits onset 
consonant clusters that go against traditional views of sonority 
sequencing principles. I consulted two Jowai-Pnar male speakers of 
26 and 25 years of age for this analysis, recording around 680 words 
which each speaker uttered twice. This resulted in over 1,400 tokens 
per speaker (some words were said more than twice). The resulting 
sound files were segmented using Praat for detailed acoustic analysis 
including duration, intensity, and formant measurements, allowing 
for quantitative as well as qualitative analysis of individual sounds. 

Keywords: Pnar, phonetics, phonology 

1 Introduction 

Pnar is a Mon-Khmer language spoken in northeast India, primarily in 
the Jaintia Hills District of Meghalaya State. While a few books and articles 
have been written about the culture, society and history of the Pnar people 
(also called Jaintia or Synteng), much less research exists on their language. 
The reason for this may be that Pnar is often grouped with Khasi, a more 
dominant language of commerce which has a written standard. Pnar and Khasi 
do share a significant portion of their culture and certain lexical items, but Pnar 
is distinct linguistically and there is reportedly low mutual intelligibility 
between the languages. Determining innate intelligibility levels is problematic 
due to the fact that Khasi is used along with English as a medium of 
educational instruction in the Jaintia Hills, meaning that educated Pnar 
speakers can largely communicate in Khasi as well. 

The form of the paper is as follows: the rest of section 1 gives a brief 
account of the language, historical and cultural factors, as well as a review of 
the meagre literature available for Pnar. Section 2 discusses the methodology 
used in gathering the data as well as the procedure used in sound segmentation. 

                                                 
1 I would like to thank Ying Ying Tan and František Kratochvil for assistance with 

initial phonetic data, as well as Alec Coupe, Paul Sidwell, and an anonymous reviewer for 
insightful comments and recommendations on earlier drafts of this paper. 
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The remaining sections deal with syllable structure, segmental phonemes, 
allophonic realisations, and challenges from phonotactics. Sound diagrams2 
and tables are included to elucidate claims regarding segments. A brief 
discussion of the phonological typology of Pnar concludes the paper, and a 
glossed wordlist in both close phonetic and broad phonemic transcription is 
included as an appendix. 

1.1 Language 

The Pnar language is described as belonging to the Austro-Asiatic 
family, Mon-Khmer branch, and is sub-categorized as Northern Mon-Khmer, 
Khasian, according to the Ethnologue (Lewis, 2009). Standard Khasi is 
described as AVO/SV (Rabel, 1961; Nagaraja, 1985) in which the predicate 
follows the A-argument and the O-argument follows the predicate, and the 
assumption in the literature has been that Pnar follows the same pattern 
(Choudhary, 2004; Temsen, 2011), though my current analysis (in process) 
suggests a VAO/VS basic word order, which patterns more with Bhoi, another 
Khasian variety (Nagaraja, 1997). There is no lexical tone, with intonation 
being used as a prosodic feature across utterances to encode pragmatic rather 
than lexical information. There are also indications from my initial field 
research that Pnar is more of a topic-prominent language than a subject-
prominent language (see Li and Thompson, 1976), though there is no 
discussion of this possibility in the literature. 

According to the Census of India, in 2001 there were 243,000 
speakers of Pnar. Recent reports from 2006 (Daladier, 2011) place the number 
at around 700,000. Daladier (2010) counts fourteen dialect areas within Jaintia 
Hills District (Nartiang, Nonjngi, Nongbah, Mynso, Shilliang Myntang, 
Shangpung, Ralliang, Jowai, Rymbai, Sutnga, Nongkhlieh, Lakadong, Narpuh, 
and Saipung); the prestige dialect is Jowai. Pnar is bordered by Khasi on the 
west, Assamese on the north, Tibeto-Burman (Kuki-Chin) languages on the 
east, and War and Garo on the south. The War-Jaintia are often grouped with 
Pnar, as speakers of War share cultural similarities, but the language is 
divergent and mutual intelligibility is low. As mentioned briefly above, Khasi 
is written using a roman orthography and taught in schools in Meghalaya, 
including in the Jaintia Hills.  

An orthography for Pnar is also in some use within Jaintia Hills, but 
very little has been written in Pnar and thus there is lack of standardization. 
Further, it is primarily based on the Khasi orthography, and there is some 
confusion regarding how to represent all the phonemic Pnar sounds that Khasi 
                                                 

2 The phrase “sound diagrams” here refers to visual representations of wave forms and 
spectrographs (images of the latter are called spectrograms), both of which are essential tools for 
segmenting words into individual sounds. 
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lacks using the Khasi alphabet. Khasi is listed in UNESCO's Atlas of the 
World's Languages in Danger3 as vulnerable, but due to its consistent use as a 
language of instruction, this classification is somewhat problematic. Pnar and 
other regional varieties that lack the hegemonic status accorded to Khasi are 
more likely to be in danger, particularly since they are not standardized or used 
as educational languages of instruction.  

At the moment, these languages are in constant use by those who 
speak them, and children continue to learn Pnar and other regional varieties at 
home, despite Khasi being acknowledged as the dominant variety. This 
combined with the unity of cultural forms, practices, and stories among 
Khasian language speakers (while showing acknowledged variation) may 
mean that these languages remain strong enough to last another generation. 
What becomes a concern, then, is the increasing use of English and Hindi by 
certain sectors of Khasian society (J. War, personal communication) which 
poses a danger to the languages' continued maintenance. One potential buttress 
against such danger for Pnar is comprehensive documentation and description, 
combined with a grassroots effort for education and development of this 
variety. 

1.2 History, culture, and society 

According to historical records and Pnar oral tradition (Gurdon, 1914; 
Gait, 1963 [1906]), the Jaintia kingdom existed from before the 1500s and 
included not only the current Jaintia Hills district but also parts of the Khasi 
Hills, the Cachar Hills, parts of Assam, and the northern plains of Bangladesh, 
with its capital at Jaintiapur in the Bangladesh plains. This was the kingdom 
which the British East India Trading Company annexed in 1835, after creating 
an administrative centre for the area a few years earlier, in the Khasi town of 
Cherrapunji (Sohra). The British deposed the Jaintia king while maintaining 
the traditional representative system of locally elected officials to govern the 
Pnar people. Subsequent developments saw the British move their 
administrative centre of this region from Cherrapunji (Sohra) near Bangladesh 
to Shillong, further north, during which time the Shillong/Sohra variety of 
Khasi became the dominant language of communication and commerce for the 
hills of Meghalaya.  

The Pnar people have a vibrant culture with many stories and legends 
regarding their land and environment. In most respects they share this 
cosmology with the Khasi people (Sen, 2004; Simon, 1966; Rafy, 1920). Many 
Pnar have also converted to Christianity, the largest groups being Catholic and 
Presbyterian (Barooah, 2007). Agriculture is the main means of livelihood for 

                                                 
3 http://www.unesco.org/culture/languages-atlas/ (4 January, 2012) 
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the Pnar, with rice as the staple food. Paddy field cultivation in the river 
valleys is combined with the raising of chickens, pigs, goats and cows, fishing 
and other agricultural and horticultural endeavors. The climate of the Jaintia 
Hills is generally cool and humid, with a regular warm rainy season and cold 
dry season. Trade and commerce is increasing with the discovery of coal and 
other raw materials. 

Pnar society is based around a matrilineal structure, where the wealth 
of the clan passes from youngest daughter to youngest daughter, administered 
by her eldest brother. Some Pnar report that traditional roles are changing due 
to forces of modernisation (Barooah, 2007). While inheritance and ancestry is 
matrilineal, men traditionally serve as the spiritual and political leaders, being 
elected to office by all the men of a village, and performing the rituals and 
sacrifices appropriate to the circumstances. This traditional system exists 
alongside local, state and national institutions of India, with protective 
provisions being written into the Indian constitution under the Sixth Schedule 
(Pylee, 1994; Ghurye, 1980). 

1.3 Previous Research 

There is very little literature available on the Pnar language. The first 
linguistic description of any sort is a small volume by S.J. Grignard ([no date] 
1992) based on the Mawkyndeng/Raliang dialect of Pnar and published by the 
Catholic Church. Though published in 1992, historical evidence that Grignard 
worked on another grammar published in 1924 (of the Oraon/Kurukh 
language) suggests that “The Pnar Grammar Book”, as it is called, was written 
in the early to mid 1900s. This fifty-nine page document includes a list of 
sounds, some words common to both Pnar and Khasi, a short list of articles, 
nominal declension, adjectives, pronouns, verbs, adverbs, conjunctions, 
prepositions, and interjections. It concludes with a brief appendix of 
conversations and vocabulary.  

Most mentions of Pnar in the literature until recently has described it 
as a dialect or variety of Khasi, following Grierson (1904) and Bareh (1977). 
One of the first scholarly acknowledgements that Pnar may be a language in its 
own right comes from Gruessner in his brief article “Khasi: a minority 
language of northeast India; From an unwritten to a written language”, 
presented at the 18th European Conference on Modern South Asian Studies in 
2004.  

Several scholarly works by Indian linguists exist. The most 
comprehensive descriptive work to date on Pnar proper is unpublished: a PhD 
thesis of 268 pages by C. Bareh in 2007, himself a Pnar speaker of the Rymbai 
variety, titled “Descriptive analysis of the Jowai and Rymbai dialects of Khasi” 
and submitted to the linguistics department at NorthEastern Hill University 
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(NEHU) in Shillong. Choudhary's (2004) master's thesis from Jawaharlal 
Nehru University (JNU) is titled “Word order in Pnar”, and gives an analysis 
of Pnar word order in relation to Greenberg's word-order universals. An MA 
dissertation by Sutradhar (2005) submitted to JNU titled “Relativization and 
Participalization in Pnar: A Mon-Khmer Language of the Austro-Asiatic 
Family” could not be accessed, however Sutradhar's ten page excerpt titled 
“Nominal modification in Pnar: a relativization strategy” (2006) was obtained - 
it describes relativisation processes and suggests that Pnar does not have a 
separate class of adjectives. Koshy's (2009) article on “Indefinite pronouns in 
Pnar” (JNU) is sixteen pages long and provides an analysis of Pnar indefinite 
pronouns within the framework of Haspelmath's 1997 work on indefinites, 
with numerous glossed examples. 

Other recent sources of information on Pnar are Daladier's (2010) 
paper “A preliminary classification of the Mon-Khmer languages of India and 
Bangladesh”, presented at the 28th South East Asian Linguistics Society 
(SEALS 28), and her (2011) paper titled “A multi-purpose project for the 
preservation of War oral literature”, presented at the 4th North East India 
Language Symposium (NIELS 4) conference. While the latter paper of thirty 
pages focuses primarily on War, which is another Mon-Khmer variety spoken 
in this area, it provides some important comparisons between War, Pnar, and 
Khasi, particularly regarding phonetic differences. Finally, Temsen's (2011) 
“Variation in the Distribution and Position of Functional Categories in 
Varieties of Khasi” presented at the 29th South Asian Languages Analysis 
Roundtable, briefly looks at differences in word order among Khasian 
languages. 

2 Data and Methodology 

While in Jowai during May-June, 2011, I consulted two Jowai-Pnar 
male speakers of 26 and 25 years of age. Using both a Canon Legria HD video 
camera and a Zoom H4N1 solid state recorder with a Shure Beta 53 headworn 
microphone, we recorded over 680 words which each speaker uttered twice, 
resulting in more than 1,400 tokens per speaker (including some duplicates). In 
the interest of time and clarity, and so as to give a more detailed analysis of a 
single speech pattern, only the diagrams and data from Speaker 1 (26 yrs.) are 
given as examples here; in most cases they were corroborated by analysis of 
Speaker 2's recordings, with slight variation. Using Praat, words were 
segmented (via textgrid) into individual sounds, resulting in over 7,000 
segments per speaker (2,100+ vowels, 4,500+ consonants, 400+ diphthongs). 
Each segment was analyzed automatically using a script that calculated 
duration (in milliseconds, based on the start and endpoints of each segment), 
maximum intensity (in HZ), and formant values (F1, F2, and F3, at the 
midpoint of the segment). Initial findings were double-checked with speakers 
in Jowai on a second fieldwork trip in February, 2012. 
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2.1 Segmenting sounds 

The procedure used to segment words into individual sounds is 
similar to the procedure for measuring voice onset time (VOT) for word-initial 
stops (as discussed in Ladefoged 2003; 2005, and Singh and Singh, 1982). In 
the typical procedure for measuring VOT, a measurement (in milliseconds) is 
taken from 1) where energy is first evident in both the spectrogram and sound 
waveform to 2) where voicing is clearly visible in the spectrogram. This 
effectively gets a measurement for voiceless consonant duration from the point 
of initial release of oral closure to the onset of voicing for the following 
consonant or vowel. 

Notably, this kind of measurement results in negative VOT for voiced 
consonants, which often exhibit voicing before release (during oral closure). 
The negative number signifies the duration from onset of voicing to the release 
spike (“negative” because it occurs before release), but this does not give 
adequate information about the length of the segment, as VOT does for 
voiceless consonants4. VOT measurements can also be confounded by 
environment, making it difficult to measure sounds that occur within words. 
Due to these factors, and desiring to find a means of consistently segmenting 
all sounds in all words, it seemed best to measure the closure period for voiced 
sounds separately, using the release spike and the onset of clear formants to 
identify start and endpoints of each consonant, and for semi-vocalic sounds to 
negotiate transitions between adjacent sounds by combining auditory evidence 
with visual evidence from both the spectrogram and sound waveform to 
identify the point at which transitions occurred, more like the process used in 
developing digital transcription software (Grabianowski, 2006). The procedure 
for segmenting sounds within a word using Praat is discussed below and 
illustrated in Figure 1. 

The point where a sound begins at the start of a word is evident from 
increased energy in the waveform. For voiced sounds this is accompanied by 
voicing during closure, while for voiceless sounds voicing occurs only after 
release and is associated with the following sound. Vowels are distinguished 
from consonants in the spectrogram by having clear voicing and formants, with 
extremely dark horizontal bands representing intense vocal fold vibration. 
Voicing on consonants is not as intense as the voicing on vowels, and 
consonants tend to have more inconsistent high-frequency noise, unlike the 
clear formant bands visible for vowels. Where transitions are not clear from 
formants, the waveform view and the intensity contour aid in determining the 
point of transition between sounds, as the periodic amplitude of the visible 

                                                 
4 For other concerns about using VOT as a measure for consonants, see Rothenberg, 

2009. 
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sound wave is lowest at transitional points, and intensity peaks (sharp changes 
in intensity) can be found near the beginning of a sound. 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of sound segmentation, /dɔʔ/ ‘meat’ 

There were some difficulties in determining the length of consonants, 
in that they were often followed or preceded by a very short schwa-like sound 
([ə] or [ɨ]). Voiced consonants particularly exhibited this feature when 
followed by other voiced sounds, whether consonants or vowels. For this 
analysis, short vocalic schwa-like sounds with intense voicing but non-steady 
formants were treated as transitional elements, with criteria such as intensity, 
amplitude, and formant location used to determine the point of transition. 
When they occurred between voiced consonants they were considered to be 
realisations of post-release voicing, and where they followed voiceless 
consonants or occurred before a vowel they were treated as constituents of the 
following voiced sound. The particular properties of schwa-like vowels are 
considered more explicitly in sections 3.2 and 4.3. 

Using the cues of voicing, formants, and waveform amplitude, as well 
as auditory feedback, the words were segmented into distinct sounds, allowing 
for automatic measurements of particular constituents in various environments. 
For this study, the phonetic transcription of each sound was also entered into a 
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textgrid for labeling purposes, which allows for easy search and quantitative 
analysis of the resulting tab-delimited output. Segmenting a large database of 
words from the same speaker increases the likelihood that findings are valid, 
and comparing more than one such database can suggest that findings are 
representative. 

Figure 1 also demonstrates the means by which sounds like [ʔ] can be 
identified. This sound is described as closure of the glottis, which in 
waveforms was represented by reduced amplitude and was represented in 
spectrograms by inconsistent formants, with the waveform's amplitude 
deteriorating until there was complete cessation of sound. As segmentation 
progressed, other sound segments became increasingly recognizable from their 
waveforms and spectrogram representations, which were quite similar to 
descriptions in Ladefoged (2003). Nasals showed continuous voicing of the 
kind associated with voiced stops and no noticeable bursts. Affricates and 
fricatives were distinguished by increased high-level noise and turbulent 
waveforms. 

 
Figure 2. Segmentation of /w/ and /j/ 

The most difficult sounds to segment were approximants or 
semivowels /w/ and /j/ (Figure 2) - these were differentiated from vowels and 
consonants using formant data and waveform amplitude. When the two sounds 
occurred between other sounds (as in multisyllabic words or compound words 
in fast speech), each had a lower amplitude in the centre of the segment than at 
the transition between it and other sounds. Formants for the two sounds were 
inconsistent throughout their duration, unlike vowels, and 
palatalisation/labialisation was clear at transitional points between these 
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sounds and the surrounding vowels. Each of these criteria assisted in helping to 
determine the exact place at which the transition between approximants and 
other kinds of sounds occurred. 

3 Syllables 

The syllable structure of Pnar has significant bearing on the 
discussion of phonemes: sounds in Pnar can be considered allophones of the 
same phoneme when they occur in complementary distribution within the 
syllable. The framework used here follows earlier approaches (from Pike and 
Pike, 1947, among others, and neatly summarized in Blevins, 1995), where the 
syllable is composed of two major components, an onset and a rhyme, the 
latter of which can be further broken down into a nucleus and a coda. In Pnar, 
onset and coda are optional, with the primary unit being represented by one or 
more vowels in nucleic position. Pnar poses the additional challenge of 
exhibiting complex onset clusters that don't conform to the Sonority 
Sequencing Principle proposed by Clements (1990; 2009), a challenge which 
will be dealt with further in section 5.1. 

3.1 Linear Syllable Structure 

 

Linear Syllable Structure 

Minimally, syllables in Pnar can consist of a single nucleic vowel. 
Maximally, they can include a complex onset of two consonants, a diphthong 
nucleus, and a coda consonant. There are a few restrictions regarding which 
constituents can occur in the different slots, though Pnar patterns similarly to 
Khasi (Rabel, 1961) in having very few restrictions regarding onset consonant 
clusters. A more specific restriction is that final consonants tend to be 
unreleased, so that aspirated stops are not found in C3 position, and neither are 
fricatives or most approximants (the exception being /w/). This makes it 
difficult to distinguish between voiced and voiceless syllable-final stops, 
suggesting a neutralization principle at work within the coda. For vowels, it 
seems that the nature of the vowel determines its relative intensity (measured 
in HZ) within the syllable, with the close front vowel [i] having a lower 
maximum intensity than most other vowels, with only the phonetic schwa [ə] 
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having a lower average maximum intensity. This, along with the tendency for 
the final syllable to take primary stress, is a major factor in creating the 
intonation patterns of individual Pnar words. With these restrictions taken into 
account, iterations of the structure above can be combined to form multi-
syllabic words. 

3.2 Minor Syllables 

There is a second kind of syllable in Pnar, where a nasal/trill/lateral 
occurs in a semi-nucleic position, carrying the main weight of the first syllable 
in a disyllabic word. This kind of syllable is similar to the “minor syllable” 
type reported for Khmer (Henderson, 1952) in which vowels are not realized 
clearly as syllable nuclei. Several words in the wordlist of this type are given 
below in Examples 1-4. 

1) kɨ̯n.de      2) pɨ̯n.hap  3) kɨ̯l.li  4) pɨ̯r.tʰai 

 nine   CAUS.fall   ask   earth 

 ‘nine’   ‘drop’   ‘ask’   ‘earth’ 

 
In the Khasi orthography which Pnar speakers sometimes use for their 

language, the nature of this syllable type is considered to be C1V1C3, where the 
syllabic consonant is considered to be in C3 (coda) position, preceded by an 
extremely short vowel. This situation is illustrated by the Pnar causative 
morpheme, represented orthographically as ‘pyn’, but transcribed phonetically 
as [pn̩] or [pɨ̯n̩] (as above in Ex. 2). The traditional convention seen in the 
Pnar-Khasi orthography maintains the linear syllable structure given above, 
representing the syllabic nasal/trill/lateral sounds as being preceded by a short 
vowel. However, this does not reflect pronunciation in all cases. 

There are two competing explanations for the phenomenon of 
syllabification of nasal/trill/lateral sounds (called sonants in Rabel, 1961), the 
first being that the vowel is influencing the realisation of the coda, combining 
with the coda consonant to form a nucleic unit in preparation for the following 
syllable, which is stressed. The alternate analysis is that the vowel is a 
transitional element, a realization of pre-voicing on the syllabic consonant. The 
first analysis patterns more closely with minor-syllable analyses of Khmeric 
languages, whereas the second is closer to analyses such as for Bruu 
(Thongkum, 1979) which recognizes syllabic nasals. 

While vowels can occur as the sole constituent of the syllable, Pnar 
syllables tend to prefer consonant onsets. In disyllabic or multisyllabic words, 
therefore, CVCV is most often syllabified as C1V1.C1V1, and in monosyllables 
consisting of a single vowel a glottal stop can often (but not always) be 
discerned in C1 position, where it is invisible to most Pnar speakers. 
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4 Phonemes 

The phonemes of Jowai-Pnar are listed in Table 1 and discussed 
further in 4.1 and 4.3 below. 

Table 1. Jowai-Pnar Phonemes 

Consonants: Vowels: 
           
 p, pʰ t, tʰ c k, kʰ ʔ      
 b d ɟ    i  u  
  s   h  e  o  
 m n ɲ ŋ   ɛ  ɔ  
  r, l j w    a   
           

 
4.1 Consonants 

Pnar consonants have four places of oral articulation and one 
laryngeal, and five manners of articulation (six if affricates are included as a 
separate manner) with a voiced/voiceless contrast only holding for pre-velar 
stops, and aspiration only evident on voiceless plosives. Duration 
measurements in Table 2 give clear evidence for contrast based on manner of 
articulation. 

Table 2. Mean Duration of Consonants According to Features (ms) 

 PositionC1 PositionC2 PositionC3 
Features Closure Release Closure Release Closure 
plosives  28.05  29.10 37.41 
vl plosives  16.71  19.73 36.36 
vd plosives 109.96 17.85 68.92 15.42 38.49 
vl aspirated  74.02  81.04 N/A 
affricates  69.23  30.85 44.60 
vl affricates  87.33  N/A N/A 
vd affricates 114.17 54.88 54.87 30.85 44.60 
trill/lateral  117.81  66.46 103.33 
fricatives  123.62  111.62 112.15 
approximants  135.70  101.60 136.67 
nasals  150.96  74.15 143.70 
 

The (near-)minimal pairs below illustrate phonemic contrasts for 
aspiration and voicing of stops (except in the case of /ʔ/, which is included for 
comparison with the other plosives). 
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/p/ and /pʰ/  /p/ and /b/ 
[pa] ‘father’  [pam] ‘cut off’ 
[pʰa] ‘2sg.F’  [bam] ‘eat’ 

     
/t/ and /tʰ/  /t/ and /d/ 

[tam] ‘exceed’  [tiʔ] ‘dig’ 
[tʰam] ‘crab’  [diʔ] ‘drink’ 

     
/k/ and /kʰ/  /ʔ/ 

[ka] ‘3sg.F’  [ʔaʔ] ‘cut/slice’ 
[kʰa] ‘birth’  [ʔiʔ] ‘be ripe’ 

      
The phonemes /c/ and /ɟ/ are realised as affricates [ʧ] and [ʤ] when 

occurring in the onset of a syllable, which is where they occur most often in 
the wordlist. The nature of these consonants will be dealt with further in 
section 4.2. The following near-minimal pair illustrates the voicing contrast for 
affricates. 

/c/ and /ɟ/ 
[ʧaŋ] ‘basket’ 
[ʤan] ‘near’ 

  
The following near-minimal set (minimal for /m/, /n/, and /ɲ/, and 

near-minimal for /ŋ/) illustrates the place-of-articulation contrasts for nasals. 

/m/, /n/, /ɲ/, and /ŋ/ 
[mʲaw] ‘cat’ 
[nʲaw] ‘count’ 
[ɲʲaw] ‘seven’ 
[ŋʲaʔ] ‘be tired’ 

 
The following (near-)minimal pairs illustrate the contrast between trill 

and lateral. 

/r/ and /l/ 
[reʔ] ‘hide’ 
[leʔ] ‘white’ 
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To round out the survey of phonemes, the following (near-)minimal 
pairs illustrate the contrast between glottal fricative /h/5 and both its glottal 
counterpart /ʔ/ and the only other fricative present in Pnar words, /s/. 

/h/ and /ʔ/  /h/ and /s/ 
[hap] ‘father’  [ha] ‘at’ 
[ʔap] ‘weigh’  [saʔ] ‘choke’ 

4.2 Consonant Allophonic Realisations 

As is clear from the minimal pairs in 4.1, all phonemic consonants 
show contrast with each other when they occur as the single constituent of the 
syllable onset. It should also be noted that alveolar fricative [ʃ] exists in the 
wordlist, as does alveolar approximant [ɹ]. The former is recognized by Pnar 
speakers as being a Khasi sound that is used in place of /c/. Since Khasi is a 
neighboring related language and is used as the language of instruction in 
primary school, Pnar speakers grow up recognizing and sometimes producing 
the fricative. The alveolar approximant occasionally occurs as a realization of 
/r/, though very infrequently. This may be a factor of fast speech or articulatory 
undershoot. 

The phonemes /c/ and /ɟ/ are realised most often as [ʧ] and [ʤ]. These 
sounds have been reported elsewhere as voiceless and voiced palatal stops 
(Bareh, 1977; Daladier, 2011; Choudhary, 2004; Grierson, 1904; Koshy, 2009) 
but in Jowai-Pnar their realisation as stops only occurs in the coda of a 
syllable6. Acoustic analysis reveals that in onset positions they are affricates. 
Consider the minimal pair: /tit/ ‘mushroom’, and /cit/ ‘boil’. Were /c/ a true 
palatal stop we would expect it to be of similar duration to other voiceless 
stops in C₁ position. Spectrograms of these words using the same time frame 
(Figure 3) show a difference in duration between [t] and [ʧ], where over the 
same time span of 270 ms, [t] has a duration of 18 ms, and [ʧ] has a duration of 
100 ms, more than five times longer than [t]. The voiced affricate [ʤ] patterns 
similarly to [ʧ]. 

                                                 
5 The term “fricative” is perhaps a misnomer here, as this sound is more accurately 

described as unobstructed air movement through the vocal cavity. 
6 Henderson (1976:525) describes the final /j/ as representing “a checked voiceless 

palatal stop [c]” for Khasi (p.525). In acoustic analysis of the six words where this orthographic 
representation was used, the sound was heard along with glottal closure, after which glottal pulsing 
and the sound signal ended. 
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Figure 3. Sound Diagrams of /tit/ ‘mushroom’ and /cit/ ‘boil’ 

Mean duration measurements, given above in Table 2 in milliseconds, 
show that the sounds identified in my transcription as affricates are 
significantly longer than the same speaker's unaspirated plosives in C1 postion, 
though in C3 position the mean length is more similar. Furthermore, these 
sounds have high-frequency frication throughout their release, as illustrated by 
the spectrograms above. It is possible that in Jowai-Pnar (at least among my 
consultants) the sound has undergone lenition to an affricate, with length in C3 
position potentially governed by a tendency for coda consonants to be 
unreleased. In keeping with common practice in Mon-Khmer linguistics, I 
therefore consider /c/ and /ɟ/ part of the stop series while recognising an 
affricated manner of articulation for these sounds. 

Two other consonantal sounds common to Pnar speakers are found to 
be allophones of existing phonemes. The Pnar alveolar sounds /t/ and /d/ are 
pronounced further forward in the mouth than alveolars in other languages, 
which becomes most clear when they occur word-finally. Rules governing 
these sounds and the affricates above are summarized in Table 3 below. 
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Table 3. Consonant Allophonic Realizations 

C[alveolar, plosive] → C[dental] / _ # 
  /t/ and /d/ realized as [t̪] and [d̪] 

word-finally 
   

C[affricate] → C[unreleased] / _ # 
  /ʧ/ and /ʤ/ realized as [c] or [ɟ] 

word-finally 
 

The rules here seem linked to specifics of allowable coda consonants 
in Pnar. The general observation is that coda consonants are unreleased, so that 
a consonant which would ordinarily be differentiated by voicing or frication 
must be distinguished through other means. It was quite difficult for me to tell 
the difference between oral voiced and voiceless stops in C3 position - the 
source of differentiation may be tongue position, so as to prevent confusion 
with the glottal stop, or speakers may be listening for other cues, such as length 
on the preceding vowel. This deserves further investigation. 

4.3 Vowels 

Table 4. Jowai-Pnar Vowel Phonemes 

 front central back 
close i  u 

close-mid e  o 
open-mid ɛ  ɔ 

open  a  

 
Vowels in Pnar (Table 4, reproduced from table 1 for convenience) 

show a clear distinction between close and open positions, as well as front and 
back, but this is less clear for mid vowels. Mid vowels are the least represented 
in the wordlist, and rarely occur syllable-finally or syllable-initially, whereas 
close and open vowels are the most frequent and often occur both syllable-
initially and syllable-finally. Several central vowels that occur between mid 
and close positions seem to be realizations of other vowels or of transitional 
vocoids. These vowels are analyzed here as phonetic segments but not as 
phonemic, an issue addressed further in section 4.3.1. A near-minimal set of 
words that illustrate vowel contrasts is given in Table 5. 

Table 5. Vowel Near-Minimal Set 

[ksi]  /ksi/ ‘louse’  [ksɔʔ]  /ksɔh/ ‘hold’ 
[kse]  /kse/ ‘string’  [ksu]  /ksu/ ‘grandchild’ 
[ksɛʔ]  /ksɛh/ ‘pine’ (tree)  [so]  /so/ ‘red’ 
[ksaŋ]  /ksaŋ/ ‘bile’     
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Figure 4. Jowai-Pnar Vowel Scatterplot 

The seven vowels listed above are plotted in Figure 4, along with 
three phonetic mid central vowels (transcribed as [ɨ, ə, and ʌ]). The formant 
data for each vowel is based on measurements of the first three formants that 
was automatically extracted at each midpoint. The resulting table of values 
were plotted on separate graphs using raw F1 and F2 values and Bark values 
for F1 and F2, as well as using the Bark Difference Metric (Syrdal and Gopal, 
1986) which takes F3 into account as well. Since there were no significant 
differences in representation, the traditional manner of plotting F1 and F2 
values is used here. The F1 and F2 values for each of the 2,116 vowels of 
Speaker 1 were first rounded to the nearest whole number in order to plot them 
using the computer program JPlotFormants (Billerey-Mosier, 2002). In Figure 
4 each IPA character represents the mean value of the sound (given in the key 
below the chart) and ovals represent the general range of variation present in 
the data. 

Each of the cardinal vowel targets in Pnar are evident as separate 
constituents in the formant plot, with [i, e, a, ɔ, o, and u] clearly occupying 
their own space, though not without some overlap. The phonetic mid central 
vowels [ɨ, ə, and ʌ] can clearly be grouped together in terms of formants since 
they overlap so completely, yet it is important to distinguish between [ə, and ɨ] 
and the slightly lower central [ʌ]. The distinction here is one of length, with the 
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former two vowels being much shorter than [ʌ]. A list of phonetic vowels 
according to length is given in Table 6. 

Table 6. Average Phonetic Vowel Length (Speaker 1) 

Vowel Length (ms)  Vowel Length (ms) 
[ə] 27.47  [u] 123.62 
[ɨ] 36.65  [a] 145.63 
[ʌ] 62.08  [i] 148.84 
[ɪ] 84.85  [o] 184.09 
[ɛ] 114.18  [e] 201.33 
[ɔ] 120.44    

 
Phonetic length was initially observed on [o], but repeated tests of 

possible minimal pairs with speakers in Jowai demonstrated that length is only 
a significant factor for this vowel in differentiating it from [u] and [ɔ]. It seems 
that phonetic length contrasts were simply due to emphasis on the part of the 
speaker. Orthographic conventions confuse the issue, as the only means of 
differentiating between /o/ and /ɔ/ using the Khasi alphabet is to spell the 
former ‘oo’ and the latter ‘o’. 

4.3.1 Arguments against [ɨ] and [ə] as phonemic vowels 

The sounds [ɨ] and [ə] can be heard as preceding syllabic consonants 
in the minor syllables described above, where they are signified by the 
orthographic convention ‘y’. They can also be heard in onset consonant 
clusters or immediately following release of a voiced consonant, though when 
they occur in these positions their presence is not recognized by Pnar speakers. 
In the spectrogram, voicing and formants associated with vowels are only 
evident in these onset clusters when voicing is a feature of one of the 
constituents. Table 7 illustrates this principle at work. 

Table 7. Onset Cluster Voicing 

C1 ‘y’ C2 Example Gloss 
[-voice] NO [-voice] [tpai] ‘ashes’ 
[-voice] YES [+voice] [t(ə)dɔŋ] ‘tail’ 
[+voice] YES [-voice] [b(ə)ha] ‘good’ 
[+voice] YES [+voice] [b(ə)lai] ‘god’ 

 
This principle of consonant clusters seems related more closely to 

production processes than to phonemic inventory. The sounds [ɨ] and [ə] are 
likely realizations of voicing within the cluster, and the orthographic 
convention ‘y’ which occurs before nasal/trill/lateral sounds in minor syllables 
is more likely to be a syllabification marker than representation of a separate 
vowel phoneme. 
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4.4 Vowel Allophonic Realizations 

Table 8 displays allophonic realizations of phonemic vowels /i/ and 
/a/, which are due to environmental factors. 

Table 8. Allophonic Vowel Realizations 

/i/ → [ɪ] / _ C [anterior] 
  [i] / elsewhere 
   /i/ realized as [ɪ] before anterior consonants 
    
/a/ → [ʌ] / C _ C [unstressed] 
  [a] / elsewhere 
   /a/ realized as [ʌ] in unstressed syllables (as in 

fast speech) 
 

The first rule in Table 8 is illustrated by the transcriptions in Table 9, 
where /i/ takes a different form depending on the coda consonant. Burling 
(2004) reports a similar pattern for Mandi (Garo), a neighboring Tibeto-
Burman language, where /i/ is realised as [ɪ] in closed syllables. Burling also 
reports /e/ to be realised as [ɛ] in closed syllables, which also occurred in the 
wordlist - however, the presence of clear minimal pairs for /e/ and /ɛ/ suggests 
that the confusion between the two vowels is likely due to the lack of a 
character to represent /ɛ/ in the current orthography. Pnar scholars are trying to 
address this by introducing the character ‘æ’ to represent the [ɛ] sound. 

Table 9. Transcriptions of /i/ 

/i/  /i/ → [ɪ] 
[tiʔ] ‘dig’  [ʧɪm] ‘take’ 
[ʧi] ‘one/an, first’  [ʧɪt̪] ‘hot’ 

   [tɪp] ‘know’ 
 

The last rule in Table 8 is illustrated by the transcriptions in Table 10, 
of words which Pnar speakers recognize as having the same vowel in both 
syllables. This was the case when the speakers slowed their speech. In fast 
speech, however, the vowel was heard as a mid vowel rather than an open 
vowel. As we see in the formant plot above, these transcriptions were 
corroborated by formant data. 

Table 10. Transcriptions of /a/ 

[sʌ.laʔ] / [sa.laʔ] ‘potato’ 
[jʌ.liʔ] / [ja.liʔ] ‘smooth’ 

[saʔ] ‘choke, be stale’ 
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It may be that the distinction for phonemes /i/ and /a/ with their 
allophones [ɪ] and [ʌ] is a tense/lax distinction. With regard to /a/, it is clear 
that stress plays a role in the different vowel qualities, where final syllables 
tend to be stressed, and their vowels to be realized as [a]. This also occurs in 
diphthongs, where /a/ is realized as [ʌ] when it occurs as the less-syllabic 
constituent of a diphthong. Further evidence is that /u/ covers such a large 
range in the formant plot above, suggesting that a more accurate transcription 
for some vowels represented by /u/ is [ʊ]. It may be that there is articulatory 
undershoot for unstressed syllables with normal vowels as the speaker 
psychologically prepares to hit the vowel target on the stressed syllable, which 
would mean that each of the primary vowels in Pnar should have an unstressed 
or lax counterpart. With /i/, however, articulatory movement in anticipation of 
the following anterior sound seems to cause the vowel change, which cannot 
be completely accounted for by a tense/lax distinction. 

4.5 Diphthongs 

Diphthongs can be viewed as having two articulatory targets within 
the same syllable, so that two vowels share the nucleus of a syllable as if they 
were a single vowel. They can also be viewed as a single vowel with an on- or 
off-glide which behaves as a secondary vowel constituent. Pnar exhibits both 
kinds of dipthongs, with the former occurring in open syllables and the latter 
occurring in closed syllables, where on- and off-glides are conditioned by 
environment and stress. In open syllables, diphthongs can be characterised as 
falling, with the first vowel in the nucleus being more syllabic than the second. 
In closed syllables, however, the syllabicity of each constituent in a diphthong 
is unpredictable, as speakers do not consistently stress either the first or second 
consituent. Palatal on-glides tend to be conditioned by alveolar and palatal 
onset consonants, and off-glides tend to be conditioned by alveolar and palatal 
coda consonants, but this was also found to vary in the wordlist data. 
Orthographic conventions treat each vocalic constituent as a separate vowel, 
which seems justified based on the unpredictability of diphthong stress and 
glide realisation. The eight diphthongs in the list are illustrated by the words in 
Table 11. 
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Table 11. Diphthongs 

Diphthong Open Syllable  Closed Syllable 
 Phonetic Gloss  Phonetic Gloss 
/ia/ [bia] ‘marry’  [sʔiʌr] ‘chicken’ 
/ei/ [bei] ‘mother’  [deʲɲ] ‘tree, wood’ 
/ai/ [dai] ‘sell’  [daʲt̪] ‘bite’ 
/ie/ N/A  [bniɛt̪] ‘tusk’ 
/ui/ N/A  [ksuʲd̪] ‘evil’ 
/oi/ [ta.roi] ‘dirty’  [kʰoːʲd̪] ‘pure, clean’ 
/iɔ/ N/A  [ɲʲɔm] ‘rough’ 
/io/ N/A  [sɲʲoʔ] ‘hair’ 

 
In relation to nearby languages, Grignard ([no date] 1992), shows 

how vowels and opening diphthongs in Khasi correspond to closing 
diphthongs in Pnar, and reports the same number of diphthongs for Pnar as 
noted here. Daladier (2011) does not report diphthongs for War, spoken south 
of Pnar, though she does report nasalisation of vowels and palatalisation, as 
well as possible phonemic length distinctions. 

5 Challenges from Phonotactics 

5.1 Sonority Sequencing 

Several words in the list show complex syllable onsets that go against 
the Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP; Clements, 1990), which claims a 
cross-linguistic tendency for the preference of onsets that maximally rise in 
sonority as they approach the nucleus of the syllable. A typical sonority 
sequence in the order of least sonorous to most sonorous is: plosive > affricate 
> fricative > liquid > nasal > glide > vowel. Voiced versions of each manner of 
articulation are generally viewed as more sonorant than the voiceless 
counterparts. The English word ‘stop’ does not follow this principle, and many 
words in both Pnar and Khasi also do not conform to the SSP (see Rabel, 1961 
and Henderson, 1976 for further detail on Khasi initial clusters). 

The first example in Table 12 illustrates the maximal syllable in Pnar. 
This example is allowed by the SSP since nasals are considered more sonorous 
than plosives. The final two examples in the table are problematic for the SSP, 
however, since [r] as a voiced trill is more sonorous than [kʰ], a voiceless 
plosive, or [d], a voiced plosive. 

Table 12. Three Pnar Onset Clusters 

/kʰɲiaŋ/ ‘insect’ 
/rkʰai/ ‘laugh’ 
/rdaŋ/ ‘neck’ 
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When viewed in the spectograph (Figure 5) there is slight evidence of 
a vowel between [r] and the following constituent, as noted above in Table 7, 
where a short central vowel can occur as a transitional element between 
consonants in a cluster, provided C1 or C2 is voiced. Due to the length of [r] 
and the necessity to voice this sound before the airflow is interrupted, it is 
difficult to know whether the visible formants are associated with a separate 
vowel or with the voiced trill [r]. This suggests that [r] is a potentially syllabic 
constituent that can occur as a minor syllable of the type identified for other 
Mon-Khmer languages. The possibility is elaborated below in section 5.2, with 
illustration in Figure 5 and discussion of how native speakers count syllables 
for these words. 

 

Figure 5. Sound Diagrams of /rkʰai/ and /rdaŋ/ 

5.2 Sesquisyllables 

The term “sesquisyllable” is used for a kind of syllable that is 
somewhere between a monosyllable and a disyllable (Matisoff, 1989; Thomas, 
1992; Bradley, 1980). These kinds of syllables have been reported for a 
number of Mon-Khmer languages (see Thomas, 1992, for a review of similar 
structures in about 10 Mon-Khmer languages). The general principle is that 
over time, a previously disyllabic word is stressed more on the final syllable, 
so that the penultimate syllable increasingly becomes attached to the final 
syllable and the word becomes a monosyllable with a complex onset. 

In Pnar, final syllables are generally stressed, with non-final syllables 
tending to have less weight. Over time, the process of lenition could easily 
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cause the penultimate syllable to combine with the final syllable. This seems 
evident from the word /rdaŋ/, which consultants said could also be given as 
[rən.daŋ] ‘neck’, depending on the dialect. The weakest kind of sesquisyllabic 
form is one “where the phonetic presyllable is only a predictable open 
transition between consonants. Phonemically it is a monosyllable.” (Thomas, 
1992: 206) This seems to be the case for Pnar, as most consultants claimed a 
single syllable for both /rkʰai/ and /rdaŋ/ above. 

5.3 Feature Rules 

Pnar sounds can be described in terms of feature rules, as in Figure 6 
(see Chomsky and Halle, 1968, also Carr, 1993). The purpose of using 
distinctive features to describe consonants and vowels is to create rules with 
greater explanatory power regarding what exactly is happening in a native 
speaker's production of sounds. 

 

Figure 6. Jowai-Pnar Consonant Features 

Using features, the Pnar syllable can also be illustrated by Table 13, 
though this has its difficulties, particularly in trying to represent the various 
constituents with feature rules. For elucidation of the difficulties, in the table 
the actual possible constituents for each slot or node (C1, C2, V1, V2, C3) are 
given in the first set of brackets, and an attempt to combine them in terms of 
features is given in the second set of brackets. 
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Table 13. Maximal Syllable Structure with Features 

Maximal Template:  (C1) (C2) V1 (V2) (C3) 
where  C1 = [p, pʰ, b, t, tʰ, d, k, kʰ, ʔ, c, ɟ, m, n, ɲ, ŋ, r, l, s, 

h, w, j ] 
  [-syllabic, +cons] 

C2 = [ p, b, t, d, k, kʰ, ʔ, c, ɟ, m, n, ɲ, ŋ, r, l, s, w ] 
  [-syllabic, +cons] 

V1 = [ i, e, ɛ, u, o, ɔ, a ] 
  [+syllabic] 

V2 = [ i, a ] 
  [-syllabic, -cons] 

C3 = [ p, t, d, ʔ, ɟ, m, n, ɲ, ŋ, l, r, w ] 
  [+cons, -spread, ±syllabic] 

 
The table demonstrates that distinctive feature rules for consonants in 

C1 and C2 position are not particularly explanatory. In C3 position, using the 
features [+cons, -spread] seems to be the only way to unite the collection of 
consonants that can occur (including the feature [±syllabic] allows for this 
model to incorporate the minor syllables identified above). The only place 
where feature rules seem to be predictive is in the vowel nodes, where V2, if it 
occurs, is generally non-syllabic7, in that it shares the syllable with V1, which 
retains the larger amount of stress. The words in Table 14 illustrate possible 
syllables in Pnar: 

Table 14. Possible Syllables in Jowai-Pnar 

Syllable Template Phonemic English Gloss 
V1  /i/ ‘we’ 
C1 V1  /le/ ‘three’ 
V1 C3  /ar/ ‘two’ 
C1 V1 V2  /lai/ ‘go’ 
C1 V1 V2  /kʰia/ ‘heavy’ 
V1 V2 C3  /eit/ ‘dung’ 
C1 C2 V1  /kba/ ‘rice’ (paddy) 
C1 V1 C3  /hɛʔ/ ‘big/wide’ 
C1 V1 V2 C3  /dait/ ‘bite’ 
C1 C2 V1 V2  /rkʰai/ ‘laugh’ 
C1 C2 V1 C3  /pseɲ/ ‘snake’ 
C1 C2 V1 V2 C3  /kʰɲiaŋ/ ‘insect’ 

 
While it is difficult to find unifying features for each place node, there 

is some evidence from phonotactic analysis that not all consonants can follow 

                                                 
7 And possibly [-back], if [a] is analyzed as a mid vowel. 
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each other in onset clusters. Figure 7 shows the possible consonants and what 
consonants are found to follow them in the onset of a syllable. 

Consonant clusters in onsets of related languages may clarify this 
issue. Specifically, Rabel (1961) describes Khasi as having consonant clusters 
in syllable onsets whose order does not seem to be constrained by sonority, 
suggesting that this is a characteristic of Khasian languages. 

 
Figure 7. Jowai-Pnar Phonotactics 

6. Typological Considerations and Conclusion 

Attempts toward a typology of phonological systems are limited by 
the pool of data available, but have resulted in some important theories about 
what is possible and likely in languages of the world (Crothers, 1978; Lass, 
1980; Lass, 1984; Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996; Maddieson, 2011). The 
most current information is found in the World Atlas of Language Structures 
(WALS) online, a database on over 564 languages, with the chapters on 
phonological typology edited by Ian Maddieson (2011).  

Jowai-Pnar clearly exhibits contrast between 21 consonant phonemes 
and 7 vowel phonemes, placing it in the “average” category in terms of 
consonants (19-25 consonants), in the “large” category in terms of distinctive 
vowel quality (7-14 distinctions), and in the “average” category in terms of 
consonant/vowel ratio. What sets Pnar apart from other similar languages 
typologically is the complexity in onset consonant clusters that does not follow 
typical sonority constraints. 
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Within average sized consonant systems it is typical to have three to 
four place distinctions, a voicing contrast, and three or more manner contrasts. 
Pnar has four place distinctions for nasals. If the sounds which are currently 
affricates have undergone lenition, then historically there were four place 
distinctions for the plosive category as well. The majority of plosive sounds in 
Pnar (and the affricates) exhibit a voicing contrast, while voiceless members of 
this class (excluding affricates) also show an aspiration contrast, which may be 
an areal feature since neighboring language such as Bangla have an expanded 
aspiration system.  

The lack of a voiced velar plosive can often be attributed to the 
physiological difficulty of voicing a velar or post-velar closure (Ohala, 1983), 
and is common to languages geographically distant from each other, but for 
Pnar it is likely that the loss of this sound is due to historical processes (Paul 
Sidwell, personal communication). Pnar also exhibits four place distinctions in 
the nasal continuant category, but only two fricatives (both voiceless), a single 
trill and lateral in the alveolar place of articulation, and two approximants with 
two places of articulation (labial-velar and palatal). There was little 
information to be found regarding the typological status of such sounds. 

The contrast Jowai-Pnar exhibits between 21 consonant phonemes 
and 7 vowel phonemes8 means that Pnar patterns with a majority of the 
languages in the WALS database. However, the complexity in onset consonant 
clusters that do not follow typical sonority constraints is a unique feature. 
Further investigation into morphology and continued observation of phonetic 
realisation may give more insight into the phonemic structure of Pnar. 
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Appendix A: Wordlist, Speaker 1 

 Phonetic Phonemic Gloss 
1. bneʲɲ bneiɲ sky 
2. lə̯ʔɔʔ lʔɔʔ cloud 
3. rɨ̯m̩pʰum rm̩.pʰum mist 
4. lə̯ʔɔʔ kʰɨ̯n̩daw lʔɔʔ kʰn̩.daw fog 
5. sʔem sŋi sʔem sŋi sun 
6. sŋi sŋi day 
7. bnai bnai moon 
8. kʰlor, kʰlur kʰlur star 
9. lʔɛr lʔɛr wind 
10. slap slap rain 
11. seʲɲtʰɨ̯l̩leʲt seiɲ.tʰl̩.leit rainbow 
12. meʲt̪ meit night 
13. snɛm snɛm year 
14. pʰriaʰ pʰria hail/ice 
15. tʰaʔ tʰaʔ freeze/ice 
16. ʔum um water 
17. waʔ waʔ river 
18. liʌr liʌr stream 
19. leɲ leɲ boat 
20. nan nan lake 
21. duriʌw du.riaw sea 
22. kʰɨ̯n̩daw pɨ̯r̩tʰai kʰn̩.daw pr̩.tʰai earth 
23. moː mo stone 
24. ʧʔɛʌp cʔɛʌp sand 
25. kteʔ kteʔ mud 
26. ʤɨ̯l̩pʰoʔ ɟl̩.pʰoʔ dust 
27. ksiʌr ksiʌr gold 
28. rupa ru.pa silver 
29. loːm lom mountain 
30. pɨ̯n̩tʰɔr pn̩.tʰɔr valley 
31. ʧʌrɪɲ, ʧariɲ ca.riɲ slope 
32. roːdwaʔ rod.waʔ bank (river) 
33. ri ri country 
34. rɔŋ rɔŋ colour/paint 
35. ʧʌlʌmɛr ca.la.mer shade 
36. pr̩tʰat̪ pr̩.tʰat thunder 
37. ʧʌlislap ca.li.slap lightning 
38. sʌmoi kʤam sa.moi kɟam cold season 
39. kɨ̯n̩rɔŋ I pɨ̯r̩tʰai kn̩.rɔŋ i pr̩.tʰai dawn 
40. stɛp stɛp morning 
41. ʧisŋi ci.sŋi day (24 hrs) 
42. rɛm rɛm rɛm.rɛm twilight 
43. ʤan meʲt̪ ɟan meit dusk 
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44. deʲɲ deiɲ tree 
45. kʰloː kʰlo forest 
46. deʲɲ ksɛʔ deiɲ ksɛʔ pine tree 
47. pɨ̯r̩tʰap pr̩.tʰap plank 
48. skum rɨ̯n̩da skum rn̩.da shavings 
49. sdai sdai axe 
50. ʧeʔ ceʔ thorn/splinter 
51. tɨ̯n̩ doː deʲɲ tn̩.do deiɲ stump 
52. tnat̪ tnat branch 
53. ʔum deʲɲ um deiɲ sap 
54. sla sla leaf 
55. sneʲʔ deʲɲ sneiʔ deiɲ bark (tree) 
56. sɨ̯n̩tu sn̩.tu flower 
57. ʧɨ̯l̩luid̪ cl̩.luid bud 
58. tʰeʲd̪ tʰeid root 
59. sɔʔ sɔʔ fruit 
60. ʧʔeʲɲ cʔeiɲ seed/grain 
61. pʰlaŋ pʰlaŋ grass 
62. lʌdaw la.daw banana 
63. sʌkɨ̯m̩pʰɔr sa.km̩.pʰɔr papaya 
64. snikɔr sni.kɔr coconut 
65. bam bam food/eat 
66. ʔumŋap um.ŋap honey 
67. kʰoː kho rice  
68. kʰoː wa duŋ kho wa duŋ pounded rice 
69. ʤa ɟa cooked rice 
70. sʌru sa.ru corn 
71. sɨ̯m̩be kba sm̩.be kba seed of paddy 
72. kba kba rice (paddy) 
73. nai nai sesame 
74. bloːʔ bloh salt 
75. murɪt̪ mu.rit red pepper 
76. kwai, pʌtʰi kwai, pa.tʰi betel 
77. ʔumsɔʔ um.sɔʔ juice(fruit) 
78. dɔʔ dɔʔ meat 
79. sʌlaʔ sa.laʔ potato 
80. tɔʔ tɔʔ beans 
81. ʧru cru yam 
82. sʌdhiʌr sa.dhier rice beer 
83. pʰniʌŋ pʰniaŋ oil 
84. dud dud milk 
85. tɪt tit mushroom 
86. biʔ biʔ poison 
87. skum skum husks/nest 
88. sɨ̯n̩rai sn̩.rai pestle 
89. tʰlɔŋ tʰlɔŋ mortar 
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90. ʧɛt̪ cɛt to steam 
91. deʲɲ tʰaŋ dɪɲ deiɲ tʰaŋ diɲ firewood 
92. dɪɲ diɲ fire 
93. tpai tpai ashes 
94. tdɛm tdɛm smoke 
95. tʰɨ̯l̩leʔ dɪɲ tʰl̩.leʔ diɲ flame 
96. kʰnap kʰnap tongs (chimta) 
97. juŋ juŋ house 
98. tnoːm tnom roof 
99. surɔk su.rɔk road 
100. lut̪i lu.ti path 
101. kse kse string 
102. tʰr̩nia tʰr̩.nia needle 
103. sula su.la clothing 
104. jusleʲɲ ju.sleiɲ loincloth 
105. kdɔʔ kdɔʔ knot/bind 
106. kʰɨ̯r̩wɔʔ kʰr̩.wɔʔ bind 
107. kɨ̯m̩pʰad̪ km̩.pʰad cotton 
108. sɨ̯n̩kʰeʲn sn̩.kʰein pillow 
109. deʲɲ palɔŋ deiɲ pa.lɔŋ bedstead 
110. tʰaw ʧɔŋ tʰaw cɔŋ seat 
111. wawai wa.wai opening 
112. ʧkɛn ckɛn bamboo 
113. rimɛt̪ ri.mɛt cane 
114. ʧdoːʔ cdoʔ walking stick 
115. seʲʔ seiʔ bamboo spike 
116. tʰri tʰri bamboo thong 
117. tʌdɔŋ seʲʔ ta.dɔŋ seiʔ bamboo cup 
118. muna mu.na bag 
119. ʧaŋ caŋ basket (sq) 
120. kʰnam kʰnam arrow 
121. som som spear 
122. wait̪ wait sword 
123. steʲʔ steiʔ shield 
124. t̪ama ta.ma bronze 
125. nar nar iron 
126. rɨ̯n̩t̪eʲʔ rn̩.teiʔ bow 
127. kʰa kʰa wound (n) 
128. mɛt̪jap mɛt.jap carcass/corpse 
129. jap jap death/die 
130. ʤiŋɪm ɟiŋ.im life 
131. kʰa kʰa birth 
132. blai blai god 
133. ksuʲd̪ ksuid evil 
134. tʰma tʰma war 
135. pʌrɔm pa.rɔm tale,story/tell 
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136. ʧe ce light 
137. sɨ̯r̩ŋu sr̩.ŋu shadow 
138. mɨ̯n̩seʲn mn̩.sein soul/breath 
139. tiɛ̯ɲ tieɲ fear 
140. kʤut̪ kɟut pain/sick/ill 
141. pʰoːʔ lɔŋtɪt̪ pʰoʔ lɔŋ.tit mould 
142. sapsaraʔ sap.sa.raʔ rust 
143. krɛm krɛm cave 
144. madan madan ground/flat 
145. kteʲʔ kteiʔ dirt/filth 
146. tʰlu tʰlu hole/pit 
147. eʲt̪ eit dung/faeces 
148. mrad̪ mrad animal 
149. ksaw, ksau ksaw dog 
150. sniʌŋ sniaŋ pig 
151. sʔiʌr sʔiar chicken 
152. rapasa ra.pa.sa duck 
153. ʤiŋri ɟiŋ.ri cattle 
154. muid muid buffalo 
155. mʌsi ma.si cow (fem) 
156. mʌsi kɨ̯r̩tɔŋ ma.si kr̩.tɔŋ bull (male) 
157. kʰɔn mʌsi kʰɔn ma.si calf (animal) 
158. kule ku.le horse 
159. blaŋ blaŋ goat 
160. skai skai deer (barking) 
161. tʰam tʰam crab 
162. dʌkʰa da.kʰa fish 
163. pseʲɲ pseiɲ snake 
164. rapmʌnʧeʲʔ rap.man.ceiʔ lizard 
165. kʰrɔʔ sʌkɨ̯r̩duk kʰrɔʔ sa.kr̩.duk toad 
166. kʰrɔʔ kʰrɔʔ frog 
167. rʌsaŋ ra.saŋ squirrel 
168. kʰne kʰne rat 
169. rabɪt ra.bit rabbit 
170. ʧreʲʔ creiʔ monkey 
171. mɨ̯r̩siaŋ mr̩.siaŋ fox 
172. miow miow cat 
173. siŋ siŋ lion 
174. krɔŋ krɔŋ leopard 
175. dŋeʲm dŋeim bear  
176. kʰla kʰla tiger 
177. hat̪i ha.ti elephant 
178. bnʲɛt̪ bniet (elephant) tusk 
179. sɪm sim bird 
180. dhɔʔ dhɔʔ owl 
181. rapati ra.pa.ti pigeon 
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182. nirai ni.rai fowl 
183. radha ra.dha goose 
184. sʔiʌr kʰloː sʔiar kʰlo junglefowl 
185. kʰleʲɲ kʰleiɲ eagle 
186. klaw klaw peacock 
187. lʌtʔaːp, laˑtʔaːp la.tʔap crow (bird) 
188. tʰawanɛr tʰa.wa.nɛr wing/feather 
189. pɨ̯l̩leʲɲ pl̩.leiɲ egg 
190. tdɔŋ tdɔŋ tail 
191. tɨ̯r̩̩sɪm tr̩.sim claw/nail 
192. reʲɲ reiɲ horn 
193. kʰmud̪ kʰmud beak 
194. lɨ̯mbɪt lm̩,bit bat 
195. ʔum ŋap um.ŋap honey bee 
196. weʲʔ weiʔ worm 
197. dʌtʰam sɨ̯ŋja da.tʰam sŋ̩.ja scorpion 
198. ɲjaŋtʰʌlʌwa ɲiaŋ.tʰa.la.wa spider 
199. ksi ksi louse 
200. maʲt̪ mait mosquito 
201. pʰare pʰa.re a fly 
202. kʰnʲaŋ kʰɲiaŋ insect 
203. puʲd̪sʌru puid.sa.ru locust 
204. tkʰu tkʰu ant 
205. lɨ̯m̩bnaŋ lm̩.bnaŋ leech 
206. sʌmat̪ sa.mat bed bug 
207. tʰɨ̯l̩laʔ tʰl̩.laʔ flea 
208. wi wi one 
209. ʔar ar two 
210. le le three 
211. soː so four 
212. san san five 
213. n̩ru n̩.ru six 
214. n̩ɲʲaw n̩.ɲiaw seven 
215. pʰra pʰra eight 
216. kʰɨ̯n̩de kʰn̩.de nine 
217. ʧipʰaw ci.pʰaw ten 
218. kʰat wi kʰat wi eleven 
219. kʰat ar kʰat ar twelve 
220. kʰat le kʰat le thirteen 
221. kʰat soː kʰat so fourteen 
222. kʰat san kʰat san fifteen 
223. kʰat n̩ru kʰat n̩.ru sixteen 
224. kʰat n̩ɲjaw kʰat n̩.ɲiaw seventeen 
225. kʰat pʰra kʰat pʰra eighteen 
226. kʰat kʰɨ̯n̩de kʰat kʰn̩.de nineteen 
227. ʔarpʰaw ar.pʰaw twenty 
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228. lepʰaw le.pʰaw thirty 
229. soːpʰaw so.pʰaw forty 
230. sanpʰaw san.pʰaw fifty 
231. n̩rupʰaw n̩.ru.pʰaw sixty 
232. n̩ɲjawpʰaw n̩.ɲiaw.pʰaw seventy 
233. pʰrapʰaw pʰra.pʰaw eighty 
234. kʰɨ̯n̩depʰaw kʰn̩.de.pʰaw ninety 
235. ʧispaʔ cis.paʔ hundred 
236. sanspaʔ san.spaʔ five hundred 
237. ʧihʌ̯ʤar ci.ha.ɟar thousand 
238. wʌrɔʔ wa.rɔʔ all 
239. ʧiboːn ci.bun many 
240. ʧiteʲɲ ci.teiɲ half 
241. kʰʌʤiak kʰa.ɟiak some/few 
242. dʌbiaŋ da.biaŋ enough 
243. ʔiʤoːʔ i.ɟoʔ equal 
244. ʔidɔr i.dɔr price 
245. hɛʔ hɛʔ big/wide 
246. kʰeʲɲ, kʰɪm kʰeiɲ, kʰim small/narrow 
247. ʤrɔŋ ɟrɔŋ long/tall 
248. tbiɛn tbien short/low 
249. pɨ̯l̩lun pl̩.lun round 
250. laŋdɔŋ laŋ.dɔŋ circular 
251. jʌliʔ ja.liʔ smooth 
252. rə̯bɛn rben thick 
253. staŋ staŋ thin 
254. jɔŋ jɔŋ black 
255. soː so red 
256. leʲʔ leiʔ white 
257. jɨ̯r̩ŋam jr̩.ŋam green 
258. stɛm stɛm yellow 
259. rau, raw raw dry 
260. ʤheʲʔ ɟheiʔ wet 
261. ʔad̪ ad swollen 
262. dap dap full (container) 
263. tŋɪt, tʌroi tŋit, ta.roi dirty 
264. nɛp nɛp sharp (blade) 
265. lɛn lɛn dull 
266. tʰɨ̯m̩me tʰm̩.me new 
267. ʧɪt̪ cit hot 
268. kʤam kɟam cold 
269. kʰia kʰia heavy 
270. beʲt̪ beit straight 
271. tɔʔ tɔʔ right (correct) 
272. bha bʰa good 
273. siʔ siʔ bad 
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274. rɪm rim old (object) 
275. tɨ̯m̩mɛn tm̩.mɛn old (person) 
276. ʤŋai ɟŋai far 
277. ʤan ɟan near 
278. wa wa and/with 
279. ha ha in 
280. hei hei at 
281. ʧapɔʔ ca.pɔʔ inside 
282. ha deʲn ha dein behind 
283. ha kʰmat ha kʰmat in front 
284. pɨ̯r̩̩̩

̩
di pr̩.di centre/middle 

285. ha pɨ̯r̩di ha pr̩.di between 
286. kdɔŋ kdɔŋ corner 
287. ha kʰmut ha kʰmut edge 
288. hapɔʔ ha.pɔʔ below 
289. timun ti.mun rightside 
290. tidiɛŋ ti.dieŋ leftside 
291. miʔsŋi miʔ.sŋi east 
292. sɛpsŋi sɛp.sŋi west 
293. ʤoʔ ɟoʔ same 
294. jʌpʰɛr ja.pʰɛr different 
295. heʲni hei.ni here 
296. heʲt̻̪ai hei.tai there 
297. kʌni ka.ni this 
298. kʌtai ka.tai that 
299. n̩nu n̩.nu when? 
300. ʧewɔn ce.wɔn where? 
301. ʔu / ka ji u/ka yi who? 
302. ilɛʔ i.lɛʔ what? 
303. kawɔn ka.wɔn which? 
304. ilɛʔ i.lɛʔ why? 
305. neibhaʔ nei.bhaʔ because 
306. kammɔn kam.mɔn how 
307. lada la.da if 
308. mtɔʔ m̩.tɔʔ not 
309. mpuʔɛm m̩.pu ɛm not yet 
310. dʌdɛp da.dɛp already 
311. ʧɨ̯n̩raŋ cn̩.raŋ boy/male 
312. kɨ̯n̩tʰai kn̩.tʰai girl/female 
313. bru bru person 
314. pa pa father 
315. bei bei mother 
316. kʰɨ̯n̩naʔ kʰn̩.naʔ child 
317. ʔu kurɪm u ku.rim husband 
318. ka kurɪm ka ku.rim wife 
319. paju, diaʔ pa.ju, diaʔ brother 
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320. paju kʰiɛn pa.ju kʰien younger sibling 
321. ki bei ki bei mother-in-law 
322. bei kʰiɛn bei kʰien m’s y. sister 
323. bei hɛʔ bei hɛʔ m’s o. sister 
324. sam pun sam pun older sister 
325. ɲiasan ɲia.san f’s older sister 
326. ɲiaroʲt̪ ɲia.roit father’s y. sister 
327. ki pa ki.pa father-in-law 
328. paroʲt̪, pasan pa.roit, pa.san father’s bro 
329. mɛn men father’s mother 
330. beipun bei.pun grandmother 
331. papun pa.pun grandfather 
332. ksu ksu grandchild 
333. paju wa hɛʔ pa.ju wa hɛʔ older brother 
334. kʌ wa bia ka wa bia bride 
335. ʔu wʌ bia u wa bia bridegroom 
336. pɨ̯r̩sa kurɪm pr̩.sa ku.rim daughter-in-law 
337. kʰɔn kɨ̯n̩tʰai kʰɔn kn̩.tʰai daughter 
338. kʰɔn ʧɨ̯n̩raŋ kʰɔn cn̩.raŋ son 
339. paju ʔar bei pa.ju ar bei cousin 
340. wʌ ha juŋ wa ha juŋ relative 
341. kur kur clan 
342. ŋa ŋa self/I 
343. pɨ̯r̩̩tuɪ̯d̪ pr̩.tuid name 
344. pʰi pʰi you 
345. pʰi ʔar ŋut̪ pʰi ar ŋut you two  
346. pʰi wʌ rɔʔ pʰi wa rɔʔ you pl 
347. ʔu, ka u, ka he, she 
348. ʔi i we (incl) 
349. ʔi ʔar ŋut i.ar.ŋut we two 
350. wa rɔʔ wa rɔʔ we pl 
351. ki ki they 
352. ki ʔar ŋut̪ ki ar ŋut they two 
353. nɔŋkɨ̯n̩dɔŋ nɔŋ.kn̩.dɔŋ village 
354. kʰmat̪ kʰmat face/eye 
355. kʰmut̪ kʰmut nose 
356. tʰlu kʰmut̪ tʰlu kʰmut nostril 
357. ʧkɔr ckɔr ear 
358. kʰleʲʔ kʰleiʔ head 
359. kteʲn ktein mouth 
360. sneʲʔ kteʲn sneiʔ ktein lip 
361. lʌmeʲɲ, lameɲ lameiɲ tooth 
362. ʧɨ̯n̩raʲɲ cn̩.raiɲ gums 
363. tʰɨ̯l̩̩̩leʲʔ tʰl̩.leiʔ tongue 
364. rə̯daŋ rdaŋ neck 
365. taŋbeʲɲ taŋ.beiɲ chin 
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366. tɨ̯m̩pʰa tm̩.pʰa shoulder 
367. rupai ru.pai chest 
368. rɨ̯n̩kʰi rŋ̩.kʰi back 
369. klɔŋsnam klɔŋ.snam heart 
370. kpɔʔ kpɔʔ abdomen 
371. snɛr snɛr intestine 
372. nud nud liver 
373. kti kti arm/hand 
374. kʰaŋbuʲd̪ kʰaŋ.buid elbow 
375. pɔʔtilɪt pɔʔ.ti.lit armpit 
376. pruʔ pruʔ arm length 
377. sla kti sla kti palm 
378. pariʌm kti pa.riam kti finger 
379. kʤat̪ kɟat leg 
380. sla kʤat̪ sla kɟat foot 
381. kʰleʔ kɨ̯r̩̩su kʰleʔ kr̩.su knee 
382. skɛp skɛp thigh 
383. kʰawaʔ kʰa.waʔ calf (leg) 
384. kʰɨ̯n̩dɔŋ kʰn̩.dɔŋ sole, of foot 
385. pariʌm kʤat pa.riam kɟat toe 
386. kʰʌwaʔ kʰa.waʔ shin 
387. snam snam blood 
388. ʧʔeʲɲ cʔeiɲ bone 
389. sneʲʔ sneiʔ skin 
390. sŋaʲd̪ sŋaid fat 
391. ʔaʲt̪ pʰare ʔait pʰa.re mole on skin 
392. dɔʔ dɔʔ body 
393. lai kʰloː lai kʰlo bowels 
394. tʰlɔʔ, puʲd̪ tʰlɔʔ penis 
395. kdi, pɛn, tpu kdi, pɛn, tpu vulva 
396. tʰeʲd̪ tʰeid vein 
397. sʌtʰar, satʰar sa.tʰar sinew 
398. sʌpɛt̪, sapɛt̪ sa.pɛt navel 
399. tɨ̯mpɔŋ tm̩.pɔŋ waistline 
400. jɨ̯m̩bu jm̩.bu breast 
401. pna pna buttocks 
402. ʧrɔʔ crɔʔ side 
403. tʰaraw tʰa.raw lungs 
404. sɲʲuʔ sɲiuʔ hair 
405. kɨ̯n̩teʲn kn̩.tein word 
406. sur sur voice 
407. klam klam speech/speak 
408. pɨ̯n̩bi pn̩.bi joint 
409. ʤʌbeʲɲ ɟa.beiɲ brain 
410. ksaŋ ksaŋ bile 
411. ʔaʲt̪ sʌ kʰmut̪ ait sa kʰmut snot 
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412. kʰak kʰak phlegm 
413. ʤuŋ ɟuŋ urine 
414. ksuʲd̪ ksuid pus 
415. pɨ̯n̩hiɛr pn̩.hier diarrhoea 
416. ʔɪm im live 
417. reʲɲ mɨ̯n̩seʲm reiɲ mn̩.seim breathe 
418. snʲaw sniaw hear 
419. paʲt̪ pait see/look 
420. rkʰai rkʰai laugh 
421. jam jam weep/cry 
422. bu bu suck 
423. mɨ̯n̩tʰu mn̩.tʰu spit 
424. slu slu blow 
425. daʲt̪ dait bite 
426. diʔ diʔ drink 
427. muʔaʲt̪ mu.ait drunk 
428. prai prai vomit 
429. sma sma smell/stink 
430. pɨ̯r̩̩kʰat̪ pr̩.kʰat think 
431. tɪp tip know 
432. nʲaw niaw count 
433. teʲɲ teiɲ afraid 
434. kwaʔ kwaʔ want 
435. tʰiaʔ tʰiaʔ sleep 
436. tʰiaʔ tʰiaʔ lie down 
437. jeʲɲ jeiɲ stand 
438. ʧɔŋ cɔŋ sit 
439. lai kʤat̪ lai kɟat walk/go 
440. wan wan come 
441. psiʌʔ psiaʔ enter 
442. liwan li.wan return 
443. dɔŋ dɔŋ turn 
444. jɨm̩pa jm̩.pa swim 
445. pɛr pɛr float 
446. tuʲd̪ tuid flow 
447. ŋiat̪ ŋiat push 
448. tan tan pull 
449. pʌkʰɔt/pakʰɔt pa.kʰɔt throw 
450. hap hap fall 
451. ʔe e give 
452. ʧɪm cim take 
453. saʲt̪ sait wash 
454. saʲt̪ tʰad̪ sait tʰad launder 
455. pʰiaʔ pʰiaʔ split/diverge 
456. kdɔʔ kdɔʔ tie 
457. nʲam niam wipe 
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458. kɨ̯r̩̩ʧut̪ kr̩.cut rub 
459. dat̪ dat hit 
460. ʔaʔ aʔ cut/slice 
461. duŋ duŋ stab/pound 
462. tiʔ tiʔ dig 
463. ʧbɔt̪ cbɔt scratch 
464. ksiʔ ksiʔ squeeze 
465. kʰɨ̯r̩̩weʲt̪ kʰr̩.weit wring 
466. leʲʔkmɛn leiʔ.kmɛn enjoy 
467. jɪmpʰo jim.pʰo dream 
468. ʧʌniaʔ ʧdeʲn ca.niaʔ cdein lean back 
469. sʌpai sa.pai waste 
470. bɔm, dat̪ bɔm, dat beat 
471. da ʧe da ce be light 
472. tɨ̯mmɔʔ tm̩.mɔʔ cover 
473. kɛrkut̪ kɛr.kut surround 
474. sɨ̯n̩tʰiaʔ sn̩.tʰiaʔ be sleepy 
475. dai dai sell 
476. pɨ̯n̩sum pn̩.sum bathe 
477. sɔŋ sɔŋ wrap 
478. da doːm da dom be dark 
479. lum lum sweep 
480. tʰaŋ tʰaŋ burn 
481. sɨ̯n̩ʔaŋ sn̩.aŋ roast 
482. soːr sor sew 
483. krɛʔ krɛʔ work 
484. kɨ̯n̩deʲʔ ke kn̩.deiʔ ke play 
485. rwai rwai sing 
486. ʧad̪ cad dance 
487. bɔm, ʧɔʔ bɔm bɔm, choʔ bɔm drum, to drum 
488. tʰeʲd̪ tʰeid buy 
489. siɛt̪ siet shoot 
490. lai siɛt dɔʔ lai siet dɔʔ hunt 
491. pɨ̯n̩jap pn̩.jap kill 
492. jaʧɔʔ ja.cɔʔ fight 
493. ŋiaʔ ŋiaʔ be tired 
494. wiɛ̯r wier disappear 
495. ksɔʔ ksɔʔ hold 
496. kʰur kʰur shave (verb) 
497. sɲʲaw kʤam sɲiaw kɟam feel cold 
498. kʰɔʔ sneʲʔ kʰɔʔ sneiʔ strip off 
499. kʔi kʔi nod 
500. dʌ dɛp da dɛp finish 
501. pɨ̯n̩ʤo pn̩.ɟo drip 
502. baʔ (ha rɨ̯ŋ̩kʰi) baʔ (ha rŋ̩.ki) carry (back) 
503. raʔ (ha tɨ̯mpʰa) raʔ (ha tm̩.pʰa) carry (shlder) 
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504. jɔʔmɔn jɔʔ.mɔn be spoiled  
505. laʲt̪loːʲd̪ lait.loid be free 
506. sŋɛm sŋɛm be moist 
507. daŋ kʰɨ̯r̩̩nʲɛt̪ daŋ kʰr̩.niet be awake 
508. kʰut kʰut call 
509. wan ʧʌpɔʔ wan ca.pɔh come down 
510. lai ʧʌpɔʔ lai ca.pɔʔ go down 
511. pam, ʔaʔ pam, aʔ cut off 
512. jʌhaːp, jʌtɔʔ ja.hap, ja.tɔʔ be fitting 
513. kɨ̯l̩la blu kl̩.la blu be blue 
514. tʰaʲɲ, soːr tʰaiɲ weave 
515. t̪oːʲd̪ toid sag 
516. haʤrɔŋ ha.ɟrɔŋ be high/above 
517. ŋam ŋam sink/drown 
518. ʧɔŋŋiaʔ cɔŋ.ŋiaʔ rest 
519. sŋɛʔ sŋɛʔ stop 
520. riɛʔ rieʔ hide (v.) 
521. kʰarat̪ kʰa.rat saw (wood) 
522. waʔ waʔ hang 
523. blad̪ blad be faded 
524. ʤlɔp ɟlɔp be wilted  
525. klamkɨ̯n̩de klam.kn̩.de jest 
526. tɨ̯l̩liʌd̪ tl̩.liad grind 
527. peʲʔ peiʔ scoop 
528. t̪am tam exceed 
529. kʔiʌd̪ kʔiad scream 
530. kʰur kʰur scrape 
531. ja ʔawri ja aw.ri quarrel 
532. kɨ̯r̩̩su, ʧɔʔ kr̩.su, cɔʔ knock 
533. kɨ̯l̩liʌŋ kl̩.liaŋ exchange 
534. ʤɛm ɟɛm be soft 
535. pɨ̯n̩ ʔɛʔ pn̩ ɛʔ coerce 
536. tik̩kaliʌw tik.ka.liaw tickle 
537. pɨ̯n̩ʧkɛh pn̩.ckɛʔ be tough 
538. ʔawri aw.ri be noisy 
539. kʰlɛʔ kʰlɛʔ mix 
540. kʰɨ̯r̩̩wait̪ kʰr̩.wait twist 
541. pɨ̯ŋŋad̪ pŋ̩.ŋad be fresh 
542. jaʧɛm ja.cɛm meet 
543. ʔoːd od whine 
544. maham ma.ham threaten 
545. sdeʲʔ sdeiʔ fry 
546. takʰoːʔ ta.kʰoʔ hit (collide) 
547. jania ja.nia argue 
548. pʰaʔ pʰaʔ send 
549. kɨ̯l̩li kl̩.li ask 
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550. man ki wʌ miɛt̪ man ki wa miet be beautiful 
551. mureʔ mu.reʔ conceal 
552. brait̪ brait scatter 
553. saːm sam distribute 
554. jabhaʔ ja.bhaʔ divide 
555. saʔ saʔ choke, be stale 
556. pɨ̯n̩jar pn̩.jar spread 
557. raʔ raʔ carry/bring 
558. ʔeʔ eʔ abandon 
559. kʰaŋ kʰaŋ block/close 
560. lai ʧʌʤrɔŋ lai ca.ɟrɔŋ go up 
561. ku ʧʌʤrɔŋ ku ca.ɟrɔŋ ascend (stairs) 
562. ku loːm ku lom come up (hill) 
563. sumkʰleʲʔ sum.kʰleiʔ wash hair 
564. sait̪ t̪iər sait tiar wash utensils 
565. wai wai open 
566. maja ma.ja love 
567. tlɛp tlɛp bury 
568. beʲɟsiʌn beiɟ.sian be stupid 
569. ʔɪɲkʰaw iɲ.kʰaw burned (rice) 
570. jada ja.da guard 
571. tʰɛʔ tʰɛʔ pour 
572. psiʌʔ ʧʌpɔʔ psiaʔ ca.pɔʔ go in 
573. wan ʧʌpɔʔ wan ca.pɔʔ come in 
574. tʰuŋ tʰuŋ plant 
575. pɨ̯n̩dap pn̩.dap fill 
576. ʤoʔ saʔ ɟoʔ saʔ dwell 
577. pɨ̯n̩bi, pɨ̯n̩daʲt̪ pn̩.bi, pn̩.dait affix 
578. tʰnam, tʰɨ̯r̩̩ta tʰnam, tʰr̩.ta boil 
579. kuptʰad̪ kup.tʰad wear shawl 
580. tɨ̯m̩piaʔ tm̩.piaʔ break  
581. laʲt̪ lait lick 
582. dɔʔ, kbiʌt̪ dɔʔ, kbiat kiss 
583. ɲʲɔm ɲiɔm be rough 
584. tʰaw tɔŋ ʔum tʰaw tɔŋ um ladle water 
585. daŋ kʰiʔ daŋ kʰiʔ be in motion 
586. kbai kbai shout 
587. ʤɛm ɟɛm be tender 
588. joː lut̪i jo lu.ti long for 
589. sma sma stink 
590. ʤaiʤai ɟai.ɟai be gentle 
591. sʌrɔm, sarɔm sa.rɔm be shy 
592. kʰoːʲd̪ kʰoid be pure/clean 
593. boːʲd̪ boid itch 
594. saʲt̪ kti sait kti wash hands 
595. pɨ̯n̩ʧkɛh pn̩.ckɛʔ be strong 
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596. boːd̪ bod follow 
597. wan haʤan wan ha.ɟan adhere 
598. ŋoːʲd̪ ŋoid swallow 
599. tʰaw tʰaw measure 
600. ʔap kilo ap ki.lo weigh 
601. m̩ sɲʲaw ʧaʲt̪ m̩ sɲiaw cait be nauseated  
602. dukʰi du.kʰi be sullen 
603. ʧɔʔ kba cɔʔ kba thresh 
604. pɨ̯n̩kʰeʲɲ pn̩.kʰeiɲ compress 
605. ksiʔ ksiʔ press 
606. dɛmʧʌpɔʔ dɛm.ca.pɔʔ bend down 
607. jaʧoːn ja.con enmity with 
608. ʤaw ɟaw be sour 
609. ktʰaŋ ktʰaŋ be bitter 
610. ʧʌriɲ ca.riɲ be steep 
611. pɨ̯n̩joː pn̩.jo show 
612. ʔiʔ iʔ be ripe 
613. tʰiʌŋ tʰiaŋ be sweet 
614. rɛm, da doːʔ rɛm, da doʔ defeat/lose 
615. joːbeʲɲ jo.beiɲ oppress 
616. pɨ̯n̩bna pn̩.bna announce 
617. ŋam jɪllu ŋam jil.lu be deep 
618. pɨ̯n̩ʧitɔm pn̩.ci.tɔm punish/torture 
619. mɨ̯l̩̩̩liɲ ml̩.liɲ forget 
620. lai lɨ̯ŋ̩ba lai lŋ̩.ba go across 
621. wan lɨ̯ŋ̩ba wan lŋ̩.ba come across 
622. lai ʧalaʲt lai ca.lait go out 
623. wan ʧalaʲt wan ca.lait come out 
624. jeʲɲ jeiɲ erect, v. 
625. pɨ̯n̩hap pn̩.hap drop (vtr.) 
626. ʔɛmdɔr ɛm.dɔr be valuable 
627. kɨ̯n̩tʰaʔ kn̩.tʰaʔ sting 
628. pɨ̯n̩boːd̪ pn̩.bod imitate 
629. wʌtɔʔ, watɔʔ wa.tɔʔ be correct 
630. pʰoːʔ pʰoʔ bloom 
631. miʔluŋ miʔ.luŋ sprout 
632. kɨ̯n̩tʰiʔ kn̩.tʰiʔ jump 
633. bɛt̪, tʰhuŋ bɛt, tʰuŋ reap 
634. wa dɔŋ wa dɔŋ be crooked 
635. miʔʧɪt̪ miʔ.cit sweat 
636. kʰai kʔɔʔ kʰai kʔɔʔ cough 
637. ʔad̪ ʔad be swollen 
638. lat̪an la.tan shrink 
639. wʌ suk, wa suk wa suk be easy 
640. daŋ ʔɪm daŋ ʔim be alive 
641. roːʲd̪ roid draw 
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642. pʔut̪ pʔut decay/rotten 
643. roːʲd̪ leʲɲ roid leiɲ draw a line 
644. rap boːn rap bon be more 
645. tʰlɛːr tʰlɛr slip/slippery 
646. da wiʌr da wiar extinguish 
647. kɨ̯l̩li kl̩.li roll up 
648. ʧɔŋ kule, jaʔ cɔŋ ku.le, jaʔ ride 
649. ʧaŋ caŋ bark (of dog) 
650. tikna ti.kna be certain 
651. kʰai, miʔ kʰai, miʔ rise 
652. ʧlai clai overflow 
653. su kɨ̯l̩̩̩liaŋ su kl̩.liaŋ repay 
654. sait̪ kʰmat̪ sait kʰmat wash face 
655. kɨ̯r̩̩pad̪ kr̩.pad request 
656. naŋ ʤor naŋ ɟor worse, grow 
657. kʰiʔ, lɛʔ kʰiʔ, lɛʔ do  
658. lɛʔ bʲaŋ lɛʔ biaŋ repeat 
659. wʌje, waje wa.je be capable 
660. ʧna cna make 
661. ʤiɛd̪ ɟied pick 
662. jut jut flee 
663. jaʔ luti jaʔ lu.ti lead 
664. pʰɛt̪ pʰɛt run 
665. nɔʔ nɔʔ cast away 
666. raːm ram lend 
667. pat̪ pat fall over 
668. kneʔ kneʔ seize 
669. dait̪ lʌ̯meʲɲ dait la.meiɲ grind teeth 
670. ʧdɪt̪ cdit pinch 
671. kɔːp kɔp challenge 
672. pɨ̯n̩ʤɛt̪ pn̩.ɟɛt tear 
673. sʔuʲɲ sʔuiɲ revolve/spin 
674. kʰleʲʔ kʰleiʔ knead 
675. paiʔ, ʤoː paiʔ, ɟo leak 
676. kɨ̯n̩riʔ kn̩.riʔ winnow 
677. ʔu pɨ̯n̩hɛr u pn̩.hɛr to fly 
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Origin of Tai numeral ha³ (five) 

Xiaohang QIN 
Minzu University of China, Beijing 

Abstract 
Opinions vary with regard to the origin of the Kam-Tai word 
ha³(meaning five) in Chinese academic circles. This paper 
examined that ha ‘five’ in Tai is not borrowed from the Chinese for 
several reasons. It’s inferred that ha³ ‘five’ of Tai originated from the 
word meaning ‘palm’ or ‘hand’ because the primitive man counted 
something with his palm or hand and some other reasons. 

Keywords: ha ‘five’, origin 

Opinions vary with regard to the origin of the Kam-Tai word 
ha³(meaning five) in Chinese academic circles. As early as 1990, Prof. Ni 
Dabai, an expert in Kam-Tai, put forward a new idea on the subject. He said in 
his article an introduction to Kam-Tai languages (1990), 

There are two words for the meaning ‘five’, one is ha³ 
and another ŋo⁴ in Kam-Tai. And ŋo⁴ was probably 
borrowed from Chinese, but ha³ remains a mystery to this 
day. Fanggui Li reconstructed the primitive shape of ha³ 
as *hŋ on the basis of ha³ (five) in Thai, lŋa (five) in 
Tibetan and *ŋag (five) in ancient Chinese, so as to prove 
the cognation between ha³ of Kam-Tai and the word 
meaning ‘five’ in Chinese. But no words meaning ‘five’ 
prefixed h have been found in any Chinese dialects up to 
now. On the contrary, p and m correspond to k, kh and h 
in Kam-Tai. In addition, ‘five’ and ‘hand’ share meiP

31
P in 

Gelao (Liangshui Xiang, Qing long county, Guizhou 
province). And it corresponds to mɯP

2
P (hand) in Thai, 

mja P

2
P (hand) in Kam, mi P

2
P (hand) in Mo and so on.  

From these arguments Ni inferred that ha³ (five) in Kam-Tai is related 
to ma from the Indonesian word lima (meaning five). In some Indonesian 
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languages such as Paiwan lima is used in both the word for five and the word 
for hand. From this Ni drew the conclusion that ha³(five) in Kam-Tai 
originated from lima meaning ‘hand’ in the Indonesian group. 

15 years later, Ding Bangxin, an academician from Taiwan, China, 
published his paper On Five and Six in Sino-Tibetan Languages(in Minzu 
Yuwen,2005(3)).In this paper Ding states that no initial of ‘five’ had been 
pronounced ‘h’ whether in historical or modern Chinese dialects, and so it is 
unlikely that h- in Tai was borrowed from Chinese. There is a cognation 
between Tai and Chinese judging by the differences of both tone categories in 
Yin-Yang (Yin= odd – numbered tone such as in the Thai words 
ta: P

1
P‘grandfather’, ja:³‘P

 
Pgrandmother’ and khunP

5
P‘officer’; Yang=even-numbered 

tone such as in the Thai words kep P

2
P ‘collect’ and sam⁴ ‘again’.).On this basis 

Ding believed that ha³ of Tai has evolved from *hŋag in his hypothetical 
ancient Chinese-Tai group. 

Only a few months after Ding’s paper had been published, Prof. Wu 
Anqi also published his paper Numerals in Sino-Tibetan Languages (in Minzu 
Yuwen, 2006(2)), discussing the origin of ‘five’ in Kam-Tai. Wu argued that 
‘five’ in modern Chinese could be reconstructed as *ŋoʔ in middle ancient 
Chinese (middle ancient times ranging from the 3 P

rd
P to the 9 P

th
P century of 

Chinese history), and *sŋa(-ʔ) in ancient Chinese (ancient times being prior to 
the 3 P

rd
P century of Chinese history). Wu drew the conclusion since ‘five’ in the 

age of Chinese pictophonetic characters had the prefix *s-. Now ‘five’ in Be 
has three pronunciations, i.e., ŋa³、ŋo⁴ and ŋu⁴. From these, ŋa³ is just proof 
that ‘five’ in the proto Tai was borrowed from the ancient Chinese word *hŋaP

B
P 

‘five’.” 

Though Ding and Wu stick to their opposing views of the origin of 
the Kam-Tai word for ‘five’, they both relate it to the Chinese. Ni however, 
believes that no relationship exists between the Tai and Chinese words for 
‘five’, on which we happen to hold the same view. On this point I agree with 
Ni, since I consider ha³ to have originated from the same word from which the 
Tai for ‘palm’ also had its origin. However I disagree with him regarding 
which language these words originated from, and what phonetic form it 
stemmed from. 

In our opinions, ha ‘five’ in Tai is not borrowed from the Chinese for 
the following reasons: 

First, the Tai word ha³ ‘five’ differs from *ŋu‘five’ in ancient Chinese 
in initial and there is no correspondence between them. More importantly, 
there is no correspondence between the tones of these two words. The tone of 
the Chinese *ŋu ‘five’ is a voiced falling-rising tone and ought to correspond 
to the fourth tone of Kam-Tai. However the tone of the Kam-Tai word ha³ 
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‘five’ is the third tone of the Kam-Tai tone system. These are inconsistent so 
the words cannot be related to Chinese *ŋu ‘five’. 

Second, ŋa³ ‘five’ of Be was not borrowed from Chinese but is a 
native word that has a cognate relation with ha³ ‘five’ in Kam-Tai.There are 
many reasons which support this. 

One is that the‘five’ of Chinese was a word composed with Yimu 疑
母. Yimu is the name of an initial consonant in ancient Chinese. As there were 
no phonetic symbols in ancient times to record Chinese speech sounds, our 
ancestors had to use Chinese characters to indicate initial consonants.Thus Yi 
[iP

35
P] is written as疑in the phonetic system of ancient Chinese, representing the 

consonant ŋ, and母[muP

214
P] is the name of a Chinese character indicating initial 

consonants. In addition to this, the initials of all words with Yimu were 
pronounced ŋ in Kam-Tai and there is no evidence that it ever changed into 
h,e.g. 

Meaning remote ancient 

Chinese 

middle ancient 

Chinese 

Zhuang Buyi Be Dai 

bud 疑鱼*ŋŋea 疑麻开二平假*ŋa ŋa P2P ŋa P2P ləkP8Pŋɔu⁴ ŋɑkP8P 

tile 疑歌*ŋŋoa 疑马合二上假*ŋwa ŋva⁴ ŋwa⁴ ŋua⁴  

forehead 疑铎*ŋŋeak 疑陌开二入梗*ŋ k ŋek P8P  ŋakP8P  

five 疑鱼*ŋŋa 疑姥合一上遇*ŋu ŋu⁴  ŋo⁴  

endure 疑宵*ŋŋau 疑豪开一平效*ŋau  ŋa:u⁴   

lotus root 疑侯*ŋŋo 疑厚开一上流*ŋəu ŋau⁴ ŋəu³ ŋɔu³  

money 疑文*ŋŋiən 疑真开三平*ŋĭĕn         ŋanP2P ŋanP2P ŋɔnP2P ŋ nP2P 

 

Meaning Remote 

ancient 

Chinese 

Middle 

Ancient 

Chinese 

Kam  Mulao Shui  Ma 

Maonan 

Li Thai 

bud 疑鱼*ŋŋea 疑麻开二平假*ŋa ŋeP2P ŋa P2P  ŋa P2P  ŋɔ:k³ 

tile 疑歌*ŋŋoa 疑马合二上假*ŋwa ŋwe⁴ ŋwa⁴ ŋwa⁴ ŋwa⁴   

forehead 疑铎*ŋŋeak 疑陌开二入梗*ŋ k ŋek P8P  ŋakP8P    

five 疑鱼*ŋŋa 疑姥合一上遇*ŋu ŋo⁴ ŋo⁴ ŋo⁴ ŋɔ⁴   

endure 疑宵*ŋŋau 疑豪开一平效*ŋau  ŋa:uP6P     

lotus root 疑侯*ŋŋo 疑厚开一上流*ŋəu ŋau⁴ ŋau⁴   ŋou³ ŋau³ 

money 疑文*ŋiən 疑真开三平臻*ŋĭĕn     ŋənP1P  

 
Wang Li, a famous linguist, said, “Speech sounds change according to 

a category.” Thus, it is not possible that the initial of the Chinese word ‘five’ 
could have been changed of its own accord into the h of Kam-Tai. 
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The other is that ŋ of Be corresponds to some initial h of other 
languages of Tai, e.g.  

meaning Be   Zhuang Dai 

paddy ŋau⁴  hau⁴  — 

ox  ŋuP2P  —  hoP2P 

cheek ŋakP8P  hɯkP7P — 

five  ŋa³   ha³  ha³ 

 
This shows that ŋa³ and ha³ are cognates within Kam-Tai and they 

have no relation to the Chinese ‘five’. Their similar primitive shapes can be 
reconstructed as *ŋha³. 

Third, there is a correspondence law, still applicable in today’s 
modern language, between the eight tones of Kam-Tai  and the eight tones of  
Chinese (the PingP

1
P, ShangP

2
P, Qu³ and Ru⁴ tones were divided into YinP

5
P and 

YangP

6
P categories). Some examples of the correspondence law between Zhuang 

tones and Chinese tones are as follows: 

 Tone categories 
Tone 
marks 

Tone 
pitches 

Example 
Chinese 

tone 
categories 

The 1th tone No mark 24 Na (thick) daeng (lamp) Yinping 

The 2nd tone Final+z 42 
Naz (field) daengz 

(arrive) Yangping 

The 3ird tone Final+j 55 Naj (face) daengj (erect) Yinshang 
The 4th tone Final+x 33 Ngvax (title) max (horse) Yangshang 

The 5th tone Final+q 44 
Vaq (trousers) daengq 

(stool) Yinqu 

Stretchy 
tone 

The 6th tone Final+h 21 
Vah (word) caengh 

(steelyard) Yangqu 

short 
vowel 

The 
terminal 
sounds: 
p, t, k 

55 
Daep (liver) baet (sweep) 

baek (plant) Yinru High-sounding 
groups  

(The 7th tone) 
long 

vowel 
Ditto 44 

Dap (pagoda) bak (basin) 
bak (mouth) Yinru 

short 
vowel 

The 
terminal 
sounds: 
b, d, g 

21 
Haeb (bite) moed (ant) 

baeg (tired) Yangru 

Plosive 
tone 

Low-sounding 
groups  

(The 8th tone) 
long 

vowel 
Ditto 21 

Hab (box) mad (socks) 
bag (chop) Yangru 

 
From the table above we can identify when a Kam-Tai word has been 

borrowed from Chinese. Discerning this depends on recognizing whether or 
not the tone of the Kam-Tai word corresponds to the tone of a similar Chinese 
word. If there is no relationship between the tones of the two words, the word 
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has not been borrowed from the Chinese. This is the case even if the words 
contain the same or similar initials and Yunmu (simple or compound vowels in 
Kam-Tai, sometimes with a terminal n or ŋ). There is no correspondence 
between the tone of ha³ ‘five’ of Tai and that of *ŋu ‘five’ of ancient Chinese 
because the tone of Chinese *ŋu ‘five’ belongs to the voiced falling-rising one 
and ought to correspond to the fourth tone of Kam-Tai, but ha³ ‘five’ of Tai 
belongs to the third tone in the Kam-Tai tone system, which is inconsistent 
with that of Chinese *ŋu ‘five’. 

Therefore, ha³ and ŋa³ of the Kam-Tai language were not borrowed 
from the Chinese word for ‘five’. However the tone ha³ and ŋa³ of Kam-Tai 
were not borrowed from Chinese ‘five’. But the tone of another word meaning 
‘five’—ŋu⁴ or ŋo⁴ corresponds to the Yangshang-tone of Chinese ‘five’ 
indicating it was borrowed from Chinese ‘five’. 

NOTE ON TONE VALUES 

1. Ping: level tone, one of the four tones in classical Chinese, which has 
evolved into the high and level tone and the rising tone in modern 
standard Chinese pronunciation 

2. Shang: falling-rising tone, one of the four tones in classical Chinese and 
the third tone in modern standard Chinese pronunciation. 

3. Qu: falling tone, one of the four tones in classical Chinese and the 
fourth tone in modern standard Chinese pronunciation. 

4. Ru: entering tone, one of the four tones in classical Chinese 
pronunciation, still retained in certain dialects. 

5. Yin: the tone of the word with voiceless initial. 

6. Yang: the tone of the word with voiced initial. 
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